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REDS AGREE TO REOPEN 
Newsmen Will 
Enter Kaesong: 

KAESONG, Korea, July 14 
‘THE COMMUNISTS announced tonight the) 

acceptance of the United Nations terms for the}. ‘ 
resumption of the Korean cease-fire talks. Radio| to 
Pyongyang (the Communist North Korean station) 
announced the accepiance of General Ridgway’s 
demands at 9.15 p.tn. 

The broadcast, quoting the statement to Ridg- 
way signed by the North Korean. Premier and 
Commander-in-Chief 1<im #1 Sung and the Chinese 
Commander Peng Suai, said that the Reds agreed 
to the neutralization of the Kaesong Conference 

  

site and the entry of 20 Western news correspon- 
dents into the city. 

The anrounceme 
seer ae ~aiageay 0 LABOURER 

his ultimatum to th FOUND DEAD 
Friday, and almost 60 bh f 

         
    

  

the Armistice talks were bi Fas‘ Arthur a 
off with strong United N: 39-year-old labour of 

protests against Red interference Cleaver’; Hill, St. Joseph, 
with the United Nations’ delega was found dead with a re- 
tions, volver in his hand "near a 

stream at 
abeut 9 am. 

His body was taken to the 
District “F” Police Morturry 

Cleaver’s Hill 
yesterday. 

A preliminary translstion of th 
broadcast made in the Korean lan- 
guage said that the Comm 
had agreed to remove al) 

nists 

rmed 

   
  

forces from Kaesong and to set where a ‘post mortem’ was 

up a neutral zone as demended performed by Dr. W. H. E. 
by Ridgway. The broadcas Johnson. An inqu'ry into 
the first break in a tens« i the circumsiances of his 
tion. The armistice deadlock had death will be held on Tues 
dragged far into the third day be- day at the District “F" 

Police Court. 
Lowe was wanted by the 

Police for larceny of money 
from a bank. 

fore the Communists broke their 
silence on the United Nations’ do- 
mands for a_ guarantee of full 
equality before the talks resume). 

The deadlock started on Thur 
day morngng when the Unit 
Nations convoy was turned back 
from Kaesong because newsme! 
were included in the party, and the 
United Nations issued the ulti- 
matum that its delegates would no 
attend further talks until “inter- | The th 
ference” with its parties ceased tl ever recurrent threat of by the 

famine and disease has  recog- Conditiors > 

    

Nehru Approves 
Kamily Planning 

NEW DELHI, July 14. 
ian Government faced 

  

  

i tha irth control must be 
; , used to check the rapidly in- 

Ridgway said that he demanded, . . thet se ae an MOEA Gan ie the: Fee ti creasing population, but it also 
as conditions for the resumption | realizes it will be a long time 

  

of the talks, 9nd in order to guar- 
antee that the United Nations 
would no longer be subjected to 

before the principle of family 
planning will be accepted by In- 

, uM 1 dians as a way to better health 
a control during their meetings |and a higher living standard. 

at: 
First: The neutral five-mile Prime Minister Nehru put Gov- 

circle centred on Kaesong be ernment’s stamp of approval on 
established, with all armed guards | Birth control when he said in a 
and troops withdrawn from_the report to the Congress Partyy «lt 
zone. {s@éems clear the state must encour- 

Second: Each party be limited /age this family planning or birth 
to 150 persons in a delegation, }control”, but opinion is 

with complete freedom to select|qivided whether birth control is 
anyone in its own party including ejther morally desirable or econo-| 
newsmen., cally practicable 

Third: Both sides refrain from ar __4CP) 
hostile actions within the neutra! ene 
zone. 

Fourth: Only persons, mutually Anglo-lranian 

| Contracts ‘Invalid’ 

agreed upon, be admitted to the 
actual meeting room, 

Ridgway had said bluntly that | 

  

  

  

if these conditions could nat be | 
met, then the conference should ABADAN, July 14, _ 
be moved some place else.-(U.P* Iran on Saturday de red all 

— }the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company 

jcontracts invalid and invited in- 

FOREIGN BONDS | dependent oil buyers to ‘come 

and get it” for An uniden- 
LONDON, July 14 

  

   

F . k 1 leaped. to the tified American which offer- 
oreign bonds 3 f ‘ ae 

forefront this week, on »mpletely he ae — ’ i pe told stn 

eclipsing the gilt-edged industrials | °° Ana; 1 # sere eae ene 

oils and mining shares. Japanese] ‘©, /vacdan, If was annou ¢ 

bonds fairly soared on the news | Other buyers “who were said te 

of settlement of Japan’s pre-war] have been offered Iranain sup- 

foreign debts envisaged in the plies were not iden am 

Peace Treaty. Ue. UP. 

  

British Meat Ration Not 
Affected By Argentine’s Cul 

LONDON, July 14. 
OFFICIAL SOURCES said that the Argentine Gov- 

ernment’s decision to cut meat exports by half wouid not 

affect the British meat ration at present. A Ministry of 

Food spokesman anticipated that the ixcreases in the Brit- 
ish meat ration promised by Food Minister Maurice Webb 

for August would be upheld. 
Officials expressed the hope that Argentina would be 

able to supply over the entire period of the protocol which 
ends next April, at least a mi«vimum qtaneny of 200,000 
tons of carcase me at and 5%,000 tons cf corned meat. 

Commenting on the Argentine 

B.N.R. Plan Longer je, 1 ccempeits, te inte 
Working Week 

  
  

an said “it is an uneasy reflection 

      

ithat it was just about this time 

LONDON, July 14 last year Argentina suspended 

Britain’s Nationalized Railways|@xports under the old Trade 
5 5 so renk Agreement, anu embarked on a want to stretch the werk we long period of pressure which 

from 44 to 48 hours to overcome | 

  

the acute labour shortage, they dt tence! Bayar 
revealed on Saturday. They ap- a aenag ager nie ent little to sup- 

er ee ee port the suspicion that curtail- 

7 ie 5.2 s dn: the Baten nt ment of the immediate supplies 
ae Fes, es oe a0 pate the i | now ordered is the beginning of a 

. bh ff. “rv “~}similar campaign leading to even 
portation of alien labour and an daa tringent bargaining when 
approval for the workers to stay | 4). 
on their jobs through one week 

of their annual vacation. 

The Associate’s Society of Lo- 
comotive Engineers and Firemen 
promptly rejected the plan on the 

present protocol 

  

expires 

Exports Decline 

gut it is an 

a decline of av   ailable exports 

    

     
    

  

              

  

  

strongly | 

j}emerged in a hard bargain driven} 

undeniable fact that | 

  

Sunday 
/ 
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pn wih capisodibn laine . eis Apres yee — 

Italy Wants ONLY THREE 

Revision Of | 
Peace Treaty : 

WASHINGTON, July 14. | 
Jeually reliable cdiplo nati 

sources said that Italy expected | 
present to the State Denar |   

  

   

  

ment early next week an offic ial | 
request for a revision of Italy's 
Peace Treaty. The sources said 
that instructions from the It ali an | 
Foreign Minister, Count - a, | 
wer € V the Italian n| 

      

the vaunites { 
xr cons 

Depar 

  

JON As pe 
by ‘ie State   

drati of the Japanes Peac 

    

  
        

dera- 
pate 

3 za’s reauest for th evi- 
2 is probably influenced by the 

Ti which does not cont 
j the severe estriotions 
included in the It lian Pe 
Treaty at 

It is reported that ae fe 
a deep sense of injustice becau | 
of the fact th Ttely vh s| 

th th j 
ol Wor i 

Mas been foreed-by the 7 t 
limit s ‘ly her fer t ie 
irmaments, wh i 
fought the Allies 
moment will have 
which is consid 

are only three Speightstown,droghers left now. This 
ws the Bessie under sail. (See story p. 7) 

38TH PARALLEL Is 

| generous 
the Italian. 

when    

  

Communisn 
| ° 4 : sista ses 

Gains Ground STUMBLING BLOCK | In Indonesia | * we | ndonesia (By HARRY FERGUSON) 
Petia is : NEW YORK, July 14 VAT: ‘ ris ‘ ‘ ‘ * | The Sather Agency said on THE 38TH PARALLEL is something that the negoti 

Saturday “Communism is steadily 
| gaining ground in Indonesia.” 
| It was circulated by “Frides” an 
= bulletin of the Sacred Con- 

ators are going to stumble over several times before they 
agree to a ceasefire in Korea, if they get the talks started 
again. The invisible line that runs just north of Kaesong 
already has been tossed into the negotiations by the Com- 
munists. 

They have proposed that both armies withdraw about 
six miles from the parallel and leave one two-mile neutra 
¢trip across Central Korea. On the face of it, that looks 
a fair proposition, but not when the present battle line is 
taken into consideration. The customary procedure ir 
ceasefire negotiations is to freeze rival armies in thei: 
tracks. Both sides agree not to advance, and in some case 
not to attempt to reinforee their positions for the duration 

  
gregation of the Propagation of 
the Faith. It is said that since 
Indonesia gained independence 
from the Netherlands, Commun- 
ism has made great strides there. 

It added: “But the great majori- 
ty of Unions are openly affiliated 
with the Communist Party. Strikes 
are now at least a weekly occur-/ 
eee, especially on the Island of 
Java, 

A dispatch said that while there 
are no Communists in the Indo-| of the armistice. 

| nesian Cabinet, Communists like| If the cormmunist 
| to overcome this handicap by infil- | proposal were 

| trating into such important posi=| ted Nations 

neutral strip = Perr eer teens op 
accepted, the Uni- 

  

rmy would have to, N, J 
tions as .the control.of the gereral! retreat alor most ell of the en 0 SECRA TION 

confederation of Indonesian work-/tire battle line. The last — push | . 
ers which has the last word in|made by the U.N. army, car 7 > 
almost all union matters ried it north if the 38th OF BISHOIL 

—U.P. from Kansong, on the East Coast,   

parallel | 

THE consecration of the Ver) 
Nevd G L G Mandevill 

  all the way 
song 

  

ross almost to Kae 
where the line dips sharpl 

    

  

  

    

      

     

\vorat: 
a a 

picture, 

were 

  

LEFT 

taken from the deck of the D, A 

‘UN Troops 
Maintain 

yt 

ithree 

foul 

  

  

  

PRICE: SIX CENTS 

TALKS 
U.K. SHELVES 
IRAN ISSUE 

By JACK FOX 
LONDON, July 4 

BE SEITAIN put the Lranian crisis on the shelf te await the 
outcome of W. Averill Harriman’s special mission to 

Teheran, The Conservetives agreed with the British 
Labour Government to postpone the debate on Tran sche- 
duled for Tuesday, because such public discussion might 
joopardise the United States Presidential envoy’s negotia- 
tions. z 
No further steps towards the evacuation of the oilfields or 
the bringing of the crisis to the United Nations are expected 

uel Londen ean observe the success er failure of Harri- 
man’s effort. The British Foreign Office insisted that Harri- 
men’s mission was “welcomed”. But there is no doubt that 
the whole idea was getting a very cool reception among the 
British 

  

Sir _Frane is Shepherd, Britis! 
° + }A.wOassador in Tenetan, said 

a » hk I Is ;much at a Press Conference ye 
Fire Ss. 00 terday. He said that there 
Sw wee ) “very little point” in Harriman 

Ki a aT ;coming, because Iran was dicta 
| nsas jing terms on which he woul 

maa {hegotiate. Whitehali would no KANSAS CITY 7 20 SANSAS CITY, et 20 that far, but officials mad 
vuly lain that Brita reject kyon: aus ; D a iritain ejected an 

omit Pine caveat aed. "re \idea that Harriman would act 
the waters of this City’s : * dictatar phe 
i Wee Britain’s rock « 5S oc history Flames leaping ue eenttciee kK 

$300 feet into’ the air from y se ement now 

bottom terms foi 
demand that 

the ruling of the 
Court of Justice ar 

On the basis of the 
Government’s complaint 

iood in 

Iran bow to 
International 
the Hague 
British 

hunderous explosions de scciine | 
buildings and 12 gasoline ar 

storage tanks 
They spread early today to 

\big lumber company and ‘threat-|'®e Court granted an “injunction’ 

ressure jened a chemical company's war against further nationalization by 
house where thousands of gallons{!™@"2 of the Anglo-Iranian Oil 
of explosive alcohol are store Company, and proposed the 

Along’ Korean Front Five 260,000 . gallon tanks formation of an Anglo-[ranian 

  

joard of papthalene caught fire within 6 Supervisors to run 
EIGHTH ARMY HEADQUART- |¥@rds of the alcohol warehouse slowly 

ERS, KOREA | Firemen said that if any one « Accepted 
United Nations troops, drove |the tanks explodes the on Britain readily accepted the 

hard into Communist defenses aij |®!most certainly will be ignites court ruling, but Iran rejected it 
along the Korean front to kee} Sixty firemen in boat pean outright, and withdrew its signa- 

now from 200,000 to 250,001 
Communist troops opposed = to 
the United Nations forees on the 
west central front. Earlier front | 
reports id at least 400,000 Reds P 

| 
| | 

  

  

were massed in the build-up area 
behind Comraunist front line 
troops and = front commanders 
warned of Communist treachery if 

cease-fire 
Vrong 

negotiations wen 

   
    

  

) 
| 
N 

up the pressure on more than |"e flames unsuccessfully as the] ture to the declaration by which 
400,000 Communist troops loom- | lly waters carried the fire from it had agreed to abide by the 
ing as an ominous threat behind {ome flood abandoned building Court’s decisions. Iran claimed stalled ceasefire tall inother Amoi those desivoyed | that the Cour Was Not compe.en 

y iat $125,000 New Holland} to deal with a purely interna ee the central front _ troop | Machinery Company building, Mair involving Iran and the yattled forward four miles toward Che Red Cross declared that the { Anglo- Iranian Oil Compan Kumsong the big Communi flood disaster was the worst sine: He said that the Brition a: n 
supply base while Allied planes|the Ohio-Mississippi ; ch bien bnnd 
Whipped up Communist lines. | 1937 It is said 
The Eighth Army said there|100,000 persons have fled o Teheran 

proposed by 
The Mission 
Truman 

omes in the 100 flooded towns ir Ph ee 
8 counties provided in Kansas and two ir the talks were lissouri. With the crest of th “within the frame- 
oF vet to come here, thousands praels. of the (nationalization) 

f volunteers manned the remain- 
ng oe dikes hoping to hole While. Britain aécepty ‘The prin- 
ack the water from the unde-| CP! of nationalization, it opposes 

\ 

  

the contents of the law which is 
stripping it of the control of the 
rich oilfields. British officials have 
taken 

astated parts of the city 

—U.P 

  

ome heart however from 
the very fact that Tran wou 
invite Harriman to Teheran, and 
they have noted with interest the 
tatements of the Iranian Premier 
lohammed Mossadegh, 

bers 

U.K. De ‘slroyers 

Sent To Ader 
MALTA, July 14 

vas learned that four destr 

and mem- 
f the Iranian Oil Nationali- 

tion Board 

that hoods tt ment did not even enter into the 
DAV TORN tha matter. Iran welcomed Harriman 

that they want oil 

    

of the British Mediterr i lowing to the West 
have been dispatched t Britain rejected any idea ot 
Pheir departure from Malta! armed intervention the Unitec 

ollowed the Empire Roach inci-! States would not go alang with 
in the Suez Canal whe tit but she said that she would 

plinn authorities stoppec ; intervene with military and naval 
‘rilish ship and searched it to to protect her nationals. 

lie destroyers also will : 
i 

To ULN. | 
de-| sides have said 

vailable for any Iranian dutie Both that the 
ided upon, The tank landing ship|are cons idering taking the dispute 
Jieppe is also en route to Abaden'ty the United Nations although 
o relieve the landing ship neithe has shown any strong 

| Messina, 
  

| lll 

” Rp . Wh ie 1p SleDrate@s |southward. At one point on the|Bithop-elect of Barbados, wi!!! Reds were reported to be d 
| I ranc¢ Ce le brat 7 central front—were the bloody\take place in Saint Michael Ing In around the Kaesong cease- } 

* y battle of the Iron Triangle was|Cathedral on Sunday July 22nd, gre conference site United Na- | 
Bastille Day fought—the United Nations army |the Feast of St. Mary Magdalenc,| jong patrols in that zone } | 

vould have to fall bac} b 20 |at 8.00 an The n conse=! humped I te on 
PARIS, July 14. |miles to conform to the terms of |crated Bishop will be enthroned in)», a ignite ’ the } 

France celebrated Bastille Di | | \th hed } f een ’ } ance > ate as ®Y ithe communist proposa ithe Cathedral on the OuOWwIn were believed to he = usir Cor today with a display of new arm lday, Monday 23rd. at 4.00 p.m. | ¢ ' E | 
se Minister, Jules Moch, set | Propaganda | All who hold tickets for admis-| ce. TERA “Cie hathice ae -thehita 

t stage for the day when |} | It is not difficult to tell what{sion to the Consecration must b le ly remaining holding ir } leclared the French army is on! would happen once the United Jin their places not later than 7.40 ec ss ee eee teuews ; } 
the way towards being a power-jNations army started to retreat./4m on the Sunday mornit ey ‘ | 
ful striking force, capable of deter-}|Communist radios in Peiping, and | Again on the Monday afternoon, Less Ked Material ie 

ring any possible aggression, Com-|the North Korean capital of Py-|ihose who have received ticket The Eighth Army also sak!|. 
munists called on the people to/ongyang would open Up a propa~ |roy the Entaronement must | Communist te captured las: 

x . ; “war ongering.”|ganda campaign Their story aa TEM UAISY, MABLOT as Cae a la ignore this war mongerin : ' : oii = *itheir seats not Jater than 3.40. yeek was “markedly lk t They scheduled a mass march on would ve that the ( nited Nations pm, The Order of Service for the jn tne previous wee indicatis | 
> » side ‘is center- nly ask i ; ; | the opposite side of Paris center forces not only asked for a truce » Ord f ‘ oe ‘ ig a eee | but were so eager to achieve {t |Cons¢ ration, and the drdey OYr\that the Red ere becomin ne 

ing on the “Place de la Bastille. re: § ager to ve i ‘ . | 

3 » 500.000 atehed the offi-|that they were willing to give up the Enthronement, have bec usually careful in preserving thei 

ar a 7. "on ‘Cham 9s Elysees!the ground they had purchased |printed in two separate hand-/stores even while awit 
i Pte Samide Vincen with the heavy expenditure of |books for the "alined eoaies of 4 ©! Action late yesterday c 

Rr peee cs coat tt oie > Chief men and material. It would be|attending, and these books may be|crinbed as “relatively qui 
ete, carn a gah: or yne more point that the Reds could|purehased beforehand at _ the! | 

Staf Lieut, ‘ a pri . ek cea hammer home in their attempt to |Cathedral, or from the parochia); That included the bitter battl |! 

eeene ee! ae the 1 Me of] Prove to the world that they won clergy at sixpence per copy jnorth-east of Hwachon  beloy | 
hed _ rer > leaders f a . | ny , i t ¢ er yh A aes ae y eer a“ cna the war The Bishop-Elect is to be con-|Kumsong to the ea R force | 

the Al ae oe a. rps & And yet the proposal for a neu- |secrated by the Archbishop of the! broke off the fight by ™ ay 
the Soviet observer UP. tral strip along the parallel is a/West Indies, assisted by the jing before ubborn| 

er difficult one for the United Nations’ |Bishops of Trinidad, the Wind- Hic 

pe ease poets ALOre to reject i he fl ward Isles Puerto Rico, and Patrols rangea up to seven mile {| 
parallel was chosen a 1@ divid- | Rich 3entlev into Reds’ territor on the ( | 

POCKET CARTOON ing line between North and quench Rentle leentr al front, but drew no Con 
by’ OSBERT LANCASTER South Korea by an agreement — {munist fire in their attempt 1] 

i ey ED proce rng getline of ee ae _ G Lr’ }feel out the Red build-up area 
¢ ¥ oack in the days when the Unit- veel ton’ Wocnih io : | 

ed States and Russia were great 10,000 yeh S it i te ite 5 : si ms se ‘A vs a \{ 
and good friends, and it never . « cr : eee eee eet 
occurred to anybody except Stalin Missing In Korea | UP || 
that they would be at each other's 

  

    

    

  

  

throats in a few years WASHINGTON, July 14 ' 
Most of the nations making up More than 10,000 American | 

the United Nations coalition army fighting men are missing in Korea 
probably would approve of a t uf-|and the Defence Department 
fer strip along the re and would | knows little about them. Som«e 
be willing to let the propaganda |are prisoners of the Communist 
fall where it may. What the Al-\cSome are undoubtedly dead. 
lied negotiators probably are " 
seeking right now, is some conces | A Defence spokesman refused} 
sion from the Reds in return. for | ¢, Saturday to make any esti- 

oe or the ate rs In liu tes on how mary are in each 
OMe SORES the United Nations |group. According to the latest wants something it can use as a {en aie oily 1BGskae: 
‘ounter propaganda against that fora oF Se 77 ORLY 48 a m a 
expected to go around the world |4¢@ns are known to be prisoner 
when the United Nations’ soldiers | 9f war. ; 

| turn their faces south and. start The Reds through propagand 

| marching ; broadcasts and Party newspaper 
—U.P. have given the names of abou 

| orict 5 r “It’s all very well for you } 2,000 American prisone 

to grin in that cynical way, ’ d 7 Defence offcials have been un- 
| ‘ but as it happens I really AM Greek Aban ons itble to make any confirmations o ” c : going to Paris for Unesco! : | S . Red claims. The Reds have pai: 

Channe Wii no attention to international rules 
7 2 }on exchanging inforrnation about 

Exploring FOLKSTONE, Eng., July 14 | prisoners of war as set forth in 
The Greek Army Major Jason|yhe Geneva Convention. The) 

W . Panama Zirganos returned here on peel fiave refused to furnish the Inter- 
iay night after abandoning national Red Cross with the names 

      
    

    
     

    

    

      
      

  

Jap Treaty Gives US 
Big Special Rights 

WASHINGTON, July 14 
Diplomatic source said tha 

   

Japan has agreed on the treat: 
giving the United States specia | 

hts at the gigantic Japane 
naval base at Yokosuka 
Yokosuka at the mouth of Tokye | 

Bay is the largest naval base o 

that side of Pearl Harbour I 
can match Pearl Harbour in ever 
task except repairing the heavies 

Yokosuka is one of th 
; that the United State 

warships 

finest prizes 

  

|gets in the Japanese-United State 
Mutual Security Treaty schedul 

to be published sox 

The pact will be sned abe 
the same time that Japan sigr 

the General Peace Treaty with tt 
United State and all it othe 

World Wa II, enemies exce} 
Russia early in September Tt 
Treaty also give the Unite 
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grounds that the Government re-|during the Argentine winter is WASHINGTON, July 14. attempt to swim the Channel be- |of prisoners or to permit the Red States authority to keep air in 

fused the deferment of railway |al to be expected and that} The Evening Star commented on] céuse of ods and tides. When) |Cross representative to visit fe ye forces Japan ; de if f 
workers from military service | th been aggravated by last| the recent explorations in I am fat from the goal, ‘Cs | prison camps. le General m i e Peace br 

—UP. year’s dro ‘ j by the expedition from the Smith-] carried him away and he climbed In World War II, the Army ane igned, Only a fer inor poin 
' ntine supplies continue to! conian Institution and the Nationa the motor-boat. He sat Air I e had about 1/5,000 r t the Jaj nese; United \. stat 

NEW CRIMINAL CODE |! nportant to the meat ration | Geographic Society very disappointed after getting! ing About 133,000 were finally | e! t € it. : gre ; L ; G 
LONDON, July 14. | here for ae will have to be relied; “ Dr. and Mrs. Matthew W. Stir-] 8° close.”-—U.P ccounted for.—-U.P. Uw 

The Belgrade newspaper Borby|Upon to fll the seasonal gap SO ling, representing the Smithsonian 
said that the criminal code of |!0N8 4S no facilities exist for stor) restitution and the ae 1 Ge o- ; s home-killed ment u the Bulgarian Army. had. been |!D@ home-killed 1 Haphic society, nave veer exs-| A@heson Dislikes 38t i As Divic me Line 
changed so that soldiers’ families} 4 is however. a fact that with| ing North-Western Pan ran 
are responsible for offenses com-| icing home supplies and decreas-| what they have found sug¢ sais an “a s ‘ ‘ n of ore 
mitted by the soldiers, accordi: ng quantities from Argentina—|that there must have been many we ASHING ee , July 14 | front teat ae orate | sty oe Ane " ! of Stz Dean Ache-|cated he did not f y vith 5 les Br of 
to the Yugoslav News Ager 320,000 tons in 1949, 260,000 tons | discoveries of the New Wo Fie ae Pees soy. dake te this pte r dividing- top Republican « 
Tanyug. in 1950 and y 230.000 tons this| the Pacific long before ther : ‘ot ad ain esent (ihe of aath + ‘Hel Atmod. Gervices-< 

The paper quoted an ordet | year if the full m m quan- | any from the Atlantic ; ot a mixed recs Whil« . ors looked this | the present | 
all units of the Bulgar I it forthcomi propor- The area, that they hay the law-makers on/as more advantageo thar ease: | t ¢ th 
which said that r @s- of A the | we the of fire 1e 38th tnany of them said ld ore f 
capes t Yug t tot lar phe Colu Acheson “%old Pre C f the vould not be itisfied unfe ir 

against hi fé 3 would € jon n f Ar 1 r ¢ feels a truce! definite stri re being t ou id t n | 

taken. —U.P. \ t —U.P. be f m the ghting y truce ‘ ent t the outh Ko C.3 | 

| é 
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)) day in Canada as guests of sakes he ; a ‘ ‘ain gillaad 

YY th Ready-made and made-to-order Mfrans-Canada Airlines. Duting oo ena Tea Foss a ‘sais ther ee 

PARADISE BEACH CLUB yh ; ‘ hele ee: ee ee ee Britain. 
\\ i} Just arrived—Dresses in larger sizes ‘a t ~ gh? > he od - Sir Edward told Carib that he 

y if from $21.98 SM a ge. elgg dees Rrsenigae 0 expects to be in London for one 
IU LY 2Zist tt “ Sesaad f i eee ’ HB week; after which he is going 

({ = == = cs ada oo ap Pi oe Europe and will visit Holland, 

Ki OS ae i France and Italy, returning to the . Y . : . NI | sir Alfred told Car tt they ’ a taly, 
DANCING—SUPPER—MOONLIGHT BATHING Hy | GLOBE THEATRE : ts 4: : oe = 1% he U.S. by sea from Naples He 

(included) 2s TICKETS: $1.50 |} ate r . tol ‘Jaspar Park. Banff, plans to be back in Barbados by 

UW TONITE 8.30 P.M. & CONTINUING Calgary, Ottawa and New York erase. Mr. rm he said 

i CHARLES BOYER — LIND eturning to Montreal in time to will be away until January. 

} | A DARNELL ccmuect with the flight to Barba- Departure Date Fixed 

SPECIAL Al TRACTIONS \ ee 7 | dog ; *PHREE of the W.I. players to 
Kt It wae their first visit to Canada a tut Amite . Banke Beseba: 

i} and in fact the first time they had Wilfred Fergusson and Simpson 

. ie yy been to that continent. " Guillen together with their 

MOTOR LAUNCH TRIPS TO. }} Watle in Alverta, Shey, visited Manager Cyril Merry will leave 
i Le Due” Oilfields and the Natural eres Se ee ee rae 

. . jas Conservation Plant. They ao . a Pr 
6 ad })) i| ne . Ne or, Ministe Akaroa. Due to business com- 

The NINA ii 20. saw Mr. N. BE. Tanner, Minister ein ie E insradiesgereh 
| arte a ; tnvernment mitments Jeff Stollmeyer anc 

i i fd Of ee A ee ha 1880, Gerry Gomez will not be able to 
~ . on “AD i Ww : ¢ » . ” rae ’ ‘ ; ay 

MOORED OFF)SHORE TO HEAR i} | SUPER STAR ¢ |The Governor of Aiberta gave a travel by that ship, but will deav e 

y) | ? THI : R TALENT AUDITION dinner in their honour during sea by e ine aise gy isd 

OYIT TOMIRITR CL rpa e )) S MORNING 9.36 A.M. sir stay. Ramadhin ne = Sixth rinidac 

YOUR FAVOURITE CALYPSOE! i} - SS ; M es st they visited a num- player will travel direct from 

e i Ag ee a | ber -of departments. This ve engl Ba with the other pro- 

{ | ] ' altogether dye to Trans-Canada fessionals. — 
i AQUATIC CLUE CINEMA (Members Only) | Aenee who had made the trip Married In France 

BAR ABOARD ) TO-NIGHT and TO-MORROW NIGHT at. 8.20 possible. D®. 5. M. 8 SIMON who had 
A TRULY GREAT MOTION PICTURE | In New York, they visited St. been in Paris doing post 

Witt wales | Ambrose Church in Harlem and 
r ) 

graduate work at Lielle University 
has returned to Barbados. His 
visit also had its romantic side. 
Before returning home he was 

met 250 Barbadians. ‘There ate, 

His Excellency said, 25,000 Bar 

- 7 badians living in New York City 
Commencing Tuesday 17th at 8.20 p.m, it had been a grand holiday and 

Come and Search for the Hidden Treasure— You may 

find CHAMPAGNE 

Starring: OLIVIA De HAVILLAND—MONTGOMERY CLIFT 
RALPH RICHARDSON A Paramount Picture   

        

    

| “THE HEIRESS” 

        

    

       

         

    

     

  

  
  

  

    

  

      

    

  

{ii n : at 8 : married again. His wife is a Pari- «! JEAN ARTHUR-—MARLENE DIBTRICH—JOHN LUND they were both glad to be back sian. Part of the honeymoon was = a ir A FOREIGN AFFAIR” home spent in France and the rem¢ n- 
| MISS DAVIS Won Nomina‘i At Se awell to meet them were b ahaa pee ‘ ‘ M eg t ben me b : eae 

j 7 a egy || | scceemmmeiine SSS pe eneratreetrney | et LT the cinabe Ay N. HIS EXCELLENCY the Governor and Lady Savage as they arrived der on the trip out by the Colom- 
For An Academy Award For I }the Colonial Secretary a R, 1 t Seawell baoet i 9 ROK chadic:. Shibbis: teisll to ‘ bie. 

’ Her 20th Century-Fox Picture > = 7 |Turner, Col. R. T, Michelin, Com- at Seawell yesterday morning at 5.05 o'clock. ey ha een in e 

NOW SHO WING “ALL ABOUT EVE” She Won LRATION PLAZA rane missioner of Police and Major Canada since June 23rd as guests of Trans-Canada Airlines. Married Yesterday 
; 1] Academy Honors, as the Best Don’t Miss JOHN WAYNE ‘ | Dennis Vaughan, the Governor's Afternoon 

{ ‘TRESS. f. - 1934-2 mt ee in |A.D.C, : ISS KATHLEEN PROVERBS 

DAILY | “DANGEROUS” and ner 1938 $6 Ld For Consultation | Stee! Band For U.S. on daughter of Mr. vand Mrs. \ “JEZEBEL” | R. CHARLES W JOHN- FIVE-MAN steelband is ex- IM Voyime IV, Number 14 is Harold Proverbs of Rockley Ter- 
with Patricia NEAL — Ward BOND — Philip CAREY | STONR, one of T CAs senior pected to leave Trinidad on now on eule : Awonw its. con~ "2°" was married yesterday 

\ineet 1 Montrea armved 4 ten-week visit to the United Abe: Font th a ale a . afternoon at St. Matthias Church < 445 & 8.30 pm. and Continuing Daily engine oa ; Td .. . : tents are several short stories, { : sexes. , . ae A.45 & 8.30 NOW PLAYING © eee z oi jtrom ( ened ea d Rpg St er < ot, esgic of one by Edgar Mittleholzer, poetry, ee iam oe es of 
S*ECIAL THURS, 1.30 p.m | . jand will be i sarpados the United States made the neces- jignt verse, reviews and the 22° on, ida. J and Mrs. 
“BURNING CROSS” | Opening FRIDAY 20th | week we Say arrangements. The offer story of the Bridgetown Players Mayor, Snv., arrived from Bermuda 

AT Hank Daniels BETTE DAVIS in Has come covers free accommodation and by. Bruce Hamilton, This article Via Jamaica on Thursday for the 
ee o* and “DRAGNET - ] PAYMENT ON DEMAND | ee rane $50.00 (U.S.) per week per man. is illustrated with nine pictures. te 

j enry Wilcoxon } ok i 1e ; ne ceremony which took place 

EMPIRE i eee DEAN vay Bah ai ery hh a, a oe — —S== i > et an y su formed by Rev. Frank Pember OISTIN ‘ x 7 tatiacn regarding n 5 K mberton. 
i j PLAZ Dial 8404 | és A I ET % its euatiae! His The Bride who was given in 

| Last Two Shows Today 5 & 8.20 p.m, | THE GARDEN — ST. JAMES visit was made marriage by her father wore a 
\ \ RK¢ ci Thrilling Double! ||| Last Two Shows TODAY 5 & 8.30 p.m, essible by ar- dress of white organza with a very 

anny Kaye, Dinah Shore, ||| Warner Double- z rangement. with ft iccordian pleated skirt and a 

4-6-4 $ LAUGH AND THRILL WT! | ! ~~ “UP IN ARMS" = | Sieh Coawiert zachaty Scott & the Minister of lace over-skirt to match her fitted 
— ieee } \]| Color by Technicolor & “SAN ANTONIO” Transport, Otta- lace jacket. Her head-dress, which 

The star of “King } iF “THE CLAY PIGEON” | Color by Technicolor wa held in place a scalloped 
Errol Fiynn |) ]| BZ Williams, Barbara Hale rhis is Mi 
      

      

} 
finger-tip nylon tulle veil, was a ‘ ——_—_—S———===" Se = ohnstone’ re 1 "@ Cf > 7 . ; Solomon's Mines"’, N. & Tee Sh ae MON. & TUES. 8.30 pan Joh stone’s third small lace cap embroidered with 

George Raft & Pat O’Brien in | THIS WAS PARIS | visit to Barbado seed pearls and trimmed with 
STEWART GRANGER, \ DANGEROUS PROFESSION { Ben Livon, Ann Dvorak & | C. W. JOHNSTONE He was here on lilies of the valley 3 7 ; “08 : s alley ’ i |} and Ge O'Brien in | GUNS OF PECOS jtwo occasions in 1949 prior to the Maid-of-honour was Miss Phyl 

is terrific in a big new LAWLESS VALLEY Dick Foran | construction of the new runway l cae GUE Wee es PDy)~ 

G-M adventure! oo —— ee oe Mr. Johnstone is a guest at the is Svoute who wore turquoise 
M-G-M adventure | ORR E SESS EEE ES PSPPD SPD PSOSP POSS S OP OP OD POOODISESH & | Cy ean View Hotel . organza, The two other at- > 

tendents Miss Fleurette Kinch and Jewish Ceremony 
M iSS HeLEN BirEKNSTEIN, 

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Cae Bernstein of Rockley, was 

Miss Monica Massiah wore maiz 
and pink organza. Their dressex 
were all cut along the same lines 
—peter pan collars with tiny 

EMPIRE | ROYAL 
To-day 4.45 and 8.20 and Con- | Last Two Shows Today 5.00 

tinuing Daily 4.45 and $.3e 
a and 8.15 ; married last night at the Jewish buttons down the front of their 

‘ -resents ' } ity » . my ‘ "mcene z "ye 
Republic Pictures Presents |‘ ommunity Centre, Country Koad, dresses to the waist. lhe skirts 

io Mr. Maurice Kaizman, son ot “SOLDIERS THREE” 

Starring | “ROCK 

were very full with a bustle effect 
to the back, Their headdresses 
were similar to the bride’s but of 
matching organza and mixed 
flowers. ; 

The Bestman was ‘i ‘red 
The Bride, who according to Proverbs, brother of te bride. Jewish custom, was given in The ushers were Mr. Roy Proverb 

marriage by her parents, wore a MR. & MRS. “BILL” MAYOR Mr. Denis Atkinson, Mr. Tvor 
dress of silver lamay. She wore —married yesterday. Corbin and Mr. Herbert, Chees- 
a tiara of the same material man, 
which held in place a veil of . ial ‘ 

usion net Bhi’ carried 3 bow Old Combermerian He went to the U.S. where he | After the ceremony a reception 
auet of whit ‘hids i R. V Am ‘Tay jq entered Atlantic Union College, os held at Four Squ2re Planta- 

1 of white orchids. it. V. A. WATKINS, an Old ¢ Ses nseachusette tion, St. Philip and the t a 
Vir and Mrs Averboukh I Combermerian, has taken his South Lancaster, Massachusetts .°" - pé ne honeymoon 

acid oe f the Bernsteins, who BS OR era sees eee “and graduated with honours in }§ being spent at Sam _ Lord’s 
friends of th sernsteins, who B.Sc. in the United States. Biology and Chemistry Castle. 
arrived here on Friday acted o1 Mr. Watkins was a pupil of the ~ a. oe oe J 
behalf otf Mr. Raizman’s parents. Wesley Hall Boys’ School and He is a brother of Mr. Coleman, 

The bestman was Mr. Leon Bern- Combermere School during the Watkins, organist of St. John the} 

stein, brother of the bride. sadmastership of Mr. G. B. Y. Baptist Church, and the son off! 

The Bridesmaid were MissyCox and later at the Seventh Mrs. Louise Watkins, A S t 

Rochelle Tepper, Miss Joan Bern-| Day Adventist Training College in Mistress at the Westbury Girls 

stein and Miss Kathlyn Bernstein.] frinidad School. tes 

They wore blue organza a 

Mr. Samuel Raizman of Buenos 

Aires. and the late Mirs., Raizman. 

fhe Jewish rites were pertorm- 
ed by Ur. Oscar Pillersdorft at 

i o'clock. 

Stewart Granger—Walter Pidgeon S with David Niven—Robert Newton ISLAND 

OLYMPIC owns 
Last Two Shows To-day 4.30 es 4 

and 8.15 
Starring: 

  

  

   
  

Starring 

STEWART WALTER 

GRANGER: PIDGEON 

avey. newrn ||| One 
| er Dem and 
CYRIL CUSACK + GRETA GYNT with a 

JANE COWLe MENT TAYLOR. ™) 
FRANK ALLENBY : BETTY LYNN* FRANCES OEE | 

Suggested by THE RUDYARD KIPLING STORIES Produced by JACK’M. SKIRBAL, 

Screen Play by MARGUERITE ROBERTS, CARIBBEAN 

TOM REED and MALCOM STUART BOYLAN PR E M | ER E 

Directed by TAY GARNETT ; 

eroavea ty PANDRO S. BERMAN ||P AM A-ptown 
A METRO-GOLOWYN- MAYER PICTURE 

   
   

  
   

    

Republic Smashing Double . Forrest Tucker, Adele Mara with 

r eco Adrian Booth ‘and Bruce Cabot 

   
obert Rockwell ana Estelita 

Rodriguez in Ser eee eee 

“BELLE OF OLD | ROXY 
MEXICO” | 

~ and 

“JUNGLE STAMPEDE” 

  

     

  

To-day to Tuesday 4.45 dnd 8.15 
| 
} 

20th Century Fox Presents 
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“RAWHIDE” 

rst Instalment Republic Serial Starring 

7 ’ 
* UNDERSEA Tyrone Power—Susan Hayward 

KINGDOM Y | with Hugh Marlowe—Dean Jagger 

Starring Extra; 

Monday and Tuesday 4.45 and 8.15 

   
ried bouquels of pink for- 

nots. Miss Paulette Tepper and 
  Miss Dena Bernstein were the 

flower girls. They wore pink 
organza and carried bouquets of 

blue for-get-me-nots. 
After the ceremony, a reception 

was held at the Marine Hotel. 
The honeymoon is being spent at 

the Crane Hotel. 

At THE CRANE HOTEL 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 4TH     

y Corrigan and bon Chaney Jr. ‘ OLYMPIC WATER WIZARDS 
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  THE POLICE DANCE ORCHESTRA 

      

“LIKE A TORNADO IT COMES TO 

ert t eos an a 
NOTICE . 

Faney Dress Optional -I- Dress Informal 

Admission : $1.00 including Light Refreshment i 

    

TO HELP YOU 

KEEP YOUR (CARDEN BEAUTIFUL | Mr. ANTHONY E. WARD 
: Passed M.B. Finals 

We Offer - R. ANTHONY E. “TONY” 
| WARD, son of Mr. Justice 

E. R. L. Ward and the late Mrs. 
Ward has passed his M.B. Finals 

| at Edinburgh University. His 
father who is now a Puisne Judge 
in B.G. was formerly Senior 
Judge of the Assistant Court of 
Appeal in Barbados. — 

Rubber Hose 1%” ..... . 8.38 

UE a i oes 63 

Clips 

Connectors 

UU ORE epee pert eee || 

POAMES  oxcdimehaiens 27 

   

  

We will be improving our 

  

Downstairs Premises beginning 

from Monday 16th July, but will | 

continue business on the Second 

  

| Aquatic Beauty Saton 
as Mrs. INCE would like to inform 

(Long Handle—4 Prong) eae ee her patrons that her Beauty Salon 
; will be closed from 27th July to 

h August, when she will be 
——- ALSO —— away on holiday 15.7.51—1n. 

TRIPLEX SPRAYERS—Suitable for Tennis Lawns, 

Cricket Clubs etc. 

      

Floor as usual. 

      

~ 
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e   
} THE HARBADOS CO-OPERATIVE aie a 
| COTTON FACTORY LTD. | OPPOSITE HASTINGS ROCKS 

THE PAYOFF only minutes away... 
THE TRAP for the kidnaper 
ready to be 
sprung in... 

We solicit the co-operation of 

Tel. 3021, « BOULNE, 
Manageress our Customers and the General 

Public. 

Hardware Department Tel. No. 2039 
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MEN'S SHIRTS “ARROW” White ____..._ $7.10 

MEN'S SHIRTS B.V.D. Grey, Tan, Blue inset Ok 

MEN’S SHIRTS ELITE Striped oe oe 

AN EXPERIENCE IN REALISM! MEN'S SHIRTS RELIANCE $3.90 455 4.87 

srowne WILLIAM HOLDEN Gaberdine 56” Per yard 

| 
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    LYLE BETTGER «JA N STERLING 

MANNING & CO. LTD. | aan SI Seay Had | eenpiay by Sydney Boet aramount F 

CORNER 

Nancy Ulson - Barry Fitzgerald 

T. R. EVANS & WHITFIELDS 
4220 YOUR SHOE STORE 4606 

a aaeeeiamieneemeianent oe ' | SEE RSESRRERB ERB ReBBeEeEee
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GARDENING HINTS FOR AMATEURS ‘8 
The Garden In July 

The c 

plants has, of 
increased ir 
only are the flowers in great de- 

inand locally for gifts, and all 
kinds of decorations, but there is 
a growing demand for Anthurium 

Lilies in Canada, and the United 
States of America. If these flow- 
€rs are picked at the right stage 

they will last for weeks, and, as 
they travel by air beautifully, 
there is every likelihood that this 

trade in Anthuriums will increase. 
This rosy future for Anthuti- 

ums will surely add interest to the 

fascinating sideline in gardening 

of the hand-pollination or Anthu- 

Anthurium 
> years greatly 

island. Not 

  

riums. From this practice a 
variety of Hybrids are created, 
and, there is no knowing what 

valuable specimen in the Way of 
flowers may be produced from 

these Hybird seedlings. This 
makes hand-pollination a most 

exciting and absorbing hobby, but 

one which demands a great deal 
of patience and care. No quick 

results may be expected, for, the 

whole process, from the time 

when the anthurium is pollinated, 

to the time when, as a well grown 

plant the Hybird seedling pro- 

duces its first flower, extends over 

a period of anywhere from one to 

two years, and no quicker results 

can be expected. For anyone 

who has the time and patience 

however, and is keen on this type 

of gardening, it will be found 

to be a hobby full of thrills 

interest, and in the long run a 

very repaying one. 

Selection Of Plants 
Before hybridising is under- 

taken the gardener should pick 

his parent plants carefully. Obvi- 

ously if two poor specimens are 

crossed, it can hardly be expected 

that the offspring will be any 

better than the parent plants. In- 

deed it may be worse, since it may 

inherit bad characteristics from 

both parents. Therefore (ick 

good plants, seeking such quali- 

ties as good bearing power or 

productivity, size of flower,, hard- 

iness, and colour. Also, two dis- 

similar flowers must be crossed 

such as a scarlet and a_ white. 
For if two pinks are crossed there 
is little chance of getting any 
great variety in the offspring. 
But, if a white and scarlet are 
crossed it will be reasonable to 
expect such variations in the off- 
spring as pink in different shades, 
white with scarlet or red mark- 
ngs, scarlet with white markings 
ete. 

Method Of Pollination 
Anthurium flowers consist of a 

large Petal, and a cil like 
organ which combines the 
Stamens (which produce the 
Pollen) Stigmas, which are the 
female or receiving organ for the 
Pollen, and the Ovaries, which 
lie deeply beneath the Stigmas, 
and which later, after pollination, 
cevelop the seeds. These indi- 
vidual organs which are usually 
easily discernable in most flowers, 
are not easily seen in Anthuriums. 
Anyway it will not matter if they 
cannot be recognised, once the 
following instructions are fol- 
lowed. 

The Pollen granules will be 
feen as multiple small dark gran- 
ules, scattered over the end of the 
pencil like organ. These pollen 
grains are ready to be transferred 
to another flower. 

To remove them, take the 
thumb and two fingers of one 
hand, and grasp the pencil-like 
projection at the base sliding the 
fingers firmly up to the apex. 

After doing this it will be found 
that the pollen has adhered to the 
fingers, and is now ready to be 
transferred to the receptor plant. 
A flower is ready to receive pollen 
from another plant when the pen- 

cil-like propector is yellow and 
sticky, or greasy at its base, and up 

to half of its length. Having found 
one such, the Pollen from the 

fingers must be rubbed on to the 

sticky portion of the receptor 

plant and left and the job of 
Hybridisation is done. So the first 
stage of this long process is 

completed. 

Next week the Hand Polina~- 
tion of Anthuriums continued. 

  

There May Be Room in Your Back-Garden 

For Britain's ‘Shetland-size’ Cow 
By MARY BALL 

Do not be surprised if your 

neighbour starts keeping a little 

black cow — not much larger 

than a Shetland pony on that 

spare bit of land or in the back 

garden. 

He will be following the fashion 

of grazing a Dexter to help milk 

supplies. 

The Dexter, our smallest breed 
of cattle, weighs only 650 pounds, 

lives on grass or weeds, and gives 

600 gallons of milk a year. 

Its milk is almost as rich as 
Guernsey or Jersey, and is fee 
from tuberculos it is a good 

beef animal, too, 
The docile Dexter originated 

from native Irish cattle crossed 

      

    

Rupert and Simon hurry out of 
the wood. ‘* Whar a fine place this 
must be,’’ says the boy. ‘* Just look 

at. that high wall. And _ there's 
a moat just as the woodman told 

us, but where’s the gate he spoke of?” Rupert has walked forward 

   
  

  

  
| 

| 
| 

Here is a range of beauty products use@ by lovely society women every- 

where. Simple and inexpensive, they are all you need to keep you looking 
lovely, feeling your very best at all times. 

> best beauty counters. 

  

Rupert and S 

with fighting bulls imported from 
Spain during the last century. 

It is their seavenging qualities 

which are making them so popu- 
lar when there is little food to 

spare for cattle. 

Once the breed nearly died out. 
It has been kept alive by a few 

enthusiasts. 

Among them is a Welsh woman 
farmer, Miss N. M. Lloyd, a re- 
tired Army man, Major R. G, 
MeNair Scott and the Dowager 
Lady Loder. 

Today there are 150 pedigree 
herds of Dexters and thousands 
of odd cattle dotted about Britain. 

Farmers are to make another 
appeal to the Government. asking 
for legislation to deal with stray 
dogs. 

     
  

and now he calls out, Moving round 
a corner they see a strange little 
bridge leading to an iron studded 
oak door. “This must be the 
place,” says the little bear, “ Do 
ou think we ought to fing the 
ell?" Rather nervously he walks 

up the steps. 

ake you lovelier 

PUNUS your skin. 

PONDB’S VANISHING CREAM 

POND’S COLD CREAM to cleanse and soften 

  

AND GARDEN 
d By Agricela. 
THE SWEET POTATO 

Many farmers and cultivators 
may wish to refresh their minds 

on points of interest relating to 
some of our local food crops. A 
brief stirvey will, therefore, be 
attempted and we begin with the 
sweet potato, one of the best 
known and most useful of these 
crops. Like so many of our cul- 
tivated crop plants, it is thought 
to have evolved from a_ wild 
ancestor with it is believed still 
exists. Indeed, one such species 
is reported as occurring in 
Jamaica under the name “wild 
potatoes.” Its exact origin is 
in doubt but the evidence favours 
the New Werld. However, it is 
so widely distributed that some 
writers contend it belongs to both 
hemispheres. Columbus is sup- 
posed to have carried 
poacee to Queen Isabella among 

tis other New World collections 
One of the earlies¢ researchers 
on the origin of cultivated plants 
records it as having been known 
as a food in Southern Spain about 
the year 1600. There is no 
reference ~o it in Sanskrit nor of 
its being known to ancient 
Greeks or Romans. The plant is 
really a perennial but grown 
commercially as an annual, the 
storage organs (tubers) by which 
it perpetuates itself being re- 
moved in the cropping. A mem- 
ber of the Morning Glory family, 
the genus to which it belongs is a 
large one — some 400 species, 
half of which grow in America 

As the plant produces seed, the 
number of varieties in legion and 

‘a great deal of selection work has 

been carried out wherever the 

plant is prized as a food. The 

tuberous roots vary from spheri- 

cal to spindle-shaped but the 

most popular, from a commercial 
point of view, can be described as 

chunky, that is, short and thick. 

Some experimentalists have 

claimed that fertilizers, especially 
potash, do influence shape, and 
where reliance is placed om an 
export trade, the point is of con- 

siderable importance. 

Thus, in the Southern United 

States, before the war, the acre- 

age was stated to approximate 

one million acres, producing a 

crop valued at well over one 

hundred million dollars. As these 

are marketed over a_ wide field 

in the United States and Canada, 

particular attention must be paid 

to cultural practices in order to 

secure the maximum yield of 

marketable tubers of the chunky 

type, that is not too spherical and 

not long and spindly. Again, in 

North America, taste tends to 

favour a potato with deep yel- 

low interior, soft and waxy when 

cooked. In the West Indies, we 

prefer a dry, mealy potato, and 

we are not too particular about 

the shape as they do not have to 

be packed in crates or lugs in 

such a Way as to economize space. 

Efforts many years ago to ob- 

tain a market in Canada for Bar- 

bados were never very success- 

ful. In this region as a whole 

we have been inclined to treat 

the sweet potato, like so many 

food crops, as a subsidiary to the 

main staple—such as sugar— 

which it usually follows in the 

rotation and, apart from variety 

work, little systematic cultural 

investigation has ken attempted. 

The best yields are usually ob- 

tained when the crop is grown in 

hills or ridges, the latter being 

about three feet apart and the 

vine cuttings of three or four 

joints each, obtained from disease- 

and pest-free fields, or plots, in- 

serted in the ridges about one 

foot to 15 inches apart. In gen- 

eral, under reasonably good con- 

ditions, after four to six months’ 

growth, yields of four to five tons 

per acre may be expected, One 

of the disadvantages of the sweet 

potato is that it does not stand 

up in storage like the yam, for 

elample, and losses can be severe. 

However, reasonable success can 

be achieved where the tubers are 

fully ripe, free from all extrane- 

ous moisture, bruises and blem- 

ishes, pest or disease indications, 

where the necessary sanitary pre- 

cautions have been taken in the 

bins or clamps and where ade- 

quate ventilation has been pro- 

vided. 

| 

to protect your skin by day and to Fold your 
powder matt. 

  

POND’S FACE POWDER: clinging, 

perfumed, sceintifically blended, for 

a glamorously matt complexion. POND’S LIPSTICK smooths 
so easily onto your lips; the 
rich vibrant colour stays on 
and on and on. 

You will find them 

| 
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SEWING 
SETTING IN A PLAIN SLEEVE 

SUNDAY ADVOCATE 

CIRCLE 
ly inne If you fine 

  

: Setting in a plain sleeve is one there is going to be a littl 
of the arts of dressmaking that t in the sleeve seam remove 
few have mastered. Like many t next pin allowing the extra 
of the sewing operations tihat are fullness to move on. When you 
considered difficult it 
accomplished 
do it properly. 
and shoulder 
bodice should be 
ed and pressed open. The sleeve 
seam should be stitched, finished 
and pressed open, Turn the 

could be 
with ease if you 

The side seams 
seams of your 
stitched, finish- 

      
PENNY NOLAN 

sleeve right side out and the 
bodice wrong side out. Insert 
the sleeve in the armhole and pin 
the sleeve seam to the side 
seam of the bodice, Check notch- 
es in sleeve and bodice to be sure 
you have the sleeve in the right 
armhole. The notches — should 
match as fo number but do not 
necessarily come exactly to- 
gether. The sleeve will have be- 
tween one inch and one inch and 
a half ease. This should be dis- 
tributed fairly evenly all around 
the armhole. You can put slight- 
ly more in the top of the sleeve 
than in the bottom if you can do 
this without giving the appear- 

ance of gathers at the top. Match 

the top notch of the sleeve to the 
shoulder seam, Place_the pins on 
the sleeve at right angles to the 
sewing line with the heads 
towards the seam. The _ pins 
should be about an inch apart 

with slightly more ease in the 

sleeve than in the armhole. When 
you have finished pinning the 
armhole should be smooth but 
the sleeve should ripple slightly 
all around. : 

Machine 
sewing line. 
worse than 
you try to 

basting you 
redistribute the fullness in 

baste on the sleeve 
Hand basting is 

useless here. When 
stiteh over hand 

ean’t contro] and 
the 

  

have finished basting pres 
carefully preferably on a tailor’s 
cushion or a sleeve board. There 

should not be any gathers, wrin- 
kles or tucks but the sleeve 
should look slightly round and 
shaped. 

Try on the bodice. Here again 
ettle it carefully and pin ail 
ypenings properly before judging 
the fit or hang of the sleeve. 
First examine the sleeve for hang 

i looks. The lengthwise grain 
hould hang straight down and 

erossWise grain should be 

    

  

   ' 

parallel to the floor, If you have 
listributed the fullness badly 

© crosswise grain may hang at an 
le to the floor and the bottom 

f the sleeve cock up towards 
the back or the front. If the 
leeve hangs badly rip it out and 

redistribute fullness to correct 
the hang before trying to judge 
the fit. Badly set in sleeves will 
sometimes feel too tight just be- 
cause the fullness was not eased 
in the proper places, When the 
sleeve looks right then test for 
comfort and ease. Do not expect 
® plain, fairly tight sleeve to give 
you the same freedom of move- 
ment that a cap sleeve would. If 
your bodice fs fairly firm fitting 
and your sleeve hangs well you 
can expect to get wrinkles with a 
certain amount of pull across the 
sleeve cap when you bring your 
elbows together in front of you. 
Form fitting dresses and plain 
sleeves are not designed for 
active sports and are usually not 
very comfortable even for driv- 
ing a car. If you must have 
ease of movément choose a style 
that has been designed with that 
in mind, Yokes over the should- 
ers are oftefi used for active 
styles because they give a good 
appearance of fit through the 
shoulders and neck line but 
allow for the planning of extra 
fullness or ease below the yoke 

When you are satisfied with 
the hang and fit of your sleeve 
and have stitched it in you must 
consider the best seam finish for 

  

the armhole seam. There are a 
number of different finishes you 
might use and the choice of one 
depends to a certain @xtent on 
the material of the dress but the 
finish I use most often and find 
very satisfactory is to take an- 

sleeve as well as you can when Sher row of machine stitches in 
  

CROSSWORD 

     

  

Across 

1. fm the vernacuiar, partner. (4) 

4 Seats can be included in tnis. (5) 

7. It oduced Adam's cube. (Y) 

8 E iPhet for German’ (8) 
0. Cheats to provide one. (6) 

4. Taken from a card enclosed. (3) 

15, Age of Vera’s uncle? (3) 

16 A good biade always 4) 

18 Law breaking Imp.cment 4) 

19. Could be lead you'l) find 

20, Filled but unfed (3 

22 Rile. but very softly lneide 

23. Late steamer ? Could be 

Down 

Father's here with a dog. (6) 

. Pare on the team’s menu. (9) 

Such courage is unnatural (o 

. Protector. (6) 
Let a tine be a defence (8) | 

. Likely to be foaming on top (7 

* Part ot the elephant boy. (4) 

. The way of al) trial (6) 

. Anagram of 18 Across (3) 

. This or the redactor, (4) 
and 21, You could make 
be late. (3. 3) 
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Solution of Saturday's puzzle. —-Across 

i dunk; 5 and 4 Down Yorkshirem 
, Conacre 1 B Ty it 

. 3 Cranmer, 
aL 22, Car, 
mon. 

Real; & Cold, 14, Ni 

   

  

1. KLIMis pure, safe mitk 

. KLIM keeps without refrigeration 2 

3. 

4 
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KLIM is 
for infa 
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KLIM quality is always uniform 

- KLIM is excetient for growing children 

- KLIM adds nourishment to cooked dishes 

    

7. KLIM is safe in the specially-packed tin 

8. KLIMis Produced under strictest contro! 

KLIM {. MILK 
FIRST IN PREFERENCE THE WORLD OVER 

Copt. 1950 Borden Co. Internat’! Copt. Reserved 

DRESS SHOPPE 
BROAD 

OA OA yt OAD bb OF AMAL MOM ALAM Ob tb xt ttt tpg st tt tht iA) 

the seam allowance about one 
eighth of an inch from the first 
row, stitching the seam allowance 
of the armhole together, Then 
trim what is left of the seam 
close to this second row of 
stitches with the pinking shears 
This will leave a narrow but firm 
seam on the armhole. A_ wide 
_ here is usually uncomforta- 

e 

  

SITS ON SEA 
ALEXANDRIA. 

A 40-year-old Greek sits every 
day on the sea and reads his paper. 
He has no floaters, no special suit. 
His body is just unsinkable. He 
ean even walk on the water. His 
bones are porous like a cork and 
act as floats for his body. 

  

TAX HOLIDAY 
NEW YORK 

Taxpayers’ Day is now cele- 
brated in Detroit, Michigan. The 
city government feels that it 
should honour the citizens who 
support it. Seventy long suffer- 
ers (taxpayers for 50 yeers) are 
getting medals. 

  

ETERNAL ? 

GENEVA. 
Eternal peace was to be sym- 

bolized by a 16-foot tall candle, 
big enough to burn for 2,000 years 
in U.N.O’s headquarters, It lasted 
10 minutes when the candle works 
in which it had just been moulded, 
burned down. 

  

recommended 
nt feeding 

Of course you want the finest, purest and most 
nourishing milk for your baby. KLIM gives 
you all this and more. CC 
KLIM milk is ALWAYS pure, fully nourish: @¥P%Y 
ing and easier to digest. That's why it is rece & @ 
ognized by doctors , . 

   
   

   

    

   

« preferred by mothers. “$44 

LOO eu, 
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Toothache 

G00 men will talk 
about it 

JOHN POMFRET 

LATEST weapons in the wat 

against toothache will be reviewe¢ 

by 800 dentists from all over 

Briatin when they meet in Londo 

this week. 
New wonder toothpastes anc 

mouth washes will be discussed 

Arguments will rage over the need 

to eat food containing vitamin K 

Demands are going to be mad 

to coat children’s teeth with 

fuorides. 

But with all this display of | 

science, dentists will have to ad- | 

  

mit that they are not sure how 

decay starts, nor how to stcp it 

And some, like Professor J 

Boyes in his opening address, will 

pin their faith to the old-fashioned 

tcothbrush—*‘“‘provided ul five 

sides of each tooth are brushed, 

New weapon 

Advocates of vitamin K, one of 

the most recently discovered 

weapons against aecay, are sug 

gesting a diet of kale, spinach 

carrot tops, tomatoes, and liver to 

ensure that you can have far bet- 

ver teeth than your neighbouw 

Dental experts who have been 

experimenting with drugs think 

terramyein and penicillin may go 

into the new toothpastes and 

mouth washes together with vita- 
min K. 

A Protector 

Fluorine is an element appar- 

ntly necessary for producing the 

resistant hardness of enamel 

If it is to be used to coat teeth 

and protect them from decay, 

denitsts recommena treating chil 

dren at the ages of three, seven 

ten and I3—to catch the new 

teeth as they appear. 

But this method has been dis- 

appointing, and in any case fluor- 

idss are of no use once a cavity 

has started. 
While silver nitrate and copper 

cement are either failures of 

doubtful as protectors, ammonia 

is in favour because it limits the 

activity of bacteria and = acid- 

forming substances 

Cause of decay 

All that the dentists will admit 

this year (there have been toc 

many fasle hopes in the past) is 

that decay is primarily caused by 

bacteria from food particles. Some 

bacteria create special chemicals 

ealled enzymes, which destroy the 

enamel within. ( 
! 

Others produce acids which dis- 
solve the calcium salts in the 

enamel from without. Diets of re-} 
fined carbohydrates (such as cakes! 

nd bread) are particularly bad. | 

Sugar, too, is destructive, 

In America they are davocating 

the addition of glycerol aldehyde 
to all sweets to check the destruc- 

vive action, 

Ferrets suffer 

Experiments in Britain have 
been carried out on ferrets and 

hamsters by Dr. J. D. King, of 

the Medical Research Council. 

Both animals suffer from some- 

thing like human tooth decay. 
He will tell the dentists that 

proper food and oral hygiene are 

the best methods of stopping tooth 
ot. 

No toothpaste is 
per cent, effective, 

The important thing is to use it 

at the right time. Brushing your | 
teeth with any dentifrice (or even | 

with tap water) within ten min- 

considered 100 

utes of eating, say most expert 

should cut your tooth deeay rate 

in two 

In the average mouth, acids | 

associated with tooth decay are 

at peak concentration 20 minutes | 

after the meal. Toothpicks, how-, 

ever anti-social are effective up | 

to the point where acids cause 

erosion, 
  

—L.E.S. 

relief from pain. You 
* granted, in view of the millions who trust it. 

| But Phensic brings more than a quick 
cessation of pain. Phensic will lift away 
pain-caused fatigue, remove the weariness 

, brought on by nerve and muscular pains 
| generally. Phensic neither harms the heart 

( 

nor upsets the stomach 
action is explained by the speed with which it 
is absorbed into the bloodstream. Get a sup- 
ply of Phensic now—and be well prepared ! 

Phensic 
The grand tonic 

pain-relieving tablet!       
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ask for 

Cussons 
LUNURY 

SPOILET SOAPS 

   

      

Twin fexfumes to give you a fascinating 
» life:.."Deeisiow) gay avd 7 

fov your vivacious 

self..." Vibvation,” guwing ald exotie © 
to make you evew lovelier aftev Qark. 

DECISION & VIBRATION 

  

   

           

             

     

Standard Size and 

Handbag Phial. 

Matching Soap, 

Perfumed Cologne, 
Dusting Powder, 

and Bath Essence. 

MADE IN ENGLAND BY GOYA ~ iff NeW BOND STREET * LONDON = WI 

Distributors: L, M. B. Meyers & Co., Ltd., P.O. Box 171, Bridgetown. 

Gets the 

Dirt out 
of WORK CLOTHES 

faster and easier than ANY Soap! 
Yes, FAB — even in the hardest water — will get 
the dirtiest garments cleaner, whiter, brighter — and 
QUICKLY too. For your dainty things or heavie: ; 
wash——use FAB...put it on your grocer’s list TO-DAM.. 

Washing with FAB actually ; 
SAVES money — ° 

  

   

   

  

Relief from 
PAIN! 

Get Phensic now and be ready 
in case you need it for 

| LUMBAGO, SCIATICA 
NEURITIS, TOOTHACHE 

_ RHEUMATIC PAINS 
Phensic will provide you with quick, safe 

can take that for 

and its very quick 

  
é 
‘
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NEW style—ADDED comfort 
Experience the pleasure of wearing 
these extra smart SPIRE shoes. Made 
by English craftsmen from the finest 
selected leathers, SPIRE shoes are 
correct both in fit and style. See the 
full ranges, newly arrived from 
England, at your leading 
local stores. 

    

   
    

  

       

    > in Black 
or Tan. Medium 

fitting. 

  

6 

IAS 
Agents for Barbados SHOES 

General Agency Co. (Barbados) Ltd. 
(P.O. Box 27), 14 High Street, Bridgetown 
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“GRAND PRIX? is water proof 
This cartridge is now back to pre-war Eley-Kynoch standard, 
and is completely waterproof. Supplied in J2 gauge 2}" 
lengths with 14 oz. standard, or 14 0z. medium heavy load, 
and in other gauges. It is the best general purpose cartridge 
obtainable anywher 
Your ammunition distributor will be pleased to give you 
details of ‘Grand Prix’ and other cartridges in the Eley- 
Kynoch range. 

ELEY-KYNOCH 
SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES — 

‘GRAND PRIX’-‘ ALPHAMAX’-‘MAXIMUM ’-‘GASTIGHT’ 
Factory Representatives: T. GEDDES GRANT, LTD., 

JAMAICA, TRINIDAD, B, GUIANA, BARBABOS ‘ 

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD., LONDON 
AG O'S 

With The World Famous 

“TRUBENISED COLLARS’ 

The Smartest From Any Angle 

BUY IN BRIDGETOWN. 

RIBBED RUBBER MATTING 

TYRE PRESSURE GAUGES 

BATTERY HYDROMETER 

SIMONIZ WAX & CLEANER 

CHAMOIS 

Qrt, Tins HYDRAULIC BRAKE FLUID 

VALVE GRINDING COMPOUND 

FLUXITE 

GASKET CEMENT 

BLACK TOP DRESSING 

STEERING WHEEL COVERS 

ELECTRICIAN PLIERS & SCREWDRIVERS 

SPITFIRE LIGHTER FLUID 

FRONT SPRINGS FOR FORD 8 HELP. & 10 ELP. 

FRONT SPRINGS FOR MORRIS 8 HP. & 10 HELP, 

ENGINE VALVES FOR ALL MODELS ENGLISH CARS 

DECARBONIZING GASKET SETS FOR ALL MAKES 

  
ECKSTEIN Bros. 

BAY STREET 

    

    

  

  

WHAT OF THE BARBADOS 
TEAM FOR B.G.? 

Who Will Captain The Team? 

By O. 5. COPPIN 
    

    

f £ hey Third serie i ior Interme- 

3 \ diate game  & I i ‘ Cri et A - 

f ciation 1951 seas salurday and tb 

will mean that the iil » ha hrougi 

a, by the end of this 

¥ - It will then be hi me for the Barbados tearn 
| ° * to tour British Guiana ber ted 

= " and ANNOUNCED he Sel ut-     

  

{tee of the Barbados Cricket Association have not announced publicly 

the players whom they have invited to make the trip if selected and 

their identity is a closely guarded secret 

NO NAMES YET 
| shall not at this time name the players whom I think should be 

I selectad. I shall do so later th onth I certainly musi 

touch upon the selection of a Barbado tain for the British Guiang 

tour 

It is no secret that John Goddard will no » able to make the 

August 31 on the first 
yest Indies team, to 

four since he is due to leave Barbados around 

ieg of his journey with the member: 

Australia. 
The Selectors will have to look ie 

to co-opt him when the team is g 1 do not think that 

| this captain should be handed a vith the names of the players 

| selected -to represent the island and then have no chance to assist 

in selecting them. 
I must first express the view that no one 

captain who cannot make the team otherwise 

tion Committee be guilty of antics that in the 

taste in the mouths of true sportsmen. 

There is a strange system of values in these parts that prevent 

}some people on the one hand from being selected as captains and 

conversely, assists others, 

HUMBLE PEOPLE 
THINK that the resounding success of humble people like Weekes, 

1 Ramadhin and Valentine have exploded the nonsensical theory 
of the old schoo! speech-making qualifications as being among 

the prerequisites for captaincy. 

Let us take the local candidates. One must:at once begin with 
the captains of the First Division teams, Bearing in mind what I 

have already written as a requirement for consideration for the cap- 

taincy the ability to make team otherwise than as captain — 
we can start and rule out those without these qualifications and by a 
process ef elimination arrive at whom we consider candidates. 

The school captains must be ruled out at once from the point of 
view of inexperience and inability to discipline grown men, etc. and 
so We must dispose of the captains of Harrison College, Lodge School 

|and Combermere. Veteran Joe Byer of Police is past the age limit 
| for Intercolonial cricket and Burke or Ben Hoyos of Y.M.P.C. would 

| be the first to agree that they are no candidates. 

| This leaves us with A. O’N. Skinner of Wanderers, Keith 
| Walcott of Spartan, Charlie Taylor who is now captaining Pick- 
wick and Charles Alleyne of Empire, 

Taylor and Walcott have both played in the recent Inter-Colonial 
{tournament with Trinidad and have had their trials at captaining 
colony teams in Trial games, This puts them in a senior bracket to 
Skinner and Alleyne, 

| MAY NOT QUALIFY 
| CANNOT say whether Skinner and Alleyne will improve this 
|. season to the extent that they could be considered as capable 
of gaining selection on their own merit and so qualify as candidates 

|for the captaincy, 
Taylor and Walcott will make the team in any case especially 

|}with John Goddard, Weekes, Marshall and Denis Atkinson out of 
the island. I think that the Selectors will therefore have to consider 

earefully the claims of these two candidates with a slim but neverthe- 
less positive chance for Skinner and Alleyne, if they qualify. 

If the Selectors work along these lines I can fore no great 

public outcry but if by some inexplicable method they arrive at some 
) peculiar choice then they will be before the bar of public opinion, 

Another point that has struck me is the fact that I have never 
seen a single selector at one of the Intermediate games looking for 
talent. 

They may go sometimes but I am always at one of these games 
for some part of the Sajurday afternoon if the selectors go and 
they have tried to disguise the fact, then they have succeeded beyond 

their wildest dreams since no one else with whom I have discussed, 

this matter, has seen them as well 

rwoO FIRST CLASS BOWLERS 
© ONE who has seen first class cricket could be but convinced 

that E. Branker and C, Lawle should be included in any’ 33 

players in Barbados invited to practice oy make the trip to British 
Guiana, if selected. 

E. Branker is one of the finest bowlers in the colony today, He 
is just medium but can turn the ball either way and can use the seam 

to cut it back from the off or leg, or spin when necessary, He keeps 

an immaculate length as well, 
Lawless, on the other hand is steadier as a leg spin bowler than 

Hoad, Bowen or any of the other candidates for selection, It is true 

hat he is a bit heavy but he is young hould be encouraged. 

‘ NO ENCOURAGEMENT 
HEN players of this age and calibre are not encouraged or even 

seen it does the colony’s prospect no good and it does suggest that 
we are either stronger in these departments of the game than we 

teally are or that there is the f iddea that Barbados players can 
only be drawn from the so-called First Division ranks, 

I hope that these matters will receive some consideration in the 
official ericket circles since they are not my ideas alone but the feel- 

ing of the majority of the local sporting public, 

WATER POLO TEAM FOR TRINIDAD 
HE Barbados Water Polo Association have fixed October 19 as a 

tentative date for a mixed team to tour Trinidad, The Water 
Polo officials however informed me that they have asked thirty-two 
players to practise and if the date proves unsatisfactory for the ma- 
jority then it will have to be advanced, 

This Association has gone from strength to strength and this 

visit to Trinidad will be the second of such visits. Trinidad have re- 
turned the visit and it seems as if this series with an Intercolonial 

flavour is to obtain until such time as it can be brought to true Inter- 

colonial representative level, 
As far as Barbados is concerned the game is being played already 

}on Association level and it only remains for the clubs responsibie 

{for the staging of these games in other colonies to follow suit and 

form an Association as well, 

| | INCLUDE BRITISH GUIANA AND\WAMAICA 

  

in sufficient time 1 capiain 
lected elec i 

  

hould be selected as 
or should the Selec- 
past have left a bad 
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AM all tor seeing these series extended into British Guiana and 

i Jamaica as well, The old bogey of no funds and too expensive 

}seems to have been killed and people with commonsense, vision and 

‘confidence have been able to negotiate financial obstacles of consider- 
able dimensions, 

The Water Polo Association hopes to raise funds by dances and 

collections from exhibition games. Let us hope that when they come 

| before the public they will get the financial support they deserve. 
  

Moke 6Busine:s Contects 

Faster in the Caribbean, 

  

3. Take all the Exce 

you Need at Now Retuccd 

Rates — 50% Saving. 
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SUNDAY ADVOCATE 

    

Alleyne Scores 103 
For Empire at Bay 

Two Victories Won 
POLICE AND CARLTON won their games outright 

yesterday as the second series of First Division Cricket 
Fixtures ended. They defeated Y.M.P.C. and College. 

The three other games were 
drawn. A timely century by 
Charles Alleyne, Empire captain, 
enabled his team to keep Wan- 
derers in the field all day. Wan- 
derers, Pickwick and Combermere 
had to be content with first innings 
leads. 

WANDERERS vs. EMPIRE 
Wanderers +++ 360 
Empire 169 and (for 6 wkts.) (335 

A fine 103 not cut by Skipper 
Charles Alleyne was the highlight 
of yesterday’s play in the crick« 
match between Empire and Wan- 
derers which ended in a draw at 
the Bay. Going ai number six in 
the batting order, Alleyne hit six 
fours, 12 twos and one six in his 

103 not out, Empire who was 

forced to follow o.. after replying 

with 169 runs to Wanderers 360 

runs in the first innings scored 335 

runs for the loss of six wickets in 

their second innings by the end 

of play yesterday. 
On the first day of play Wan- 

derers batted the whole day and 

gcored 360 runs and on the second 

day Empire replied with 169 runs 
Intercolonial batsman Conrad 

  

  

Hunte also batted well to score 

64 runs and O. Fields 49 helped in 

saving Empire from an innings 

defeat, 
Best bowler for Wanderers was 

pacer Eric Atkinson who took three 

   wickets for 48 runs 
mpire continued their second 

innings with their score at three 

  

for no wickets mace on the second 

day. Conrad Hunte and O Robin- 

son went out to bat on a perfect 
wicket. C. Hunte took the first 

ball from Norman Marshall and 

missed it. The second ball he 
watched go through to wicket- 

keeper Knowles. The fourth ball 

he cut to the boundary for four 
run The score .was now 7 runs 

for no wicket. Robinson got his 

first four of the day by gliding a 
ball from E. Atkinson to the 
boundary 

The fifty mark was reached 

after 30 minutes of play. Robin- 
soi nd Hunte were still together 

with Hunte 22 and Robinson 26. 
Both batsmen seemed comfortable 
on a perfect wicket. 

Norman Marshal! was_ relieved 
by H. Toppin and his first over 
conceded six runs. Denis Atkin- 
son’s third over was a maiden sent 
down to Hunte. In Toppin’s sec- 
ond over Hunte survived an appeal 
for leg before the wicket, Umpire 
Jordan shook his head as Toppin 
appealed. Hunte’s score was 31. 

When the score had reached 72, 

Rgebinson was nicely stumped wha 
h®@_attempted to lift a ball from 
Toppin overhead. He scored 30. 
Scoreboard read 72/1/30. 

Cave followed and he was off 
with a single from Toppin. Hunte 
glided a ball from Norman Mar- 
shall through the slips to send up 
the century for the loss of one 
wicket. Hunte’s score was 46 not 
out. 

After knocking up a chanceless 
64 Hunte ended his stay by giving 
Denis Atkinson an easy return. 
Scoreboard read 121/2/64, 

Grant followed and joined Cave 
who was 10. Cave had a “life” 
when Eric Atkinson dropped him 
when his score was at 16. The 
next over he was given leg before 
to Atkinson who had - dropped 
him, Cave made 17, Scoreboard 
read 133/3/17. 

Rudder went in and _ joined 
Grant who was 10. Grant was 
bowled by Eric Atkinson at 11. 
Charles Alleyne followed. 

Lunch was taken at this stage 
and Empire needed 50 runs to 
save an innings defeat. The score 
was 141 for the loss of four wickets. 

After lunch Skipper Alleyne 
and Rudder continued the second 
innings for Empire. Eric Atkinson 
and Norman Marshall kept the 
scoring down with some. steady 

bowling and pinning down Rudder 
and Alleyne. When the = score 
reached 159 Rudder was caught by 
wicket-keeper Knowles for 10 runs, 
Fields followed and after batting 
splendidly Fields was out for 49. 
Fields and Alleyne yielded 109 
runs in their partnership. A. 
Symmonds followed and was un- 

PHOSFERINE 

If lack of confidence worries you 

defeated with Alleyne when 
stumps were drawn. 

* * * 

POLICE vs. Y.M.P.C. 
¥.M.P.C, s -. 139 and 199 
POLICE 225 and (for 2 wkts) 123 

Police gained an outright vic- 
tory by eight wickets over Y.M.P.C 
at the Park when their cricket 
match ended yesterday. On the 
first day of play Y.M.P.C. scored 
139 runs and on the second day 
Police replied with 225 runs. At 
the end of play on the second 
day Y.MP.C. scored 54 runs for 
5 wickets ‘and ended their second 
innings at 199 runs yesterday. 

Police needing 114 runs for 
victory went in and scored 123 
runs and leet two wickets in do- 
ing so. 

B. Porter top-scored with 96 in 
Y.M.P.C.’s second innings. He hit 
eight fours and two sixes. 

The tall Police pacer C. Brad- 
shaw took the bowling honours. 
He captured eight wickets for 37 
runs and bowled 15 steady overs. 
Intercolonial player Carl Mullins 
the other pacer, took one wicket 
for 63 and bowled 20 overs. 

B. Kinch, the Police opening 
bat knocked up a brilliant 54 to 
help Police in their second in- 
nings. A. Blenman was not out 
with 46 and Skipper Byer 15. 

PICKWICK vs. SPARTAN 
Pickwick — 341 and (for 4 wkts. 

deci'd) 129 
Spartan —- 287 and (for 1 wkt. 

toe 

Pickwick secured first innings 
lead over Spartan as their first 
division cricket fixture concluded 
at Kensington yesterday after- 
roon, 

Spartan who were 211 for 6 in 
reply to Pickwick’s first innings 
score of 341 when play ended on 
the second day, resumed their 
innings yesterday in ideal condi- 
tions, Their remaining batsmen 
however failed to reach the Pick- 
wick total and the entire side was 
out shortly after 2.30 for 287. 

Keith Walcott who was one of 
the not out batsmen with 106, car- 
ried his score to 129 before he was 
caught and bowled by Winstone 
Greenidge. His innings included 
sixteen fours and one six. 

E. A. V. Williams: scored a 
useful 35 including two bounda- 
ries, 

Bowling for Pickwick E. L. G. 
Hoad got 4 for 97, Winstone 
Greenidge 3 for 101, H. R, Jordan 
2 for 52 while the other fell to 
B. de L. Inniss for 10. 

Pickwick in their second ven- 
ture knocked up 129 for the loss 
of 4 wickets when the innings was 
declared closed, 

Eric Edwards, one of the Pick- 
wick opening batsmen scored a 
very good 63 including four 
boundaries while T. §S. Birkett 
registered 40 including 2 fours 
and one six. 

Bowling for Spartan F. D. 
Phillips got 2 for 41 and B. K. 
Bowen 1 for 38. 

Spartan now needed 184 to 
make for victory but there were 
only 50 minutes remaining for 
play. By drawing of stumps, 
they had collected 73 for the loss 
of one wicket. 

Tony Haynes got 21 while 
Tony Atkins and Bertie Chase 
earried their bats for 40 and 12 
respectively. Atkins’ innings in- 
cluded no less than four bound- 
aries. 

COMBERMERE vs. LODGE 

LODGE 209 & (for 8 wkts. 
decid.) 185 

COMBERMERE 233 (for 8 wkts. 
decld.) & (for 4 wkts.) 57 

Combermere took three points 
when their fixture with Lodge 
ended at Combermere yesterday. 
Combermere led Lodge by 24 

runs on their first innings on the 
previous Saturday and by time of 
call that day had taken three 
Lodge wickets in the second in- 
nings for six runs. 

A valiant partnership by Mr. 
Wilkes and Mr. McComie brought 
Lodge out of the apparently weak 
position, enabling them to pile up 
185 runs for eight wickets de- 
clared. 

Lodge gave Combermere 161 
runs to make in about 120 min- 

  

    

  

   

   

and you feel tired and depressed 
through overwork remember how 
very useful PHOSFERINE has been 
to others in a similar state, 
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   ~“ PHOSFERINE may bejust what 
you need to put back strength and 
energy. PHOSFERINE soon re«' 
vives the appetite and, in so doing, 

it revives keenness for work, for 

enterprise. PHOSFERINE helps 

to build up staying power—gives 
you reserve of patience and good- 
will when you need them most. 

Try this grand tonic today. In 

liquid or tablet form. 2 Tablets 

of PHOSFERINE equal 10 drops. 

THE GREATEST OF ALL TONICS 
for Depression, Debility, Indigestion, Sheeplessness, and 

after Influenza. ~ 
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Weekes 

Scores 1,000 Runs 
Reports Clyde Walcott 

: EVERTON WEEKES reached his 1,000 runs 

when he hit 
on Saturday 
record of A. 

and is with 
1949 League 

Todmorden 

The overall 
which only 

  

111 not out against Todmorden 
. He has now equalled the 

J. Richardson—also of Bacup 

by scoring five centuries in a Lancashire 

League season. He has now scored 1,026 
in easy reach of passing his 

record of 1,470 runs. 

declared at 217 for 3 wickets 
giving Bacup 130 minutes to get the runs. 
They ran to victory with 6 Wickets and one 
minute to spare. 
assistance by J. Dunham who scored 70. 

Weekes was given great 

scoring rate in this game, in 
seven wickets fell, works out 

at 86 runs an hour. 
E WEEKES 

  

utes and by close of play they 

enly got 57. 
Mr. Wilkes batted stolidly for 

79 not out while Mr. McComie got 
20 runs. G. Stoute, Lodge’s 
opener, contributed a useful 34, 
c. O. Wiiliams 19, was not out 
with Mr. Wilkes. 

K. Brathwaite bowled well 
against Lodge to take four of their 
wickets for 42 runs in the second 
innings. Frank King took three 
for 47 runs. 

Of the four wickets Comber- 
mere lost in their second innings, 
Mr. McComie took three for 11 
runs in three overs. 

For Lodge, Mr. Wilkes featured 
tm two fine | partnerships. M1 
Wilkes and G. Stoute put on 79 
for the sixth wicket and Mr. Mc- 
Comie and he put on 56 for the 
seventh wicket. 

* ” * 

COLLEGE vs, CARLTON 

Harrison College — 160 and 130. 
Carlton — 94 and (for 8 

PONDS WRG ots cds Lucin 200. 

Carlton scored an _ outrisht 
victory over Harrison College at 
Harrison College yesterday. They 
won by two wickets. 

On the previous Saturday 
College, already having a first 
innings lead of 66 runs, made 124 
runs for 7 wickets in their second 
innings, by close of play. They 
only added six runs to this score 
yesterday before being bowled 
out by Carlton. College gave 
Carlton 197 runs to make in 215 
minutes for victory. Carlton 

made 200 for 8 with about 10 

minutes left for play. 
Contributing largely to Carlton’s 

success were G, Edghill, 43, F. 
Hutchinson, 40, N. S, Lucas, 35 

and R, Hutchinson, 25. Edghill} 

played the most useful innings of} 

the three. | 
He had to make his runs quickly | 

to bring Carlton ahead of the) 

clock, He hit two sixes and)‘ 

featured in an eighth wicket! 

partnership with Mc Kenzie which | 

yielded 62 runs. | 

M. Simmons of College who took 
five Carlton wickets for 61 runs 

in 25 overs, 10 of which were 

maidens, turned in the best bow!- 

ing performance for the day. | 
  

Advocate Batsmani — 

Scores Century | 
E. Gooding, batting for Advo- | 

cate S.C, yesterday, scored 108 in| 

their match vs. Rangers at Rich- | 

mond. This was one of the City 

Division games in the B.C.L. fix- 

tures. Advocate were all out for 

227 and Rangers have lost 2 

wickets for 61 runs. 

Club Premiere 

Tennis Tomorrow 
Club Premiere Tennis tourna- 

ment opens tomorrow at the 

Bethel Grounds with a Men’s 

Doubles Match, 

  

Doris Hart Wins Again 
BIRMINGHAM, July 14. 

Wimbledon champion Doris 

Hart of the United States con- 

firmed her superiority over 

compatriot Shirley Fry when she 

won the Midland Lawn Tennis 

championship here today. 

But this time Miss Hart had 

to struggle through three sets be- 

fore she beat Miss Fry 4—6, 

6—2, 7—5, Don Candy of Aus- 

tralia beat Naresh Kumar of In- 

dia 6—4, 6—2, in the final of the 

men’s event. 
Candy played a 

round game.—vU.P. 

fat 

  

superior all | 

Burnley secured an 
against Lowerhouse 
Derby game, Lowerhouse batted 
first and were all out for 129. 
Devon was,the only batsman who 
looked comfortable to the Burn- 
ley attack but was bowled by 
Pepper at 58. Roy Marshall who 
opened the innings was caught 
and bowled by Jackson for a 
“duck”, Pepper took 5 wickets for 
47 runs in 15 overs, Burnley passed 
the score for the loss of 1 wicket, 
Bruce Pairaudeau was responsi- 
ble for the majority of runs, 
scoring 98 not out. 

easy win 
in their 

Enfield won the toss in the re- 
turn match with East*Lancashire 
on Alexandra Meadows and sent 
them to have first knock-on a 
perfect wicket, The batsmen were 
never in difficulties and the runs 
came at a steady rate. They de- 
clared at 205 for 5 wickets giving 
Enfield 2) hours at the wicket. 
Bruce Dooland top scored for his 
team with 62, Walcott took one 
wicket for 32 runs in 8 overs, The 
Enfield opening batsmen started 
confidently, but with 30 runs on 
the board, Dooland bowled 
Haworth with his first delivery 
Walcott joined Topham and in no 
time Dooland had three more En- 
field batsmen back in the pavilion. 
Walcott tried to take as much of 
the bowling as possible but the 
Enfield amateurs could not negoti- 
ate his quick leg breaks and 
googlies. They were all out foi 

110, Walcott batting through the 
innings was 64 not out at the close, 
Dooland captured 6 wickets for 
25 runs in 11 overs, 

; is 

In the Ribblesdale League Dar- 

wen won by 5 wickets against 
Lancaster, The latter batted first 
and were all out for 128. Darwen 

had no difficulty in passing the 

core for the loss of 5 wickets. 

Rickards was not out for 14 but 

the Darwen amateurs were quite 

  

onfident against the Lancaster 

attack, 

Radeliffe Professional Frankie 
Worrell hit 96 not out against 
Castleton Moor on Saturday and 

brought his total for the season to 

1,055 runs in 16 innings, Castleton 

Moor batted first and declared at 

195 for 7 wickets, The Radcliffe 

lt en went for the runs and 

he close of play scored 200 for 

wickets. Worrell is the first 

player in the Central Lancashire 

League to score 1,000 runs by the 

end of June, 

    

Crompton had another win, this 
time against Stockport, The latter 

batted first and were all out for 

142, Ramadhin took 5 wickets for 

54 runs. Crompton started badly 

losing their first 5 wickets for 41 

runs but a stand by Olsen and 
Cottril took the score to 144 for 

the same 5 wickets. 

  

‘ . it : 

Cricket At St. Peter 
A cricket match will be played 

at Coleridge Grounds, St. Peter 

to-day, commencing at 1 p.m. In 

this game a Colonnade Stores’ XI 

will oppose Speightstown Old 

Boys. 
The teams will be:— 

Colonnade Stores: H. H. Spen- 

cer (Capt.); C. Welch; H. Her- 

bert: A. Pollard; B. Morris; G. 

Springer; L. Edwards; C. Lear- 

wood: I. Waldron; C. Straunghan 

[. Harris and H, Maughan (12th 

man). 
Speightstown 

Welch (Capt.); 
Corbin; H. Agard; 

Hope; O. Russell; A. Worrell; 

O. Challenor; E. Thompson; S. 

Lewis and E. Stuart. 

Old Boys’: E. 
Vv... Tode:.. Hy. 

©. Hope; C. 

  

F e eg, 

Mobiloil 
backed by 

85 year’s | experience 

,@ Why be satisfied gavith” less ¥ 
than the best performance from 
your car? Use MOBILOIL and | 
keep your engine in peak oon- 
dition—running smoothly, pow- 
erfully, economically, mile after 
mile. 

MOBILOIL costs a few cents § 
more—but it assures full pro: @ 
tection with peak economy—the 
result 

tenance costs—fewer repairs. / 

  

GARDINER 

of lower engine main-# 

AUSTIN & CO. 

  

LARGEST SELLER( | 
Best known brand of motor) 

(oil around the globe. / 

  

Ask for and demand Mobiloil 

LTD. Agents  
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‘iennis Tournament 
The Semi Finals in the Y, de 

Lima’s Doubles Trophy were 
played at Summerhayes Club 
yesterday evening, 

The standard of play was good 
and an improvement on last Sat- 
urday’s play. 

D. W. Wiles had good oppor- 
tunity to display some powerful 
smashing and there were good 
rallies, 

Results 
D. W. Wiles and J. S, B, Dear 

beat Hon, V, C, Gale and V. H. 
Chénery 7—5, 6—4, 7—5. 

Cc, R. E. Warner and L, G, 
Hutchinson beat E. R. Atkinson 
= .. Gittens 6—4, 5—7, 
7-5, 6—3. 

The finals will be played on Sat- 
urday next between the winners of 
yesterday’s games, 

Singles Draw 
The draw for the Singles is as 

follows: — 
D. A. Wiles v. E. R, Atkinson— 

winner to play Dr, A, S. Cato. 
J. S. B, Dear v. Dr. T, Gale — 

winner to play J, C. Barker. 
Cc. R. E. Warner v. V. H, Chen- 

ery — winner to play L, A. Har- 
rison, 

Cc. V. Gittens v. L. G, Hutchin- 
son — winner to play D. W, Wiles. 

The first two matches will be 
played tomorrow. 
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covers 
Elizabethan and the Stuart eras. 
Although the latter half of that 
period witnessed a series of politi- 
eal revolutions, the economic and 
social aspects of life were charac- 
terized by fruition and steady 
growth. 

trying to recover from his war- 
IRAN ISSUE time experiences as a prisoner- 

of-war, and is also trying to 
From Page 1. make up his mind about his 

desire to toss the dispute into this war-time engagement to Chris- 
arena, where Russia, Iran’s north- t/ne. Unfortunately for me, his 
ern neighbour, would acquire a brother Peter was one of the 
voice in the proceedings. Mean- party, and I soon grew heartily 
while the great oilfields are slowly sick of his continual “bad shows,” 
shutting down, and the refinery at “hear, hears,” and “old boys.” 
Abadan, the largest in the world, Randall cynical and almost 
has only days to go before its sick of life, soon found a kindred 
storage tanks are full. The oil spirit in Lia, an attractive German 
cannot go by sea because the Brit- girl, who with her éx-Nazi boy 
ish tanker masters have refused friend, Hans, were the musicians 
on the Government's order to at the hotel. Talking over their 
sign receipts stating that the oil troubles in a mountain lodge 
is the property of the “Iranian Randall and Lia got gloriously 
National Oil Company.” That is drunk, and on their descent Chris- 
the tangle into which Harriman tine and her mother took the first 

“The harmony of the economic 

and social structure in the Stuart 
era” says Trevelyan,, “was cer- 

tainly one reason why England 

political and religious strife of the 

adjustment of these quarrels at the 

end of the Seventeenth Century, If 
the struggle of King and Parlia- 

ment for power had not been set- 

tled before we were involved in 
steps, k : ay sleigh out of town. the economic and social upheavals 

The Iranian oil crisis struck ; of the Industrial Revolution, we 
India today when International  pyt they did not get out of town should not have got through so 
Airline operators announced that after all because 
their schedules would be cut *- blocked the passes and they had 

ing to a shortage of fuel. The {9 return to the hotel. Just at this 
step is reported to have been taken ji), four Germans suddenly 
by Government advice. India y ; cfossed the frontier to escape a 
ets the bulk of her aviation fuel war cfimes trisl. They fotced 
rom Iran where it is “tempor- . tes) “a Hans to hide them in his house 

Shay” MEV RL —v.p, 2%d seized Lia as hostage. 

CARE OF HANDS exciting and I enjoyed reeding it. 
Continuing the series of talks at Under Randall’s leadership the 

the. Y.W.C.A., Mrs, O. S. Coppin whole village became involved in 
will lead off a discussion on “Care trying to catch the fugitives, and 
of the Hands” tomorrow night at as things turned out Hugh Popham 
8 o'clock, had the opportunity of introduc- 

well, as the later history of 
France, Germany and Russia sug- 

gests. 
The illustrations for this edition 

were chosen by Ruth C. Wright, 
and they cover practically every 

aspect of life in the period. Among 

them is a most interesting colour 

reproduction of a crayon drawing 

of Queen Elizabeth as a young 

woman by Federico Zuccaro. 

We are indebted to Trevelyan 

for telling us, and to Mrs, Wright 

for showing us how the people of 

a snow storm 

  

From there on thé story became 

lived and worked, 
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My Dear! 

It's cheaper 

3 

POWDERED | 
MILK § 

“It’s made by the same manufacturers as Farm Con- 

densed Milk and Farm Evaporated Milk which you know so 

well and although it’s cheaper, my dear, there is no quality 

reduction because the makers, United Dairymen, are a Co- 

operative concern and the price benefits are passed on to 

  

the consumer. It has a 28% butter fat content which is 3 

excellent for the children and right up to the highest stand- $ 
%, 

ards of quality.” % 

eT rs a 3 
Obtainable at all leading Groceries, Provision Dealers % 

and Drug Stores. If you cannot obtain it, phone 2229. % 

ROBERT THOM. LTD.—Agents, United Dairymen, Holland. % 

$ 4,¢, < PELL FPF FF FF FELIPE EEF FE OPE ELE ELL EE 

was able to survive the violent | 

period, and arrive at a yencesie | 

the Elizabethan and Stuart erasy 

    

  

  

   

   

  

    

CONDITION OF THE KIDNEYS. 

FOR IF THE KIDNEYS ARE 
FAILING IN THEIR IMPORTANT 
DUTY OF REMOVING EXCESS 

ACIDS AND POISONOUS 

WASTES FROM THE BLOOD— 

THEN WE ARE POWERLESS 
TO PREVENT SICKNESS. 

EVEN INSURANCE COM= 
PANIES WONT INSURE A 
PERSON WHOSE KIDNEYS 

ARE NOT RIGHT — 

YFS THE DOCTOR. 
IV IPT 

If you don't feel well look first to 

your kidneys. Backache, headaches, 
tired feeling, too frequent urination, 
rheumatism, sleeplessness, leg pains, 
dizzy spells, “nerves” — all are indi- 
cations of faulty kidney action. If you 

have any of these symptoms then take 

Dodd’s Kidney Pills today. 
Dodd’s Kidney Pills are the 
proven kidney remedy, used | 
by tens of thousands. Ask for ( 
Dodd's Kidney Pills and | 
don’t let them sell you 2 
anything else. i 

Large Bottle 
of 40 pills 

ot all dealers 44); 

  

Relentless itching—caused by germs under 
the skin, speedily develops into irritating 
pimples and open sores unless checked. 
Thousands of skin sufferers have proved 
that there ia nothing more sure in results 
than D.D.D. Prescription. This famous 

liquid healer does penetrate the tortured 
skin tissues, attack the festering germs and 

“drive out the infection. Whatever form of 
skin trouble is giving you pain and distress 

ECZEMA, PSORIASIS, BOILS, 

ERUPTIONS, PRICKLY HEAT, 

MALARIA SORES or RINGWORM— 
just a few applications of wonderful 

D.D.D. Prescription will give instant 
relief. Persevere, and me good results 

will be lasting! D.D.D. Prescription is 
obtainable froin chemists and stores 
everywhere 

Distributors : 

F.B.Armstrong Ltd., Bridgetowr 

PRESCRIPTION 
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SCORE BOARD alian Leads In First 222 se a 
; ° aFSE pice gcc ee! The Topi . is felio rgei. tine on the t = 

WANDERERS at, oe (At Bay) J. Bye Bot it 15 oa — Arge in . a the ae e OpI1c 

Empire — First Ingings — 169 extras 1 ‘ a a} < Ss OF brita was 
Wanderers — First Minings 60 a 1 r elm ted split idiator 

Empire — Second Innings Total ‘for 2 wickets 123 ap ran 5 xX Gi les admitted that he was oO 
o % = stpd. o#.k. Knowles - BOWEANGS sathtver . ie red” efter, but he said 

1 - & bd. D. Atkinsan Fi = a at thought it a very los W 
Fr. Bees te, b, E. Atkinson i" RF Austin ; a + "; .. SILVERSTONE, July 14 ‘ race ¢ tk ‘cles to bat e Tan tie Last eek 
B. Grant ¥. E. Adkingon 1. 1. Burke 1 23 THE BRITISH GRAND PRIX of 1951 started in fair fun ance without a hitch of 
. rT ‘ x, % S n - 845 . ‘ , = Aes , » 2: ee. 0 = ee § Zz weather conditions with plenty of clouds overhead, but no any kina. He said “a am specially - 
C. Aileynd not out. 8K. Branker scx we spamrag - Tain and good visibility. King Feisal of Iraq, and Ambas- Biased 4 ae ee thechanice 

¥ b ’ vs. } ile : = 4 : 
b. St. Hill 49 Pickwick — Ist. Innings 341 sadors of Italy, Argentine and Spain saw 20 cars roar away \hen I came in for refuelling 

A. ements not out 2 : shenaiate Ist, Innings a on the first lap of the 270-mile race. They only took 22 seconds to com- 

’ ; —— A. Hayne o Taviat bh W. Greénidge 21 Felice Bonetto of Italy in an eighth position was held by Reg pléte their workmanlike job and 
Total (for six wickets) 935 «OL. F. Harris ¢. wk. (Wood) = Romeo took the lead from Parnell in one of Britain’s two I am sure that that must be very 

b eenidge ....... ------.. Jt the start and was ahead at the end B.R.Ms. The other B.R.M. with near. record. The two aces were 
vickets: 7 121, 3 : ; es , fon 138 4 toe 146, 3 har 1386 for 268) pats, & PL Wi ireenidae 129 of the first lap followed by the Peter Wilker driving was in the mét ai the pits by the crews pf 

BOWLING ANALYSIS Rw = Ghase b. Hond 9 enn, Frosilen Gonzales, in a tenth place, Philip Fotheringham two Argentine ships docked in 
o 7% ¥ , Wood stpd. wk. (Wood) b. Hoad 5 Ferrari and the Italian Farina in Parker of Britain, drivin a Eng ras :; 62 — : . 5 g 2 § 

ee , ace 3." ae Se * - Alfa Beem Bate. Alberto Maserati went to the pits on the The crews were given time off 
D. Atkinson ...... 17 6 2 1 F. L. Cozier b. Jordan ae | Seari of Italy, ledder of thé Fer- eighth lap with engine trouble. to come here to cheer their coun- 
H  Toppin 2 - 6 1 8B, K, Bowen not out. bac 4 rari team held fourth position with Fangio kept lead from the fifth trymen to victory. They waved 
L, St. Hill 9 i 3 1 F. D. Phillips c. Greenidge b. Jordan 5 4 ; + TF Rite! Avid » flag j ster 
A, Skinner ...... 3 - Ss Extras Lb. 4 ; rgentine Juan Fangio, in an Alfa to the twenty-first lap, driving huge Argentine flags and posters 
D. Lawless 1 — 10 —— Romeo fifth, Luis Villoréesi_ in a brilliantly and without exertion, béaring the names of the two men 

a oe on . = Total 28? Ferrari sixth, and Consalvo Sanesi & short distance behind came ae re med — sec as ha Williaa tintin 
blog ' 3 / 9,3 ™ an Alfa seven. Britain's tw onzales. t presentation obtained from | }¢!! boys ie rs troubled" 

Fall of wickets:—1 for 37, 2 for 49, 3 . Ss two Sates a ~ les in tanvie re said I clearly see 
HARRISON COLLEGE vs. CARLTON jor 51, # for 151,'5 for 195, 6 for 207.7 B.R.Ms. held ninth and tenth . Nearly one lap behind the two Fangio and Gonzales their laurel) Chicago comes to Bimshire 
gasesionn Coliage co ee a 130 for 249, $e ig for 278. places. leaders came Ascari who ovér- le to take bac . their! As it appears to me 

ie WL ANALYSIS took Farina on the twentieth lap. ship: souvenirs .—U. | ; : ’ ; cr : ap. 1 salted a 
Cc lboehk Sek, Geter: Oe mace a tk Jodden ies 3 RW | The Argentine Ambassador Car- Farina then filled the fourth place Se eh ae ee 

zie) b N.S. Lucas + 30 Ff King 5 2 12 9 20s Hogan had visited Froilan Gon- with Sanes fifth, Bonetto sixth and B d At Es ] . 1 y | Take caution around Bridgetown 

e Wea 4c tekte McKenzie) , E LG. Head m4 9 et) 3 zales and Juan Fangio in the pits Villoresi seventh. Villorési went an + sp ANAGE | Loox for the “noid-up man” 
2 . G. Hoa 2 . er > , * ‘ ° . . b K Greenidge _ °° & Gowers ee ae ae before the race commenced, and off the track on the twelfth lap TI . Aft ’ | The news this week so startling 

N_ Harrison b Greenidge @ Bae L whi 3 0 19 1 Wished each “good luck”, Fangio, but got back on and continued. us Afternoon |Is more than we can tell 
a eee = er % : 7 looking at the gathering clouds Parnell held the first B.R.M. in lng seMowiiet Etoerkmrie: ot 2 oe ns as though we're heading 

di, Williame © Raghili; b Greenidge 22 qt. taylor c. wik. (Haynes) Meee eeee ee ee ee eae Nolan i GORE Scaltioa Li he tuisic to Be played by fhe Police| 0s ut a #8 Mr. © ens ¢ White, b Meee ; eer any rain again, I hav a ne holding his ten ositiog in the Sos CoP an 7 ten Now af al . 
Greenidge _. 6 5 b, Phillips... pes 2 y age 5 WP had 6 other 8 At th fu snty-first Jap @and this afternoon at Bay Street | Wi uatroat Py ote K. Griffith b G. Edghliil 11 © Edward c. Bowen b, Phillips. 63 unfortunate experience here, and r. f e enty-"rsp lay Ssplanade. | With J. & R, in their pockets 

H. Simmons not out ; fe eae ee 4“ don’t want a repeat.” the leaders were driving at just ““ie Concert starts at 4.45 o'clock | Men revel in their glee 
G: Foster 1b wb G Greenidge «9 1 xing not out 14 _ He was referring to the Daify over 90 miles per hour. l) MARCH—Iolanthe Tae UST | a) utc aa a p 3 i; Extras b. 2. nb. 2.. 4 Express International Trophy méet 96 Mil P H @ aor aes o a vd ee Os im went down 

Total .. 130 Total (for 4 wkts.) 129 oe in the aan he igaae ac Fangio Wad cult ieaditie at the pe eee : oe kailivan Joe went in for cateeginds 
. aE 4 ee eat was abandoned after only - D : (4) ORATORIA-—The Heavens are telling | To find his money gone 

1 f | S: — aes Wer om ' i ‘ ri * . . . ~ . a Rell of wickets: 17-10, 2-00, 2-2 pant of wickets:—1 for 11, 2 for 88, 3, five laps and the first prizé was °nd of the thirtieth lap with Gon AOE fe " io ee : ¢ i: i 101, 115, 8—128, 9— p s > I tte 6 a 
130 for 107, 4 for 129, awarded to Britain’s Reg Parnell zales still close on his tail and (5) SUITE Of THREE, PIECE Ha sat pooist:3 had it 

" . , . i 1) Chant Sans Paroles Ned in this stocking tight 
ROWAN AN SETE, BOWLING ANALYSIS .. w. who was leading at that’ fime. Franek coat Bag Bi ae , —Tsyhaikowsky | I don't know what’ to tell’ Low 

G. Edghin 131 2 34 2 F. D. Phillips 125 2 41 2 Gonzales said he didn’t care if it phe average spéed of the leaders @ Chanson Humoreske geen Peta |g x hecten, Sees atic - ae on Pe = ~ rained. “If it rains it will be the up to the thirtieth lap was nearly (6) NOCTURNE—Liebestraumme Well after hours of searching 
N: Lucas... 9 3 3 1 OF. L. Gozier..... 2 0 7 o same for everybody”. 96 miles per hour : , SE cess vets —Liszt When they reached home at Lou if i on Sees eae q . (7) SELEC N a joutique This we ne gree Pod 
“ Pini neteee pg Fg den NE ew Se ee A Second’s Lead Although Fangic on the 38th ‘ Fantasque Rossin-Respishi Too didnt how whe 1 ao 

. a ee io w (8) CHARACTERISTIC PIECE ; ‘ 
E. W. Marshall 1.b.w. H. Simmons 5 b. Edwards .. . 21 Fangio wresmed.. a.jpac_ tinct lap returned a speed of 99.99 i Servish ane Sebeck | Joo stepped in lik a kitte R Hutchinson b J Williams . 25 A. Atkins not out. : . 4 his compatriot Gonzales on the miles per hour, Gonzales wes Two Hymns—220 A & M yr a cis te ri en 
= ereentien 6 Foster, b Simmons 8 §S, Chase not out. 12 tenth lap but was leading by only leading on the fortieth lap. Gon- Jesus shall reign | And right inside the bedroom 
ote ee <a metal: (igk ese jg. One second. Asceri held third place zales on the thirty-fifth lap hit 266 A&M iy Light| H® sipped Into his bed, 
©. McKenzie not out aie with Farina fourth and Bonetto straw bales at Becketts corner, but GOD SAVE THE KING ___ Witten: sleds vebo’ rio Asai 
e Wed thee TM eee 1 fot 40. fifth. Villoresi was in the sixth managed to keep his car on the Conductor : Sat. C. ARCHER. | Joe said Lou things are tight 

Ms one +38 % ' i rOe is § » Fangio had a ~ T went t 1 a hookt Extras: b. 3, 1b. 2, w. 1 6 © MR. w. Place and coming up fast. The road. At this stage Fangio hac ; I went out girl a hooking 
H. King 64 7 oe NO COWARD | And I cant sleep to-night 

Total (f y ' i ‘otal (for 8 wkts) 200 B. Sore cs 3 : . a8 2 ‘ ich 3 apRoms ae rs | To-morrow bright and_ early 
Fall of wickets: 1—5, 2—60, 3—70,4— BE. Ex at 1 1 » d ugh Murdoch walked up tO} Al that I own Pll pawn 

80, 5—100, 6—126, 7—188, 8—200, So Bea: Ss & uns on e Ll police constable John Mitchell, on'| Lou darling girl be patient 
BOWLING ANALYSIS oe ¥ F Thursday. “You're a big flatfoot,’) 4! of your money gone 

Oo. M. R. Ww : ‘ aaa? > : 3 | ’ . ‘ ‘ 
J. Williams . 23 #3 52 2 LOD 2 andl (for © wis decid.) 184 a4 he said, and then slapped | jou said, well Joe don't worry 
M. Simmons 25 10 Gl 5S COMBERMERE 233 (for 8 decid.) and By Tan Gale Mitchell's face with an automobile | 1c happens every day 
ph Nise - : 2 ¢ (for 4 wkts.) 57 fan belt. Mitchell hauled Mur- * x one ey n sayegeeee 

+. Foster : § LODGE'S 2ND INNINGS aes doch off to a station where he was | “"" Money wa * S. Headley 330 15 © & Sfoute .. 2Wilkinson b F. King 3 BEYOND THE EAGLE’S RAGE ing some excellent descriptions of asked why he did it. He said,| rho books with ait ala weet 
A eane b. F. ir 0 . skif . 5 ea ‘ . e . 

¥.M.P.C. vs POLICE (at Park) W. Welch BOF. Kin Te by Hugh Popham (Bodley skiing. . neal “og “Some men were calling me a The bank notes by the roll 
: FIRST INNINGS #39 G. Hutchinson 1_b.w. Brathwaite rt ae Head 9/6) What would have become of coward, I intended to show them | S“id goodbye Joe and Robert 

INNINGS c's 85 E, W. Glasgow (retired ill) 3 Randall if the Nazis had not(y was not.’ —U.P . were going out for a stroll ? 
0. 2 NG Mr. A. Wilkes not out : 19 i” : we. 8 y ; ; aie js it if L ge b. Bradshaw ........ 1 MV. Mc. Comie b. Brathwaite). 20 ,/¢ is unfair to judge every lit- oa iy iF ee tw 4 oak ey Oe, en eee ° 4 . . . ads ° 2 ; i y > § 4 . ' 3 I, Burke c, (w.k,) b. Bradshaw 19 GC. Gill b, Brathwaite o tlé novel as if the author sét out 82V¢, him an oportunity to wor Lay right down and relax H. Ingram Lb.w, b. Mullins ...... 11 © O. Williams b. Brathwaite 19 to write a literaty masterpiece off his hate against the Germans— | Tt only mens that next year 

ea mae og «Extras: b. 19; Lb, 10; w. 1 30 ‘Hugh Popham, I bélieve, intended “10 me they're just not human”— | We'll pay more income tax. 
ads ° vibe’ wants . , ’ to 66 ‘ s9 3 | : . = - 

E, Branker c, Mullins b, Greene .. 5 Wiiie® tow 8 eetihk) 1a5 0 write one of those books which °"4 their we Saeed If you have any vision 
= — > Bradshaw , 96 are designed to help people pass his choice between Christine an | You'll see boys in this day 
s lard c, Brewster b. Bradshaw 5 Fall of wickets: 1—1, 2-1, 3—2, 46, the tj oe ; Lia. | Money alone aint running C. Greenidge b. Bradshaw .... 0 5—85, 141, 7-141, 8-185, e time away. A book which Not an inspiring novel by any Even comrades break away 
J. Hinds b, Bradshaw .. 0 BOWLING’ ANALYSIS could be read on a train, in a y saved’ £ being. 1 | r : Is R, Austin Lb.w, b. Bradshaw . a1 ° ™M R w waiting room or in bed M means, but save rom eing a or up there boys in Christ Chureh 
G. Archer not out . sa ie pe iene = et ae) . wi . Y complete flop in the lest fifty | After the Silver Sands fuss 

WON nace Bane byenni-o 14 kK. Brathwaite 12.2 2 46 po om with the author is that pages, Howevei Beyond the They sabotage a poor boy 
—- . —s Whic a “ea e r* aes i 1. A Farris ... 4 1 19 a enever I tried to read Beyond Eagles’ Rage is only Hugh Pop- Which made him cateh the bus". 

SacRHepe i. Grant sary Oh 1 43 — the Eagie’s Rage in bed I fell }... >. gp te I wish hi si y in a — COMBERMERE'S &ND INNINGS éd ham’s first novel, and I wish him tou saw this boy in anguish 
BOWLING ASAE YSIS - wh E. Licorish ¢, Williams, b. Mr. aie: tale Hugh Pop} a Het luck in his next effort. | ‘the young man orled “I'm slain” 

a McComie .. 17 ug Mam did no t ” * | ‘(he arrows of my comrades 
Cc. Mullins ,..... 20 2 63 1 1, A. Harris b. Mr, McComie 20 ~«6Oha ; ‘ j . | ilave plerced me; ‘#m in pain,” : ve - : : » A. Harris b. ; ve a good story. tells a \ ; P Ci Bradshaw \...:. 15 92 37 «08 «Moy Alleyne. b. Mr. MoConile ; Seine 7 y. He tells quite JLLUSTRATED ENGLISH SO aka. j ; ea 
E. Greene 10 6 ig 1 & By Seyeoue not one... | rifling tale which, as the CIAL HISTORY. Vol. 2, by | Oh boy she said be cheerful 
F, Brewster 2 - 15 O. H. Wilkinson stpd, (wkpr. Wilkes) blurb rightly says, would make G. M. Trevelyan. (Longmans | 40 dress your wounds to-night C, Blackman . 5 23 © b. Wilkie . Renee 4 a good film, But it took so long 18/-) Fie coe tava Raves Semtare: ‘J ven Pie ms F. kK a a 5 ‘o bear your own dow bite 
A. Blenman .. 3 a ee ate ee 1» 9 “get into” the story that to GM, Trevelyan needs no intro- BECAUSE UPONTHE CONDITION fp | |? "8s Your own ey : . 
vated Ponte ie NGS tpl dire i “"_ persist in reading the book I had duction 8 the. historian on ae OF THE KIDNEYS RESTS nore \ Soe said my S7ni now, Listen 

. jackman b, ustin . 200-8 7 a y i t eee - Wor every comrade’s sear 

B, Kinch ec. Branker b, ; OPAL EOE 6. WOE Is. one 57 to exert quite a lot of will the general reader. It is enough to HAPPINESS LIFE ITSERE. | You'll find the consolation 
a ieee ee oud i Sf Ral of wickets: 1-28, o-96, 344, Fever say that his Social History is the [Ina shap of J. & R, 

. sresteereeeees 4—53. = ame of tHe iftory is a awe readable history book there ae Sr eke sponsored by 
J 4 small winter resort in Switzer. - a ; | 

Summerhayes I 1.K. SHELVES land where Randall Porteous is ae sgn volume of the Hige- MUST FIRST FIND OUT THE J&R BAKERIES 
4 trate ition oth the makers of 

| ENRICHED BREAD 

and the blenders of 

J&R RUM 

you'll find an exciting 

want! 

Be sure to ask for genuine, 

long-lasting ‘““Tex-made”’ material 

by name, and read the identification 

bands and tag on the piece goods. 

You'll be completely satisfied. 

   
SEW YOUR OW 

with \v 

Whichever you prefer—prints of J 

flowers, stripes, checks, novelty 

patterns—dainty or bright— 

“Tex-made”’ fabric for your 

own hand-made wardrobe. 

Sew it yourself... such high 

fashion doesn’t seem possible at 

such an extremely low price! 

Pictured here dre two Glenwood 

Patterns. You'll like their smooth, 

fresh, easy-to-manage and sun-fast, 

tub-fast qualities. Now you can 

have all the cotton dresses you 
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Dalton, 
Quaker, was the 

) pr 1 the theory 

Jobn 

that the a 

not new 

  

the Greek philosopher Democritus two thousand years earlier. Sir Isaa 

restated it as the “ 

  

corpuscular theory” a hun years before Dalion 

fom was 

  

7 

the 

mallest particle of matter 

imaginable—a theory that 

was not assailed until more 

than a century later, Even 

in Dalton’s day, the idea 

that matter was composed of 

sinall indivisible particles was 

A similar theory 

had been put forward by 

Newton had 

Where Dalton 

excelled them was in formulating these theories in a way that explained known chemical 

processes, and enabled deductions to be made which could b   

  

be submitted to the test of practi al 

experiment, In short, he translated them from philosophical abstractions into a method for 

accurately forecasting and controlling chemical reactions and manuficturing processes, 

Dalton, the son of a weaver, was born in 1766. He went to work at the age of 12, but 

stidied in his spare time to such effect that in 1793 the Manchester Academty appointed him 

tufor in mathematics and natural science, Six years later he set himself wp as a privat 

teacher, devoting his leisure to research and the fashioning of his Atomic Theory, which was 

first published in 1808 in his book “A New System of Chemical 

Philosophy”. Dalton’s theory, unaltered in. its essentials, is still 

used to explain the laws of chemical combination. Dalton’s work 

was the basis of the knowledge which enabled British seientists to 

contribute so much to the startling developments of atoniie disintegration 

Trade Mark of Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., London, England. 
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The Only Pain Reliever 
containing Vitamin B, 

Ifyou want to get QUICK RELIEF S 
from PAIN, and also to enjoy the 
benefits of Vitamin B, you must 
take YEAST-VITE Tablets. 
There’s nothing else like YEAST- 
VITE. It is the ONLY pain 
reliever which ALSO contains the 
tonic Vitamin B,, Don’t wait— 
go and get some YBAST-VITE 
‘Tablets now, 

   
For ~~ ~ 

HEADACHES 
NERVE PAINS 
COLDS, GHILLS, 
RHEUMATIC PAINS 

RELIEVES YOUR PAIN 
and 

MAKES YOU FEEL WELL Trobe Mark 
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wages: to promote social security: and to 

BARBADOS sb ADVOGATE Se 
tee Peed comes from contributing towards his own 

welfare. 
Printed by the Advocate Co., Lt4., road St, Bridgetow. 
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BROADWAY DRESS SHOP 
A SMALL SHIPMENT OF 

| AMERICAN DRESSES 

  

each worker 

  

  

Sunday, July 15, 1951 

SOCIAL INSURANCE 

IN 1939 the wages paid to sugar workers 

were $2,190,000. In 1950 wages paid to 

workers in the sugar industry were 

$7,128,000. In many other fields of em- 

ployment there has been a continuous rise 

in wages in the eleven-year period from 

1939 to 1950. There can be no dispute that 

rising wages lead inevitably to inflation 

unless checked by savings. In Barbados 

savings are voluntary and in the case of the 

Friendly Societies are largely returned by 

the annual bonus system. There has been 

an investigation financed by Colonial 

Development and Welfare Funds into the 

possibility of Friendly Societies being used 

for purposes of Social Insurance. That in- 

vestigation was conducted during the years 

1948 and 1949-and a report was made to 

the Secretary of State for the Colonies in 

1949, It has not been published but it is 

safe to assume that had the report been 

favourable to Friendly Societies being used 

for purposes of social insurance, action 

would have been taken to get the report 

published at an early date. The use of 

NEWSPAPERS 

THE flattering way in which Sir George 

Seel described the West Indian Press in 

his latest report might obscure reasons for 

being anxious as to the growth of certain 

organs of opinion in the Caribbean gener- 

ally and also in Barbados. Newspapers of 

standing are reluctant to point to their own 

rectitude but there are occasions when 

reluctance to speak with authority endan- 
gers freedom. Silence is taken for consent 

and abuse which is not challenged is some- 

times interpreted by those who are not 

well informed to be based on some founda- 

tion. Itis therefore necessary from time to 

time to draw public attention to the fre- 

quent perversions and distortions of truth 

which are published in some of the less 

responsible newspapers of the Caribbean. 

The favourite tactics of these publications 
is to print in the absence of news or even 

views, large columns of abuse directed not 

at any evils real or imaginary, but at indi- 

viduals, 

When these antics are performed by the 

irresponsible appealing to the basest in- 

stinets of potential readers who might be 

attracted by the publication of vilifications, 

  

    

TEL. 3895 

    

*ALABASTINE” 4 

The ideal FILLER for repairing damaged surfaces on Plaster, 
Walls, Birch, Wood etc: 

For inside and outside use, 

Can be washed or painted over. 

  

“BRAWL PLASTIC” 
! 

| An Asbestos plugging compound, especially recommended for 
| fastening Screws in Stone, Concrete, Brick and all types of 

| 

masonry. 

  

WILKINSON & HAYNES CO. LTD. 

Successors to 

C.S. PITCHER & CO. 
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the responsible newspapers can afford to *Phones : 4472 & 4687 BECKWITH STORES 

Friendly Societies for rae hts leave justice to take its normal course. c Voces ene. 
having apparently been e iminated, what 7 hose who live by abuse must finally per- ' > OOO AMAA LAE 56$655909° 

alternatives present themselves for con- ish by abuse. But when public men be- ‘Just two identity cards in a plain envelope—masked x 
sideration? No one can deny that insur- have with no understanding nor apprecia- >» 

ance is necessary in the interests of em- 

ployers and employees. The books. of most 

big businesses and of many small in Bridge- 

town are filled with entries recording 

loans and advances to employees. Some 

employers have their own doctors who are 

paid annually for their services to em- 

ployees, Almost every business of any 

size has a number of pensioners. There is 

every reason why both employer and em- 

ployee would benefit from a social insur- 

ance scheme; and the community would 

benefit correspondingly by a decrease in 

the cost of living 

Two possible schemes present them- 

selves for consideration. [he first is that 

employers of twenty regular employees 

and over should operate a compulsory in- 

surance scheme for all workers who are not 

covered by commercial insurance policies. 

Such a scheme would have to be carefully 

worked out and provision made in the rules 

against abuses. But the actual machinery 

of insurance would ‘be simple. On each 

pay day workers would have contribution 

cards stamped by the office in each of the 

52 spaces of the card. The deduction to 

be made for insurance might be contributed 

wholly by the employee or partly by the 

employee and the employer. In the 

United Kingdom the National Health In- 

surance scheme which preceded the present 

National Health Service was worked on 

this system. Employers paid 512d. week- 

ly: men employees paid 5'4d. and women 

employees paid 5d. This made a total of 

lid. for men and 1044d. for women. The 

amounts were later raised by 1d. more from 

employer and employee. In Barbados one 

shilling per week to be paid by employer 

and employee in this ratio wouid probably 

be a reasonable rate provided that employ- 

ers’ contribution were taken into consider- 

ation when wage increases were being 

discussed. 

There is no doubt that the majority of 

businesses in Bridgetown and Speights- 

town could with little inconvenience oper- 

ate a compulsory insurance scheme of this 

simple nature and that during the crop 

season factories and sugar plantations could 

operate a partial insurance scheme based 

on similar principles. From such a_ be- 

ginning could be built up the foundation 

of an unemployment insurance scheme and 

an old age pension’s ‘scheme, both of which 

are fundamental to any social insurance 

scheme. 

There is another alternative which could 

be adopted or run in conjunction with a 

compulsory ‘insurance scheme operated by 

regular employers of labour. A Deposit So- 

ciety could be run by the Savings Bank 

for sickness and death benefits which would 

be built up entirely by contributions from 

insured persons. Contribution cards and 

stamps would be used as in the private 

business scheme. The late Lord Beveridge 

described the deposit system as follows: _ 
“The main principle of the National Deposit 

Friendly Society is that a contribution made by 

each member, after a deduction for management 

goes in part to a common fund for sickness bene- 

fit and in part to his personal account where it 

grows for him at compound interest... . If a 

member is fortunate enough to have little sick- 

ness, he will at the end of his working life, or on 

leaving the society have a large amount in his 

personal account . . . . The member’s personal 

account is fed from two sources—his original 

deposit and the proportion of the monthly contri- 

bution allocated to personal account, after pro- 

viding for common fund expenditure on benefits. 

The fact that sick benefit comes in part from the 

personal account gives to every member an in- 

terest in avoiding unnecessary claims.” 

A system such as this could be extended 

after a period of about five years to cover a 

contributory old Age Pensions 

Whether either or both of these schemes 

be adopted in one thing is cer- 

nsurance is necessary now to 

scheme 

Barbados, 

tain: social 

check the inflationary spiral of rising 

tion of the fact that the practice of journal- 

ism is a vocation with its own high stand- 

ards of ethics and integrity, then indeed 

is there time to draw public attention to 
a state of affairs which cannot be called 
healthy. It must indeed be an unpleasant 

thing for anyone in high office in this 
island’s life to find his name printed in a 
newspaper when for personal reasons he 

would prefer not to have it published. Such 

an experience is indeed unpleasant and 

were it not in the public interest that the 

facts should be made known, a discerning 

editor would normally do all in his power 

to avoid embarrassment to individuals who 

face the public eye in a small community. 

Responsible editors are understanding and 
never vindictive. But when in pursuit of 

his loyalty to the public an editor publishes 
information which he has been asked to 
withohld on the thin plea that it is a pri- 

vate matter, he does not expect to be 

threatened verbally nor in print by an indi- 
vidual who holds high office in the com- 

munity. 

It is a matter of great concern that the 

leading newspaper of this island should be 

subjected to the weekly pinpricks of an 
organ which is edited by the Leader of the 
House of Assembly of Barbados and a 
member of the Executive Committee. The 

Barbados Advocate has nothing of which 

to be ashamed.. It would welcome a Com- 
mission of Inquiry into newspaper prac- 

tices in the British Caribbean. It has 
played a leading part in improving the 

standards of journalism not only in Bar- 
bados but in the Southern Caribbean. It 

has no need to sing its own praises and it 
points with reluctance to its achievements. 

The guiding principle of the Advocate is 

that of all reputable newspapers: that fair 

reporting is not a matter of favour but of 

duty. This is the high level at which the 

Advocate aims: this is the high standard 

which it offers to other publications for 

imitation. It is most regrettable that it 
should be compelled to bring to public 

attention the fact that an individual hold- 

ing high office in the Government of this 

island did in fact recently ask for a certain 

news report to be suppressed and when it 

was not suppressed came into this news- 

paper office and uttered threats. 
Nor did the story end there. In the very 

next issue of the trade union organ a child- 

ish outburst against the Advocate was 

mixed with a lot of sweeping generalisa- 

tions which could not bear intelligent 

analysis, It is one thing for the Govern- 
ment of the United Kingdom to turn up its 

shoulder when the Daily Worker is men- 

tioned. But the Daily Worker is not the 
organ'‘of Mr. Attlee. In Barbados the Lead- 

er of the House of Assembly is the editor 
of the trade Union newspaper. And it is 
the trade Union paper which consistently 

abuses the high journalistic standards of 

the Advocate, one of the papers that Sir 
George Seel would name as upholding the 
high levels of journalism which were vin- 

dicated by the recent Royal Commission on 
the Press of the United Kingdom, 

HE Bishop of Sierra Leone 
says that he cannot afford 

more than one pair of gaiters, 
While our heart bleeds for the 
bishop, we also remember a very 
short high-churchman we used to ae 
meet at the old Bishopric Club cessful 
(before it was taken over by the 

ow tyro to develop a really suc- 

take up the glockenspiel and prac- 

e
e
 

All over the world there can be 
seen plainly emerging a new kind 
of political instability; what may 
be called the crisis of government 
from below. It is in no sense any- 
thing new or peculiar to this coun- 
try that statesmen and their offi- 
cials are driven to act against their 
own sober judgment because of 
the strong gusts of emotion in the 
local populace, made dangerous by 
the readiness of other men, in the 
old tradition of the demagogues, 
the political harlets of history, 
to take advantage of it, to, make 
themselves the cxpcnents and the 
mouthpieces of these passions, and 
to be borne into power upon them. 
What is new is the dangerous and 
growing disproportion between 
the mob elements and the in- 
structed elements inside a com- 
munity. Those who look in 
particular at the undeveloped 

‘continents which have the most 
crying need for stability, for in- 
vestment and for security of 
private possession, are confronted 
with the spectacle that it is just 
those parts of the world wheré the 
disproportion is greatest. In their 
different ways Persia and Argen- 
tina are both countries where the 
demagogy of a crude proletarian 
nationalism is today dominant, 
But inside the British Common- 
wealth also, what responsible 
statesmanship there is in India 
or the Gold Coast is plainly 
threatened, and will be increas- 
ingly threatened, by the organi- 
zation of more primitive emotions, 

The truth is that feeling against 
the foreigner, a crude and short- 
sighted stimulation of acquisitive 
instincts, blendings of naticyal 
pride with hopes of immedigte 
material advantage, already 
threaten the large-minded plans, 
like President Truman’s Pojnt 
Four, which are being formulated 
in order to raise the standard of 
living by a generous increase of 
foreign investments. This invest- 

| REP cannot be entirely a matter 
of one Government lending -to 
another, because even the richer 
countries have now carried the 
taxation of individual wealth ,to 
such great heights that no Govern- 
ment can recklessly take chances 
with money it has taken away 
irom private people to invest 
abroad where here is a strong 
probability that the loans will be 
wholly or partially lost by repudia- 
tion. It is difficult to conceive of 
a greater disservice to humanity 
than that which is performed by 
British politicians like Dr. Dalton 
when, by speech and precept, they 
proclaim to the world that even 
in this country, which in the past 
had successfully set an example 
of fruitful lendings, to the great 
gain of everybody, those who have 
saved or invested ought to be 
despoiled. It was so that Dr. Dal- 
ton spoke last week-end, classing 
the rentier and his capital as the 
next appropriate target for Social- 
ist guns.- Because income is now 

\ taxed to the full, the conclusion is 
drawn that much more might be 
done in the way of taking people's 
permanent possessions away from 
them in their lifetime instead of 
waiting till they have died. 

This is also a feeling which is 
at the moment dominant in Per- 
sia, and the present British Gov- 
ernment is finding itself in a con- 
tradictory position. It wants to 
preach in Persia that it is to every- 
body’s advantage that contracts 

‘Maclean and Burgess.’” 
London- Express Sesvies ) 

RULE FROM BE 
(With ackn: «ledgment to the 

“? blet’”’) 

shali be serupu: susly kept, and the 
expectations un.er which people 
have saved sic.i not be violently 

reversed by thu ie with the politi- 
cal power to r.verse them,, But 
in Britain it is : lowing individual 
Ministers to use language like Dr, 
Dalton’s about s.vings and invest- 
ments, A very few years ago 
sustained Gover iment campaigns 
were encouraging people to save. 

These campaign: were conducted 
with particular fervour through- 
out the receni \,ar, and they are 
still maintained to-day. All who 
have spoken in these campaigns 
must feel some twinges of remorse 
if they encoure’ed simple people 
to imagine thal .neir money would 
buy more, ins.:ad of very con- 
siderably less, sx or seven years 
later. It was to the national inter- 
est that people should save or lend 
during the war, as it is in the 
national interest that they should 
save to-day. ut the individual 
has not gained what he hoped and 
was promised, <nd it remains un- 
comfortably true that for the in- 
dividual the prudent course 
through recent decades has proved 
to have been to buy things, like 
jewellery, which have appreciated 
everywhere against Government 
paper money. if now, in addition 
to money slowly losing its purchas- 
ing power, there are to be in- 
creasing threats of confiscation, on 
the ground that those with savings 
are drones and parasites, then it 
is a real question who can be ex- 
pected to save or invest in coun- 
tries which are ruled by unscrupu- 
lous and predatory men who have 
found a congenial career, in the 
spirit of Dean Inge’s succint defi- 
nition of modern progressive poli- 
ties, as “the art of transferring the 
property of your opponents into 
the pockets of your supporters.” 

The great argument of the 
demagogues_ is always crudely 
statistical, It is to contrast the 
size of the population, in Persia 
or in England, with the small 
percentage which the rich or the 
middle class are in any country. 
In Britain great play can be 
made if the figure of one per cent 
is taken for the _ half-million 
richest people, and they are 
looked at purely statistically by 
those who do not pause to re- 
flect that in that half a million 
is comprised virtually all the 
mind, the cultural inheritance, 
the professional abilities. What 
is numerically but a hundredth 
part is by all other than purely 
arithmetical standards the great- 
er contributor to the national 
life, No people has ever achiev- 
ed_a high civilisation without the 
differentiation of classes, and the 
important thing about classes is 
not the numbers in each but the 
functions they occupy. This is 
very well understood by the 
Communists when they set to 
work to starve or exile or liqui- 
date all the classes other than the 
Lumpenproletariat of the towns 
or the poorer peasantry, both of 
whom they are confident they 
can hypnotise and lead where 
they desire. Enduring progress 
and high civilization pre-sup- 
pose, with classes, an independ- 
ence of mind and judgment 
among people not beset and pre- 
occupied by day-to-day material 
solicitudes. They pre-suppose 
people with the will and the 

BY THE WAY 4 . By wictnaoall 

of the easiest ways for the 

repulsive character is to O 

Sits j tise on the thing whenever there -~Glow v > | 1 
_—. fart dae Squid ently s a pause in the conversation, eld 

He alwe eae ae a: This is, of course, only a general a 
e always wore it on the “up background to the whole study. trees 

wind" leg and was adept at 
changing over from right to left 

leg if the wind suddenly shifted 
into another quarter. Since those Next 
days a new bishop’s Baiter has & 
appeared on the market which 

   

  

contains a hidden fastener and into sections. Section One: Atti- 

false buttons. It would have been tude towards animals. Conscious gent, 
boon to old Slyboots, ae we lack of understanding or love for sive?’ 

ffectionately called our chap the horse and general fear of aside 
Bring out the Beast dogs (full list of phrases for use you 

It takes a 1 s time to develop against dog-lovers). The cat, how 
repulsive character like mine.” best tortured (with diagrams) 

Humephre Bogart an inter- Starts on Monday next Order 

view. your copy NOW 

The really serious repulsive char- 
actef neversrelaxes 

start the ‘Home Course for Hate- 
ful People.” 

Conversation Piece 

UR tall reporter in the South 

_ of France sends us this piece 

of .@verheard conversation. Two 

means to save, and to invest) 
what they have saved. Where! 
the system of government is one 
wihere the executive feels, and is 
responsible to public opinion 
there must be an educated mid- 
dle class electorate, of men who 
will take the trouble to learn the 
increasingly complicated facts 
which are involved in interna- 
tional and national policy, in i 
way the mass electorates of poor 
and very slightly educated peo- 
ple show no disposition to do, 

We quote elsewhere evidence 
of the way ‘the age-old convic- 
tions of Islam are being mobiliz- 
ed and identified with the presen. 
weve of Persian nationalism: and 
the British public must be pre- 
pared all over Asia for so.ne- 
thing which will very much dis- 
concert the unbelieving progres- 
sives of the Western world. in 
proportion @s the West with- 
draws from Asia or Africa and 
power goes to the exponents of 
the lowest common denominator 
of local popular emotion, the 
machinery of progressive demo- 
cracy will be increasingly used tc 
enthrone again emotions and 
doctrines which have been re- 
pressed but which still remain 
abiding reattties. The day the 
British Raj ended, Pandit Nehru, 
the product of Edwardian Har- 
row and Cambridge, became at 
once much less _ representative 
than are the orthodox Hindoos 
who have never left India or the 
illiterate mass of Hindoos, in the 
long static history of whose re- 
ligion the British Raj has beer 
but a brief interlude. English- 
men smile a little sadly at the 
naivete of Americans who believe 
they have re-educated the Jap- 
anese and made them Western 
democrats in five years, after twc 
thousand years of habitual au- 
tocracy. But Englishmen shoulc 
ask themselvés whether they aré 
not in their turn still naive, stil 
making the same sort of mistake 
if they accept the educatec 
veneer of the Westernized Indian; 
for the popular reality. Th« 
tragedy is that, in so far as the 

Western influence permeate: 
Asian or African society, wha 
these local leaders fasten on ané 
appropriate from the West ir 
something superficial, ephemeral 
and largely false—the moder 
political theories of universa) 
suffrage or majority rule, 

We find it very lamentable that 
British Ministers like Mr. Griffiths. 
the Colonial Secretary, can do no 
better than to encourage in Afric. 
the disastrous notion that political 
progress does not consist in mem- 
bership of a larger society but 
principally in independence of it, 
and that everywhere there i 
today so much forgetfulness 0’ 
the truth which Leo XIII, reca”)i- 
tulated sixty years ago in Rerum 
Novarum, that “the first and mosi 
fundamental principle, if one 
wishes to undertake to alleviate 
the condition of the masses, must 
be the inviolability of private 
property,” as part of the law oi 
nature, a field for human choice 
and provision for the future. Ii 
is something for which _ the 
Koran hag not been less solicit- 
ous, and there will be no pros- 
perity for any community which 
tramples on property rights just 
because they are the rights o! 
foreigners or a racial or econoin« 
minority, for in striking at them 
something else is struck at anc 
injured which it is the vital inter- 
est of all men to respect. 

  

“What worries me,” said Fred, 
“is don’t they” know about all 
this!" 

successful city gents sit- 
ane sands, palm to ting on sundrenched sa P “Mr. Adrian Wall.” 

“Surely”, said the general, “you 
mean Hadrian Wall?” 

‘Certainly not”, 

whispering behind them and 
all around beautiful women dis- 
porting themselves. 

Soft-footed waiters tend their 

week this column_ will 

It is to be divided 

every need, and above them the 
seagulls 
against the clear, blue sky. 

“Tell me, Fred,” says one city 

    

wheel, flashing white 

“why do you look so pen- 
Petulantly, Fred pushes 

a half-tanned blonde. “Do the 

replied the guest. 

Song of the Anaesthetist 

remember.” “he says, “whet 
n vesterday all 

ind Tower 
Wha out 

  

guest. “And, if I may say so. I 
should certainly not call myself 
Harry Stotle if my name _ hap- 
pened to be Aristotle.” 

‘What would you do if your 
name was Fish-Glue” chuckled 

cr ‘ 

Club Notes 
N interesting incident ocecur- 
red in the smoking-room of 

the Junior Carlton last week. A 
new member introduced his guest 

General Hooper-Thwaites as 

replied the 

general. “I should stick to 

“How Hanpu Could I be 

With Ether.” 

INTERNATIONAL PAINTS, LTD. 

THE ORGANIZATION THAT COVERS 

PAINTING REQUIREMENTS 

| 
| 

| 
| 

Whether you need paints for walls 

or woodwork, 

elaborate decoration or economical 

coating ... for 

plantations,   you'll find the perfect paint in the 

“International” 

Now that supplies are easier. 

insist on the best in paints. 

For information and advice, consult our 

Commission Department 
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INSIDE 
AND 

OUT 

inside or out... for 

factories or 

hotels or houses, 

range. 
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Pictures by CYPRIAN LaTOUCHE 

LO SPEIGHTSTOWN BY SCHOONER 
Many years ago 

mills turned an ul com- 
bustion engine had yet to be in- 
vented, coasting schooners 

wind - 

        
  

  

were 
the chief means of transport for 
passengers and cargo between 
Bridgetown and Speightstown. To- 
cay, with “Speightstown Flyers” 

  

roaring along the roads and motor 
trucks to carry sugar, the days of 

chiefly visited by vessels from 
Bristol, and from this circum- 
stance it received the name of 
Little Bristol. The practice how- 
ever is now to send the produce 
by droghers to Bridgetown, and 
the place, which Was already fall- 
ing into decay when Oldmixon 
wrote, has much decreased since 

-There is daily communication 

‘Speightstown schooner is 

SUNDAY ADVOCATE 

    

  

By IAN GALE 

instance, the ave age length of 
56 feet, 

with a bowsprit of 33 feet. But 
the rig, with its mass of sail, is 
well adapted to the conditions on : . : 
‘he Leeward coast 

  

The schooners are very fast, no 
doubt’ in the old days when 
Speightstown depended on them, 

   

How to ease the strain 
HEN choking Asthma makes you 

gasp for breath, one Ephazone 

tablet slipped in the mouth eases the 

  

     

PAGE SEVEN 

  

MA 
in JO seconds! 

afore 
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Droghers, as the Speightstown with Bridgetown by droghers and they had to be. The schooner 1 Mh //, ; Schooners are called, are num- small sailing vessels.” Sinckler, travelled. on, the D. A. Pierco strain quickly and effectively. Remem fH] | 
berec. writing in 1913, notes that the tcok just under an hour and a ber, it is this strain on the system which ( ~ 3 

ic?’ -dirohiaiihieccas an .. passenger fare between Bridge- half to do the 13 mile trip, and ot 3 = iia Naaibs 2 > Hf Speishtstown Schooners town and Speightstown was four the Skipper told me that the constitutes the biggest danger from 
have quite a history behind them, pence each™way. Challenor, which has now been Asthma ! 
and the fact that Schomburgk, | turned into a barge, did the jour- Ephazone contains several healing 
writing in 1847, mentions them, The rig of the Speightstown rey in the record time of an hour I means that they have been run- schooners must surely be unique; and ten. minutes! The only one of ached ents ch “a 
aing for at least a century. He ce.tainly I have never seen any- the intercolonial schooners which germ-laden accumulations in the 
says of Speightstown: “The road- thing like it anywhere else. Judg- could keep up with the droghers bronchial tubes, and in this way prom tes « stead is equally as open as Car- ing by jibs, it would seem that was the old Sea Fox. The Ephazoac acment 13 $0 simp lisle Bay; it was formerly much it was evolved from the fishing t » ratter ft frequented, and a great deal of boat rig. The bowsprit is re- The Speightstown schooners, of nothing: tounhal:. |S eee ret, ; 7 
sugar was exported directly to markably exaggerated, being over ccurse, are not fitted for sailing attack comes, there is always time to check Asthma with Ephazone 

Pronchitis and Bronchial Catarrk, Europe: it appears to have been half the length of the boat. For in the open sea. The long bow- 
sprit would snap in a very short 

    

time. Some yeurs ago, during a 
storm, one of the schooners was 
blown down to Martinique, anc 
had to be re-rigged before 1 
could be sailed back. 

The aroghers carry about twenty 

tous of sugar to Bridgetown from 
Speightstown, and carry back 
general cargo—we took oats and 

artificial manure. When a ship is 
being loaded in Speightstown 
they can carry as much as 38 tons 
otf sugar. from the pier to the 
ship, a great part of it being 
loaded on the deck. The days 
when they carried passengers are 
over, but occasionally tourists 
make the trip. It is a lovely sail, 
end if better known would be a 
great tourist attraction. 

The D. A. Pierce, like the other 
two droghers owned by R. & G 
Challenor & Co., Ltd., is manned 

  

by a Captain, five men and a 
boy. Sidney Leacock, who has 
been working on Speightstown 
schooners for 28 years, is the THE RIG of the Speightstown schooner must surely be unique. 
Ekipper of the Pierce. He told me 
that the schooners usually leave 
Speightstown at 10 a.m., and sail 
from Bridgetown on the return 

        
  

  
  

    

  

    

For rapid relief from Asthma, t 

always keep a supply of Ephazone tablets 

FOR ASTHMA AND BRONCHITIS TAKE 
aay z 

ays. i. ek! 
Sold by ali registered chemists. if any difficulty, write to: 

A. 8. BRYDEN & SONS LTD., 
P.O. Bex 403, Bridgetown. 

“S See eR woe ee 

handy ! 
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Th» three schooners moored in the Careenage. 

a a ne ee SEeEeaeEEHERass&# &@ 

s INSIST ON 

2 PURIN? CHOWS 
a THEY ARE THE BEST 

a 

m H. JASON JONES & CO. LTD. - Agents 

SBSeEeBeHeSBeuBaeBaea fa 

    

   

  

  

        

trip at 3 p.m. Sometimes they : . 

a a ag Kingfish on the way, & 9ODOOOOASIOOOSOOO ODO I NOOO O Ieee 

s x » 
% Pe 

He talked wistfully of the days % RE MEN ¥ 
when Plantations Ltd. owned four %s MORE AND MO % 
schooners and Challenors’ five. 9 ° ‘. 
Practically every day then there % ARE CHANGING TO wae x 

weuld be a schooner race. As it 4 % 
was we sailed down with the % i x 
Bessie which only beat us to & ¢ x 
Speightstown by a short distance 4 DAILY by 
The Pierce had a good excuse % % 
theugh, because recently she broke 8 % 

her bowsprit and the new one is % ; % 

pee en en % Because they have become convinced i 
+ 

It would be a pity if the % e'e? £ al ¥ 
Speightstown  droghers were 4 of K ° Superiority. % 

simply to fade away when it be- S % 
comes uneconon to usc m > + 

any longer. Perhaps at least one % e % 
of them could he kept in com- On reaching Speightstown the sails : : e % . . Rv CG % 
mission to take tourists and other can #hoot'aa much ss 200 yarn nes Me wie Piatoo steered into the wind. The droghem | HERE ARE THREE OF THE MANY VERN Good 3 

ide ker: o rely sc iY . wh THRAT SUPE Bae v 

THE PIERCH’S Captain, Sidney Leacock, has been working on heoen Besdawsatrs 40 Lutte tar wees 8 REASONS FOR THAT SUPERIORITY ; 

Speightstown schooners for 28 years. s Y : ? ~” . i i , 

Canada Buys Most &. G. Rice Manager New Leasehold — & ° 3 
= 4, my ‘ + ny : > . % 

From B.G. For U. K. T alks Manager x (1) ‘K’ SHOES are made from the finest leathers $ 
; . "T° ~ (From Our Own Correspondent sd obtainable. Both soles and insoles are hand- % 

From Our Own Corresponde - .o i. 
pat en are With C.D. C. PORT-OF-SPAIN, July 11. | % tested for flexibility and accurately graded % 
GEORGETOWN, July 11. (From: Qu? Own Coerespondent) Mr, A, Ruthven Murray Assi $ , skilled craf n * ' ; nt . by skilled craftsmen. 

GEORGETOWN, July 11. tant Managing Director of Trin % ’ % 

British Guiana’s adverse trade Mr. H. Gadd, Superintendent of dad Leaseholds Ltd, has bee: > . —e . 0) "C 
balance at the end of May was the Mahaicony-Abary Rice Ex- 4Ppointed | Managing Director x (2) THE UPPERS of ‘K’ SHOES are selected, x 
given in official figures as $2,201,- pansion Scheme left on Saturday a ‘ng Major Kenneth Gordor % hand-cut and matched by experienced crafts- ¥ 

332 as compared with $1,995,- for the U.K. where he will have ™ Mr ae ig TP at ony DN men with a care that no machine could xX 
253 at the end of the same period talks with officials of C.D.C. in , Ae aren las been % itate % 
in 1950, This, despite the fact connection with plans for the “Ppointed to the Board as Assi s uD PENe ms 
that exports of locally produced further expansion of rice produc- tant Managing Director, and will % “we % 
goods showed an_ increase of tion in the Colony. continue to be the Company ws (3) ‘K’ SHOES are made over the famous ‘K - 

eee a the same period The Governor, the Financial ee a a a ¥ PLUS FITTING LASTS with the heel-parts $ 
ast year, Imports, also showed Secretary and the Development {* “: my NOR MARRS, |e fi os narr Yr »fore-parts. This R 
an increase of $1,311,069, Commissioner are also in Londcn és been appointed to the Boar % one fitting Barkow es than the fore-pa oe . x 

, having talks with C.D.C, Direc- ™ Commercial Director } ensures a close fit at the heel and freedom ¥ 

Canada remains the Colony’s tors in connection with a propos 1i x for the toes. x 
best customer, buying 45.8% of to form a new Rice Company ‘in > R 

our eer the eee the first five which the B.G, Government ard DUVAL RESIGNS % e 2 
months of the year, amounting to ©.p.C, wil] be partners. eee ee eae . . : : b 
$9,865,502. Britain only _ pur- ; ae eaaees es. Ga rea SPAIN, — ¥% gee Why not come in and be fitted with a pair x 

chased approximately 34.6% or 3 G S : Th the *Lawaine : eta —" * ; 8 of these world famous shoes? We are sure $$ 
$7.440.317 s d age a SOG ISIE e ag nen” av like ; yr ‘K’ wearers :— S, $7,440,317, ' y Fen ng PCE signed from the Political Progr x you'll say like all the other ‘K’ wearers : $ 

. 5 rT Group. He was one of the fou $ , “ts Ave the lony } + ny € y " . + . > i Ph eeata keene, 1€ vey By Delegates I 0 W orld dation members x “PLL NEVER WEAR ANOTHER SHOE % 

ee Fee er Neer ee s The resignation effective im > wT ‘Ke? ¢ f Britain, as against $3,295,033 / . \ ‘ 5 BUT ‘K . 
(13.0% 4 Re Matias y outh Assembly mediately, marks the climax of x e x 

‘ Aighbe ; i iran SOK ana an lifferences between Mr. Duval | % g 
There was marked increase in cipal ae and the Group, which took a | 8 xs 

imports of Cotton manufactured GEORGETOWN, July 11 ertain turn when he became a | % 5 g 
piece goods, sulphate of ammonia, The British Guiana Youth member of the new Parliamen * % 
bicycles (1,500 more than last Council will be sending th tary Opposition. He claims i x % 

year) and motor trucks and cars. delegates to the United States ‘Yo letter to the P.P.G., that the s 2 

attend the General Assembly ai executive “is dominated by pr S DIAL 2664 % 
Principal exports were suga™, Council Meeting of the World ple, alien to this country who ore & % 

rum, molasses, and bauxite, fol- Assembly of Youth to be held at ot Capable of thinking and s¢ » x ‘ “~ oO sc 8 ‘ 
lowed by rice, diamonds, gold, Cornell University, New York, ing things in the light of » Sole Distributors for ‘K’ SHOES in Barbados % 

TRIMMING the mainsail takes a lot of manpower. timber and toilet preparations between August 5 and 9 Trinidadian like myself.” Ss . 

6) PEELE 

SCRIP aR EY, 

LUXOR CLEAR GLOSS. VARNISH 
SUPREME IN QUALITY AND FINISH 

— Also — 

GALV. OIL CANS — 1, 2 

T. HERBERT Ltd. 
10 & 1 ROEBUCK STREET, 

& 5 Gin. Sizes 

Incorporatea 

1926 

Established 

1860 
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    Leading Prescription 

Service in the Island 

compounded in our Drug Stores is Pre % Every eription 

made up of the Best Quality Drugs. We know what is 

% BEST for We give you only the BEST It is there- 
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DRUG STORES 
“ 4, ¢ SEC LLLIFE LLL 

% KNIGHTS 
‘ 6964 GPP POPE OPPS SAPD 
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SEE 

| insu wane sormn mene $1 CAVE SHEPHERD & CO, LID. 
10, 11, 12 & 13 BROAD STREET 

    

  

TOUCH THEM! 

BE DELIGHTED 

CARPET 
Made of Silk 

and Egyptian 

Cotton 

e 

Beautiful Shades 

THEM!! 

YOU'LL     

   

FINEST 

» BRANDY 

} . BRANDY (pt. bottles) 
MARTELL BRANDY (pt, flasks) 
BALLANTINES WHISKY per bottle 
LITTLEMOOR WHISKY per bottle 
COCKADE FINE RUM (3-yr.-old) per bottle 

COCKADE FINE RUM per bottle 

HOLLOWAYS ERY LONDON GIN per bottle 

BURNETTS GIN per bottle 

GORDONS GIN per bottle 
MARTINI DRY per bot@e 
MARTINI SWEET per bottle 
CRAWFORDS CLUB CHEESE STRAWS 

H & PALMERS CHEESE & TOMATO STICKS 
PLANTERS SALTED NUTS per tin 
SUN PAT SALTED NI per tin 

SALTED CASHEW NUTS per 
ne SALTED ALMONDS per tin 

ITALIAN PLAIN OLIVES per jar 

(Quarts) 

   

  

6ft 4ins x 9ft Sins 

$165.54 

8ft 10ins x 11 ft 7ins 

$275.90 
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8ft Sins x 14ft Qins 

$336.00 STANSFELD, SCOTT & CC. LTD. 
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PAGE EIGHT 
  

Singing 

‘Bongo, 

Bongo... 

   

  

    

        

   
   

UGANDA 
WEa cast off to-night 

and sail through the 
B n the last stage 

ofa 6 fle journey to 

( s “African 
. 
Ze ir ts natural setting. 

I ] ector—-with 

i 1 and = 34 

Br technic and their 
equipment made the safari from 

Lon 1 to Belgian Congo and 
Uganda. Tt ; our jungle story 

beginning last week 

FRIDAY: At three o'clock in 
the morning soldier ants in two 

column » smartly into the 
Cong 3iondo. Each 
colun and the ants 

e on top of one another. 

; ce furry ropes. 

es. at. Kathar- 
other goes 
Bogart and 

          

ht f } Humphrey 

: i wen-Bacall 

In minutes=the camp is in an 

Thés@arm sounds. 
s turn Off Africans shout 

“Invasion,” antt the tom-toms beat 

he rive® 

  

ants'start to climb Kath- 

Hepburn's-legs others work 

through the Bogarts’ 

  

arine 
their Vay 

bedroom 

Director John Huston seizes his 

elephant gun-but large-scale wea- 

   

pons are no’ good against ants, 

Says Huston: “We prepared 

against the expected lions, hippos, 

buffalo, and $nakes. But we are 

defeated by ants half-an-ineh 
long 

The invaders are repelled by 

burning then’ out At dawn we 

are at peace again. The next at- 

tack is expected sobn—in strength. 

Then there will ve nothing we can 

do. We decide to pull out 

SATURDAY :"We are at work 

by seven this morning, with our 

fiotilla moving» down the River 

Ruiki, Sixty-five of us, including 

local helpers, are. crowded on a 

raft about the ‘size of an ordinary 

y-room in London The raft 

      

WHE fi HEPBURN 

With us is 
can Queen”, 
film Two ot 

. 
NOG tet 

« 

the "motor-boat Afri- 
the real star of the 

er rafts carry the 

  

   
   

    

electri n and lamps. 
There is a flos 2 dressing-room 
and a dozen canoes to run mes- 

sage. We live al! day on our raft, 
Oceasionally someone gets swept 
into the black river by low-hang- 

ing tree branches Once we 
nearly lose our equipment this 
way 

The unit sings ‘Bongo, Bongo, 
t to leave ine 

nners and by 

    

aw 
; Bogart: 

  

y poison- 
“Nothing 

  

The 

  

ON AN AFRICAN RIVER... 
fit for Lord's. 

bites me. A solid wall of whisky 
keeps insects at bay.” 

Says Huston, “Anything that 

bites me soon drops dead so I am 
safe,” 

The rest of us are not so lucky. 
Sound equipment is even used 

on the river. Bogart has a dia- 
logue scene this afternoon with 
Hepburn . 

The period is World War I, and 
they are sailing down the river in 
a crazy attempt to blow up a Ger- 
man gunboat which dominates a 
lake. And they are having a row. 

Says Bogart, who in the book is 
a cockney, which the _ script 
changes to Canadian: “I ain’t 
sorry for you no more, you crazy 
psalm-singing skinny old maid.” 
When the scene is over Kath- 

arine Hepburn discusses that line. 
“Very apt. You could call me 
that I never like singing 
psalms.” 

She wears. a floor-length skirt, 

collar and a foot-wide 
Inevitably in the evenings 

into an embroidered 

a high 
hat. 
she changes 
white shirt cad. white slacks. 

> At-night- we prepare:to evacuate 
our camp and leave it for the ants. 

Huston, six foot four inches 

and tough as a jungle tree, goes 

out hunting with Hepburn. She 

is his gun-girl now, carrying a 

light rifle, 
John Huston has crammed a lot 

into his 44 years : Mexican cavalry 

officer, boxer, actor, artist, sculp- 

tor and student of the bagpipes. 

All this, as well as being now a top 
Hollywood director—the American. « 

Carol Reed — with two Oscars as 

his bag. 

SUNDAY: We fly from the 
Congo to Entebbe in Uganda this 

morning for our first day off in 

threa weeks. 
The British here invite us to 

play cricket on the pitch over- 

looking Lake Victoria, which is 

about the size of Ireland. 
Bogart goes im eighth wicket 

down when things look black for 

the jungle eleven. We have 49 

on the board and Bogart’s in- 

structions are to slam out. 

for better listening 

Designed and built for service under the most 

exacting conditions, these splendidly styled Ekco 

receivers are noteworthy for sensitivity, clarity, 

power and comp lete reliability. They give you 

better listening because they are constructed by 

Britain’s finest radio technicians after careful study 

of your local reception conditions; and because 

they are quality-engineered throughout. For really 

~ worthwhile, trouble-free radio, rely on Ekco! 
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“That’s fine by me.” 

has to wear for 
film. “The nearest I’ve even been 
to a cricket match before was 
watching Ronald Colman putting 
on his pads for a scene in a 
Raffles film.” 

Bogie, holding his bat like a 
baseball stick, stays in to the end 
and is seven not out. 
is 58 and-we lose by 105 runs, 

The victors chair Bogart back 
to the pavilion. He spoils it by 
saying: ‘Well, I carried my stick,” 
Hardly Lord’s talk 

MONDAY: We are in the 
Budongo Forest now, where we 
have built a mud village. It is 

the home of 
and her 

played by 

supposed to be 
Katharine Hepburn 
missionary brother, 
Robert Morley. 

German. soldiers kill Morley off 
in the first 20 minutes of the 
picture, He did not think it was 
worth while coming 6,000 miles 

  

he says 
through the blackening beard he 

his part in the 

SUNDAY 

  
Humphrey Bogart—after seven not out at cricket and a statement hardly 

So the village burns, and the 
locals tap their heads, 

Now we prepare for the last 
shot here. There ig one final 
delay. This scene has to match 
shots taken in the Congo where 
the earth is red, Here it is black. 
A pause while someone manufac- 
tures red earth and scatters it 
around 

—L.E.S. 
The score 

‘Amnestioan 

Way Of Life 
NEW YORK.—In a_ converted 

hotel in Virginia’s Shenandoah 
Valley, young men from all over 
Western Europe will soon be 
trained as a Connter-Communist 
Wifth Column, 

For years Americans have com- 
plained that no positive, militant 

action was ever taken to spread 
knowledge of what America really 

  

aud, lesvand ig, Wert feat PIG! stands for smong the Buropesn 
ova die in the studio in Now a retired — Philadetphia 

| ta or Rare 
waive, Hundred coloured men are TN °Sw nia Agdmaon, aad the 
film, and we are trying to per- President of “ngve deeied to de 
suade them they will not be eaten 
Tribesmen agree to send eight 
men as hostages. If they are all 
right the balance will be deliver- 
ed in the morning. 

The price list for those who act 
for us is: men 4s. a day, women 
2s, 6d,, children (small) 6d, (big 
ls. Chickens in a scene cost 3d. 
and goats 6d, 

Dright Colley 
something about it. 

High Calibre 
IN THE old hotel—it was. a 

famous spa back in Civil War 
days—students of “high calibre 
mentality,” some of them from 
war refugee camps and including 
teachers, writers and scientists, 

will come to spend between one 
But there is inflation in the and three years learning about 

bow and arrow department. the American Way. 
Archers used to cost 1s., each, now Besides getting an insight into 

the price is up to 6s, American ideas of individual 

TUESDAY: We are 
film the Germans burning 
the village. When the 
people see the. flames 
know we are. crazy, 
Tupe.” they say in Swahili, 
means we have empty 
“Maybe they're right.” says Hus 
ton. 

ready to 

they 
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Feeling liverish?. Take a gl 

wonderful effervescence of E    

mild antacid. 

  

   
      

    

down a 
coloured 

“Kichwa 
which ready 

heads. 

banishing all trace of hangover. ENO’S 

liberty and politics, they will ant 
thorough grounding in indus- 

trial processes. 

Then they will return 
sionaries to their own 

to spread the word 
capitalism, 

- ative system, as Mr. 
his colleagues call it. 

as mis 

lands, 
about 
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ass of ENO’S “ Fruit Salt”. The 

NO’S freshens a dry, stale mouth 

is a gentle laxative and a 

It contains no Glauber’s Salt, no Epsom Salts. 
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ADVOCATE 

David or in’s Spotlight goes on a » Safari with the Stars in the African Jungle 

Bogart Beats Bites With Whiskey ¢ ee P day! 

Gcoduill Flight 
Planned To W.1. 

LONDON, July 9. 
The first R.A.F. goodwili and 

training flight to the West Indies 
is bemg undertaken this week. 
Your Sunderland aircraft of 201 
Squadron, Coastal Command, are 
i€aving England for Iceland, New- 
ioundiand and Bermuda on their 
way to Kingston, Jamaica. They 
«re expected to arrive in the 
island on July 16th and will stay 
tor four days. 

Leading the flight is Squadron 
Leader P, A. S. Rumbold, Officer 
Commanding 201 Squadron. In- 
cluded in his cotamand are mem- 
bers of the crew of the Sunderland 
which in 1949 flew medical sup- 
plies to HMS Amethyst, during 
the battle of the Yangste River. 

It is understood that after ar- 
riving in Kingston, arrangements 
will be made for the aircraft to fly 
to other parts of the Caribbean 
in order that people in other 
islands may see them. 

—L.E.S. 

WEATHER FORECAST 
AMSTERDAM 

People in Utrecht and the Hague 
with telephones can learn the 
E weather forecast by dial- 

  

ling a special number. Holiday- 
makers and tourists are making 
use of this facility. In two years’ 
time it will be extended to the 
whole of Holland. 
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AP the Queen, shown here, ma’ 
to 7,000 eggs a day, most o! 
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Te i 
develop into ‘workers’ specially | 

adapted for destroying timber! Be | 

safe — remember 

odour. 

i | 

treated with ATIAS'A 
UNIVERSAL — Dip or brush fo | 
positive protection 

Ants, Borers, Rot and 
or polish over treated wood, N. 

ainst White | 
ingi. Pain 

No fire-risk. 

ECONOMICAL — Highly concen | 
trated —saves carriage whe 

diluted for use—goes further an. | 
costs less, 

PERMANENT—Cannot wash-ou | 
or evaporate. Combines with the | 
fibres, toughens the timber an | 
makes it fire-resistant. 

Atlas Preservative Co, Ltd., Erith, 
Kent, ©ngland. 

AGENTS :- -Wilkinson & Haynes 6 
Co., Bridgetown, Barbados. 

For permanent protection 
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is an amazing scientific discovery. 

acts immediately to relieve pain. 

A new medicine which 

The four famous ingredients which 

it contains—Phenacetin, Caffeine, Acetylsalicyiic Acid and Quinine— 

are balanced exactly they work together 

to relax your nervous system, and restore your 

with a synergistic action 

sense of well-being ! 

O00 YOU SUFFER FROM ANY OF THESE? 
Cold? 

pains? Then + 

Fever? Headaches? 

Periodic 

CAST OFF PAIN--NOW! 

Toothache? Rheumatism? 

ANACIN ' will bring you immediate relief! 

Neuralgia? 

it costs so little to share in the benefits of this great new medicine. 
‘ANACIN ' 

and in bottles of 50 tablets (for home use). 

ARM YOURSELF AGAINST PAIN 

GET ‘ ANAGIH’ Topay! 
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THE FOUR INGREDIENTS! 

‘ANACIN ' 
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is available in 2-tablet envelopes, handy 20-tablet boxes, 

    

     

        

      

  

   

  

is sold in Great Britain and South Afyice undor tre name ‘ANADIW 
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Play safe! Brylcreem your hair. Dandruff on your collar,- 

loose hair on your comb-—these are danger signals that 

point the need for Brylcreem’s double benefit: 

(1) Day-long smartness. (2) Lasting hair health. 

Massage with Brylcreem stimulates the scalp, 

encourages natural hair growth, 

wards off Dandruff. Its pure 

emulsified oils put life into Dry 

Hair and impart a splendid 

gloss. Don’t take any chances, 

Brylereem your hair — most 

                    

COMPANY LIMITED 
( ECKSTEIN BROS.) 

  

ANNUAL HOLIDAY 
  

Our Friends and Customers 
are asked to note that the 
Workshop Department (with 
the exception of a skeleton 
staff to attend to Emergency 
Calls) will be closed from 16th 
t6 28th inst. (both days inclu- 
sive) for the purpose of giving 
the workmen vacation leave. 

  

CENTRAL FOUNDRY 

  
DOWDING ESTATES & TRADING 
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a prodigal son bearing a strong 
resemblance to the fatted calf. 

Laughton, a 52-year-old son of 
Scarborough, has not appeared 
in this country since 1936 when 
he played Captain Hook in Pete: 
Pan at the Palladium. 

  

Now, in company with Agnes 

Moorehead, Cedric Hardwicke 
and Charles Boyer, he is touring 
the provinces in Shaw’s Don Juan 
in Hell, playing the Devil- ~a study 
in sly villainy which differs from 
Hook only in being mellower ana 
more disillusioned. 
Laughton has spent the prime of 

his life in Hollywood. 
There exists a photograph of 

his arrival there: on the foot-board 
of the train behind him are writ- 
ten the words: “Watch Your Step.” 

During what promised to be the 
most productive decade of his 
eareer he stayed, watchfully, on 
the same step; meeting him to-day, 
one is amazed that he still feels 
any responsibilities at all towards 
the theatre. 

He was rushed to fame in one 
sudden, startled jump—in 1926 a 
student, in 1928 playing leads in 
the Wesi End. 

He had a gift—rare 
actors—for seeming to be 
stage; youth and old age, 
juvenile’s usual province, 
both beyond him. 

At the age of 28 he was using 
this gift at a play called The Hap- 
py Family, when the New York 
producer Gilbert Miller cabled to 
London; GET IN TOUCH WITH 
MIDDLE-AGED AMERICAN 
ACTOR NOW APPEARING IN 
i ganic OF HAPPY FAMI- 

Ironically, Miller was a prophet; 
now successfully naturalised, 
Laughton has become a middle- 
aged American actor. 

From his early thirties movies 
have captivated him. He was con- 
stantly spurred to make the stage 
his home; but of the parts most 
frequently suggested to him 
Doctor Johnson, Cagliostro, Falstaff 
Columbus, Pepys, and the Devil— 
he has played only the last. 

His film triumphs—Henry ylll. 
Ruggles of Red Gap, Mutiny on the 
Bounty and The Barrets of Wim- 
pole Street — were all finished 
before his fortieth year; and in the 
last decade his reputation has suf- 
fered a slow sag. 

Terrified 
I ASKED him yesterday why he 

chose Hollywood, From the 
depths of his face he said: “I’m far 
less scared of the camera and 
American audiences than I am of 
English ones. They terrify me.” 

He sat slumped in his hotel 
room; the collar of his blue shirt 
protruded unmanageably over his 
sports-jacket. The chasm between 
his jowls is bridged by slack, surly 
lips, on Which words sit lovingly. 

His voice, which has no trace 
of American accent,  flabbily 
nudges your ear; it has acquired 
a pedagogic note, the dry authority 
of a teacher. 

“Have you ever had any inter- 
ests outside acting? “I said. 

“Acting,” he murmured, and 
smiled. His smile is that of a small 
boy jovially peeping at life in a 
nudist colony. 

The Angel-fish 
N repose his face is a blank; it 
belongs to a mooncalf, perhaps 

to the moon itself. 
You might cast him on its evi- 

dence, as Cloten in Cymbeline; or, 
more appropriately, as that tireless 
organiser of amateur theatricals, 
Bottom, ina Midsummer Night’s 
Dream; or even as Caliban in The 
Tempest, for with his large watery 
eyes, he sometimes has the look of 
an undersea monster aground on a 
fishmonger’s slab. 

In_ one of his_first films, The 
Devil and the Deep, he played a 
submarine commander; and he 
still reminds me of an angel-fish, 
if that is the one that inflates 
when it scents trouble. 

A waiter brought his breakfast. 
“Thank you,” he said, with the 

air of a man quietly closing a dis- 
tasteful subject. 

We talked about Hollywood, Ex- 
cept for the late Irving Thalberg 
and the early Alexander Korda, he 
loathes all film producers (‘They 
are thugs”) with the intensity of 
a chubbier Sheridan Whiteside. 

Old Vic Again? 

  in young 
40 on 

the 
were 

  

  

   

  

E has abandoned his pipe- 

dream of working with a 

permanent repertory company ol 

film actors; recently he has taken 

to solo dramatic recitals. In a 

two-and-a-half-hour programme 

he reads excerpts from the Bible, 

Dickens, Thomas Woolf and 

James Thurber, and the success of 

  

  

At 52, a mere boy 
of 40. 

these monologues has inspired the 
idea that he should read tne whole 
ot King Lear with the movie cam- 
era turning. 

He will probably never appear 
again on the commercial West 
End stage, but he has a recurrent 
hankering to play a season at the 
Old Vie as he did in 1933-34, 
pecially since his old producer 
‘yrone Guthrie, is back. 

“I’m too old for long runs.’ he 
said. * I only want limited engage- 
ments,’ ’ 

He has been told that Alec Guin- 
ness is the only contemporary 
classical actor whose approach is 
thoroughly modern: “They tell 
me he does the one vital thing— 
he brings old plays in touch with 
what’s happening right outside,the 
theatre. You’ve got to bring to- 
day into Shakespeare. That’s what 
Olivier never does: he’s the apoth- 
eosis of the nineteenth century ro- 
mantic actor,” 

Richly sour, his voice continued, 
I reflected how much the Loncon 
theatre had missed its odd affec- 
tations and its special seedy kind of 

pomp. Though it strikes drily on 
the ear, he salivates prodigiously 
to produce it. You get the impres- 
sion that butter is for ever melting 
in his mouth. 

Just Peter Pan 
AUGHTON to-day looks 
reverse of tired and disen- 

chanted Captain Hook has returned 
in the character of Peter Pan. The 
man of fifty looks like a mere boy 
of forty, a lordy urchin playing a 
hard game of marbles with his own 

talents. He is as ageless as Humpty- 
Dumpty. 

The secret of his freshness pos- 

es- 

  

the 

sibly is in his boredom with any- 

thing that has ever been done 
before. 

As actor, he goes to fantastic 
lengths to avoid the obvioys; called 
upon to express simple love or 

hatred, he will offer instead lechery 
or disgust. 

His style is circuitious, and rarely 

steps on to the direct highroad to 

an audience’s heart. Ini this he is 
like the man in Chesterton’s poem, 

who would travel to John O’Groats 

by, way of Beachy Head. 
Laughton arrives at his charac- 

terisations panting, having picked 

up a hundred assorted oddments on 
the way; and the result is always a 

fascinating and unique. mosaic. 

Top Heavy 
OON he rose to leave, donning 

a hat whose brim iurned up 

back and front, and moved fasti- 

diously to the door. 
He walks top-heavily, like a 

salmon standing on its tail, Laugh- 

ton invests his simplest exit with 
atmosphere of furtive flamboy- 

ance; he left the hotel for all the 

world like an absconding banner, 

He took leave of me in the man- 

ner of a butler begging an after- 

noon off. As a friend of his once 

commented: “Considering he’s a“ 
great man, Charles makes his 
voice do an awful lot of bowing 

and scraping.” 
World Copyright Reserved 

L.E.S. 

FASTING 
WASHINGTON. 

Seventy-five-year-old snail spe- 

cialist amazed passengers on the 

19-day sea trip from Alexandria 
taking no food 

but 
he 

are 

back to Boston by 

He attended all meals, 
“I feel fine, 

fasts 

at all. 
drank only water. 
said. “These periodic 

w hat keeps me so young.” 

  

  

At the Globe you ean see THE 
13TH LETTER, a mystery melo- 
drama starring Charles Boyer in an 
entirely new type of role. At the 
Plaza is John Wayne in OPERA- 
TION PACIFIC, depicting sub- 
marine warfare, and at the Empire 

  
  

SOLDIERS THREE is the ad- 
ventures of three privates in the 
late Queen Victoria’s army in 
Indi: A return ‘visit of a fine 
film “THE HEIRESS, is taking 
place at the Aquatic Club, but : 
I have already written up this 
film, I sha’n’t say anything further 
about it here. 
THE 13th LETTER is an Ameri- 

can version of a French film 
called “Le Corbeau” (The Raven) 
and has as its locale small 
French Canadian village on the 
shores of Lake Champlain in the 
province of Quebec. In this 
village live an old French doctor 
and his young wife. her sister who 
is a nurse in the hospital, a young 
English doctor, and young French 
girl who is in love with him, her 
sister who works at the Post 
Office, the Mayor, Chief of Police 
and various people who make up 
the population of a small village. 
The quiet, peaceful life of the town 
is suddenly shattered when “poison 
pen” letters are received by the 
Engligh doctor accusing him of 
having an affair with the wife of 
his French Colleague. The French 
doctor and his wife both receive 
letter as do others in the village. 
A chain reaction of suspicion and 
scandal ensues and is climaxed by 
murder before the perpetrator of 
the letters is discovered, 

a 

  

The atmosphere is completely 
authentic and the cast does a 
good job. In some cases the clues 
are too carefuly plotted, in the 
director’s effort to focus suspicion 
and distrust on the various 
characters, but on the whole is 
well produced. 

Charles Boyer, as the elderly 
be-whiskered doctor will probably 
be a surprise to many people 
who are accustomed to the suave 
romantic actor seen in his forme 
films. However, after seeing his 
present portrayal, in which he is 
equally expert heretofore, it 
is obvious that though the screen 

as 

may, in time, lose a romantic 
lover, it will gain a first rate 
character actor. Michael Rennie 
is effective and convincing as the 
attractively saturnine young doc- 
tor and Francoise Rosay, in one 
of the important supporting roles, 
gives her usual polished and skil- 
ful performance. Linda Darnell, 
Judith Evelyn and _ Constance 
Smith round out a well balanced 
cast. 

Operation Pacific 
OPERATION PACIFIC, | star- 

ring John Wayne and Patricia 
Neal is the story of the Comman- 
der and crew of the submarine 
“Thunderfish” operating in Jap- 
infested ,waters of the Pacific 
during World War II. In a fore- 
word, it is stated that this film 
is a tribute to those who served 
in the submarine fleet out of 
Pearl Harbour and that authen- 
ticity of action and conditions is 
vouched for by Vice Admiral 
Charles Lockwood, Commander of    

  

the Americ Submarine Fleet in 
the Pacific, who was technical 
adviser for the fily 

All these episodes dealing with 
submarine warfare, operation and 

personnel are particularly well 
handled and the photography is 
excellent. Worthy of special men- 

fion are the vivid and thrilling 
battle scenes between the sub and 
the Japanese fleet and a grim 
encounter with a Japanese decoy 
vessel that is finally rammed. 

John Wayne gives a fine per- 
formance and is splendidly sup- 
ported by a strong male cast, but 
the introduction of a_ totally 
irrelevant romance with Patricia 
Neal, who turns out to be his ex- 
wife, tends to weaken the integ- 
rity of the plot and the charac- 
ter of the film. Miss Neal makes 
a very attractive nurse, as we 

saw in “The Hasty Hearty” where 

at Ieast she was important to the 
action of the film, but I think 
that OPERATION PACIFIC has 

PART 
FOL 

thev lead from 
that 

3 It may 
tracting one letter from 
preceding word. 

4. It may be 
saying, simile, metaphor 

well-known person or 

6 It may be 
the title or action of a 
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_MMPORTERS 
“ANADA’S large purchases in the sterling area mean you can now 

Increase Your imports from Canada considerably 

Facts about British ¥ 

Trade Liberalization Plan grade Liveratizahon ftan 

The 

‘ eased 

new B.W.T. 

Canadian suppliers with a history of export to the 
    

  

West Indies during | 

  

eligible to ship quotas of approved products for 

0°75 or 33} 

average 

mentioned above. 

many items which you've not been able to offer 

your customers for some time, 

How B.W.I. Trade Importers c can 

benefit from Plan P 

touch 

  

mn 

ablished ( anadian 

est Indies 

number of Canadian dollars in Britain has 

sufficiently to help make possible the 

Trade Liberalization Plan. Under this, 

depending on categories) of their 

shipments during the basic period 

This enables you to bring in 

immediately 
uppliers. 

Commissioners 

Mra. M. B. Pater 

merce Chambers 

P.O. Box 225 

946-7-8, are now Kingston, Jamaica 

“J 

with your 

Trade radian 

Canadian Government 

Trade Commissioner 
Canadian Bank of Com- 

Territory inelades the 

Bahamas and British Hondaras) 

regarding items available and 

possible suppliers: 

Mr. T. G. Mason 
Catadian Government 
‘Trade Commissioner 
43 Saint Vincent Street 
P.O, Bos 125 

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad 

(Territory includes Barbados, 
Windward and Leeward Islands 
and British Guiana) 

  

IANA 

etree 

  

Dave to arrange the 50 words in the 
Axminster to Sweep in such a way 

the relationship between any one word and the next 
to it is @pverned by one of the six rules. 

1. The word may be an anagram of the word that 
precedes it. as 

2 It may be a synonym of the word that precedes it 

be achieved by adding one iet 

associated with the preceding word in 

5, It may form with the preceding word 
place in faet or fiction 

associated with 
book, 

A typical succession might be :.Blue-Stocking-Sticking 

Pains Spain 

\svges, double or single, and roller 

   

     

  

eleventh hour, for which act he|Standard Vanguard you're think- 
is thanked by the Colonel and |ing. about. There’s’ a shipment 
promptly demoted back to the |coming soon, but—they’re all sold. 
ranks! There’s another following and ‘a 

Walter Pidgeon, David Niven, |few are available. 
Stewart Granger, Robert Newton | dow’t delay. 
and Cyril Cusack are the leading | M:yflowers—most excellent value 
figures in this comedy. There is alin cars, have you driven one? 
certain amount of hamming and jand a phone call to Chelsea Gar- 
over-acting on the part of |age (ph. 4264) will reserve yours. 
Messrs. Granger and Newton | * * 
which I suppose is pardonable For stylish, fine quality Men's 
and Mr. Pidgeon’s “‘old Colonel” | Apparel, no finer selection is avail- 
tends to be decrepit, which doesn’t able anywhere than at C. B. Rice 

on Bolton Lane. These Con- 
rts Shirts from England 

ance are in Bottle, Green, 
White and many other col- 

ours. Expected soon are the popu- 
lar Aertex Shirts, in full length 
buttoning styles in attractive dice 
designs. On display now are the 
very new Jantzen Swim Trunks 

in nylon and an excellent stock of 
Pyramid Handkerchiefs as well as 
ties and socks at remarkably low 

seem necessary. 

David Niven 
being the most 

Cyril Cusack and 
impressed me 2s 

at ease, and the 
scene in which the latter orders 
his men, who are dressed in 
women’s clothes, having lost their 
own in a river, to march back to 
camp mounted on Indian cowns, 
and the spontaneous rodeo that 
takes place, is hilarious, 

The music in the film is some 
of the most effective I have heard. 

& Co. 
sulate Sr 
for inst 
Navy, 

   

    

Unfortunately the dialogue, which prices And for the traveller 
is probably good old barrack !don’t leave without seeing these 
room humour is very difficult to | Shetland Hand-woven knee- -wraps, 
understand—or was when I saw | Beautifully light, ideally suitable 
the film—an annoying feature to] for throwing on a bed or pac king 
an otherwise amusing burlesque. |in a suitcase. In fact, make C. B 

Rice’s your last port of Gal 

* ~ 4 POCKET CARTOON; | 
by OSBERT LANCASTER | ne of ; the world’s finest watches 

    

    

  

Rolex Oyster exclusive to 
| Louis 1 Bayley, Jewellers, on 
| Bolton Lane, Rolex and Tudor 
|Oyster watches in Ladies’ and 
Men's sizes are fully waterproof. 

| Now fitted with the entirely new 
‘Superior Waterproof Crown’ 

| washered with lead and making 
the watch not only waterproof but 
also completely free from all forms 
of Tropical corrosion—these mar- 
vels of time-keeping accuracy 
have no peer. For dress wear, 
both the Rolex and Tudor are 
available in a non-waterproof de- 
sign, ranging in price from $52. 
At Loui L. Bayley’s showroom 
there is a wonderful choice, and 
to inspect them is, literally, time 
well spent. 

Pi ‘ 

| Two, threa, four burner Valor 
| Staves it. long last ot ar- 
rived and are on display in Plan- 

“ Anything he can do tations Ltd. on Lowa? Broad 
I can do better,” | Street. Charlie Thomas showed 

  

}me the selection of Ovens that are 
| fitted with the all important heat- 

*OFFICIALESE”’ indicator these are always the 
is — first to be sold. There is every- 

We MELBOURNE. thing for the kitchen in the way 
A state full court has supported | of utensils including cutlery and 

a man who said he could not Un-| carving knives, And a very new 
derstand “officialese” in the Stat¢ 
electricity commission’: adver 

indeed is that of Pyrex 
ware in every size and 

shipment 

Oven Gla 

  

There are one or two and _ pocket-book. 

  

the latter relaxes in the extremely 

  

  

enough ensertaleen ent value ofits operating drawers are designed comfortable Servicenter lounge 

tt Bes sabes introducing . the for your home, And there are the or should he prefer it arranges to 
ot ee cabinets’ with Plastolin non-burn- have his car delivered at his office 

Soldiers Three ing tops. One wipe of a damp or home, smartly uniformed 
SOLDIERS THREE is based on }cleth and they're clean, There is and fully trained staff under the 

Rudyard Kipling’s short stories}also the unit featuring a plate- personal supervision of owner, 
about three roistering privates in }rack and cabinet combined. Every Mr. P. G. Stewart, highlights cour- 
the British Army in India during | part functional; the various tesy—ensures absolute  satisfac- 

the reign of Queen Victoria. fkitchen plans available are many; tion, The ‘Esso Servicenter’ has 
While it is most amusing in spots, the fit s are beautifully made the most modern of electrical | 
it would appear that slapstick fang Mr. Nicholson at Wm. Fogarty equipment, every part of which i: 
was the order of the day in the [Ltd ere to discuss with you—- designed for this specialised ser- 

British Army at that time, and I Jand show you, the Redwing dream vice ° 
am quite sure that such = an Pitch: , * ‘ $ 
impression Was never meant to * * | 
be conveyed by Mr. Kipling, in Ea to operate, time saving, Men’s Oxford Shoes — Forum | 
spite of the comic elements of his | eeonon ical, a 3 h.p. engine thac and Cl ie styles in black and} 
stories, bur wo pints an hour at 12 brown as well as two-tone patent | 

The plot concerns our three] m, it's the Wrigley Tractor, leather—prices that range from 
friends, whose years of compan-|the slickest of slick tricks on dis- $10,25—know where they are’ 
ionship are disrupted when one is} play at Chelsea Garage (1950) You'll see them at Ward & Spen- | 
unwillingly made a_ sergeant.|Ltd. This junior sized big load cer’s on Marhill Street, close to 
When ‘he two remaining privates | puller with platform and separate Trafalgar. There is also an ex- 
are assigned to a suicide mission, | trailer attachment is the neatest tensive variety of men’s under- 
the sergeant deserts, follows the] thin, of its kind. And talking of wear at most attractive prices 
regiment and saves it at the} Chelsea Garage, what about that Evening Dress is also a feature 

and Ward & Spencer Ltd. offer 
you a complete wardrobe. In the 
well stocked yardage department, 

Tropical and Worsted suitings are 

So this time custom tailored to suit your choice | 
Tailors’ trim- 

mings and Ladies’ materials are 

also available—the latter in Rayon | 

and Taffeta and remarkably priced | 

from $1.00 per yard. 

. . . 

Upstairs, in this cool showroom 

of the Broadway Dress Shop, are | 
the very latest arrivals from the} 

United States. Cocktail Dresses in 
Organdie or Nylon, lined with 

Tatfeta beautiful creations for | 

Evening Wear. For the beach— | 
there is everything. African 

Prints in Shirt-Dress-Beachcoat- 

Shorts-Bra combination sets. And 

the famous all purpose 5-wa) 

skirt as well as Sand Dresses in 

really sunny patterns priced from 

as low as $8.50. One appealing 

dress and stole you must see-—a 

the Evening Gowns in corded s 

  

   

  

from $15.50, The Broadway Dreés | 

Shop has an exceedingly wide 

selection, and when you're in 
don't forget to look at the Day 

Dresses in Swiss Taffeta 
+ * * , 

A long association with top- 

quality products is the aim of most 

business firms—it’s the achieve- 

ment of A. Barnes & Co. Ltd, In 
their handsome’ Bridge Street 

home, this company provide ever 

type of Builders’ Hardware, in- 
chuding Paints, Interior Chrome 

Fittings of pleasing design and, of 

course, a wide range of Tools 

Whatever it may be, there’s the | 

impression that A. Barnes & Co 

Ltd. are likely to have it, And of 

general interest among the mans 

items stocked, I found the Her- 

cules Silver King Cycle—rugged 

long-lasting and among the best 

buys on the market, [There is ro 
trouble about spare-parts, you ll 
find that A. Barnes’ have the com- 

plete list always available. 
w % * » 

    

in the sun-—swim and re- 
ot dogs, cool drinks at the \ 

a Movie Show, dine, wine ana | 

idle awhile, A col- | 
in some places, | 

yes. But not at the Barbados 
Aquatic Club, the Island's social 

hub that offers something — oi 

everything for everyone who is 

Fur 
lax; 
bar; 
window shop— 
ourful fantasy? 

    

member, Under personal super 

vision, this gaily designed centre 

of activities caters for Birthday 
Wedding, Cocktail Parties—for the 
Resident Guest, the Aquatic Clut 
Guest Rooms, newly built and 

  

    

tisements which warned the pub- shape, Think nothing of it, then, opened provide self contained 

lic not to use electric appliances in |if you've just dropped the last old suites.and excellent cuisine unde: 
prohibited hours. The judges | faithful—there are scores more at the European Plan With it 
agreed that officialese could not Plantations Ltd There is neither perennial holiday = spirit — it 

fairly be held to convey an intel- oe 5 nor i ate er friendly atmosphere, the Barbados 

ligible conception to the public | 04%"? Paclonk nace. ie Mspla ye c Cte sn as bright as the 
to whom it was addressed. 2 oa = — ve 

ACHIEVEMENT 
CAPETOWN. | ‘cee Se 

A Johannesburg woman has| ® Oi cae 

startled business circles in beating | f 
all men operators in a large firm | ie 

of estate agents by negotiating her | a 
company’s entire sales of private } 

residential property for the last | 
month. She has sold property 
of a total value of nearly £87,090 we pp 

Her share? Five per cent. | So 
AMSTERDAM. | saacuunts Oe on 

1] WORDS The special ingredients of a 
i. TONIC WINE quickly restore lost energy. 

circle so that A glass or two a day of this rich, full- 
bodied wine will fortify yon against fev 

Take home a bottle te 

su 
the 

ter to 

or changing one letter in 

BUCKEAS 
i TONIC WIN 

or association of ideas 

a name o! 

tne preceding word 1 
piay, or other composiiior 

—   
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Quality unsurpassed by any other brands! 

“TOWER” JELLY CRYSTALS 

“TOWER” FLAVOURING ESSENCES 

“MOIR’S HONEYCOMB SPONGE 

BROOKES LEMOS CUT DRAINED PEEL 

in 8 oz. packages and in bulk 

“A PIE” PEANUT BUTTER 
: in 1-lb. Glass Jars 

% “KOO” JAMS AND CANNED FRUITS 

Es Indispensable in a well-kept home ! ! Bia 

: “GODDARD’S” POLISHES 
* “GODDARD’S” SILVER CLOTH 

prevent the exhaustion of long-term fatigue. 

r 

APO LOE 

FINE FOODS 

SLOC COSC ASS 

     

er and 

    

pday! 
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* 4° LAUGHTON says: * th: Cinema: i 
“THE 13TH LETTER” Man About Town de Hair on your 

THE ENGLISH SCARE ME . . a q. RB. I your kitchen—would that A landmark this glittering 
A you d? You can! With Red- white American styled 

By KENNETH TYNAN CINEMA entertainment this week-end is what I would ¥# Kitchen units—sinks and Servicenter’ on Roebuck Street 
1 I > - wl jaransa "s ae a : ae cat s newly arrived at Wm. specialises in car greasing and 

FEW weeks ago Charle tty = more OI less average, at least as far as the new film: Fogarty Ltd rhese gleaming washing. It invites car and driver 

Laughton returned to Englana, are concerned. There is nothing particularly outstanding,} alumiium and vitreous enaimei to part company, when the former 
but each picture has its merits that outw eigh its weaknesses. }cabipets with their stainless stecl will be expertly cared for, while 

     

   

you run the 

risk of baldness 

ACT NOW! Hair falls out because the roots are starved of their 
vital food. That's why you need Silvikrin, urgently. For Silvikrin 

contains, in concentrated form, the fourteen essential hair-forming 
substances. Massaged into the scalp, Silvikrin richly nourishes the 

-and soon hair grows again with healthy, 

handsome yigour. If your comb has given the warn- a 

ing——best be safe and start with Silvikrin today ! ~<=p { 

Silvikrin 
THE HAIR'S NATURAL FOOD 

Use Pure Silvikrin in severe cases of dandruff 
and thinning hair. As a daily tonic dressing use 
Silvikrin Hair Tonic Lotion or, for dry heads, 
Silvikrin Lotion with Oil, 

hair roots 

          

    

WINKS 
THE BACK 

Here's a way to relief ! 
Do you know that one of the common 

causes of backache lies in the kidneys? 
When they are healthy they filter harmful 
impurities out of the system their natural 
function. When they grow sluggish, these 
impurities accumulate and the resulting 
congestion is often the cause of backache, 

De Witt's Pills are specially pre- 
pees to help wake up sluggish 
dneys. They have a cleansing and 

antiseptic action on these vital 
organs, soothing and restoring them 
to their natural activity, Relief from 
backache follows as a natural consequence. 

It is far better to tackle the cause of 
backache than to go on suffering in a way 
which is bound to affect “9 work and 
happiness. For over half a century De 

itt’s Pills have been bringing relief to 
sufferers from backache and we have 
received countless letters of gratitude. Go 
to your chemist and obtain a supply to-day. 

DeWitt's Pills 
are made specially for 

BACKACHE 

JOINT PAINS 

RHEUMATIC PAINS 

LUMBAGO 

SCIATICA 

OUR GUARANTEE 
De Witt's Pills are 
made under strictly 
hygienic conditions 
and ingredients 
conform to most 
rigid standards 
of purity, 

oa ed | 
for Kidney .and;, Bladder. Troubl 

ii0 WONDER 
Yow CAN 

TASTE THE CREAM 

  
   THERES 4 CLASS 

AND A HALF OF 
MILK IN EVERY 
HALE POWND 

  

THE STEPPING STONES 
TO SUCCESS 
Don't hesitate about your future !|_ Go forward, 
confident that The Bennett College will see 
you through to a sound position in any career 
you choose. The Bennett College methods 

    
      

        
       

are individual. There's a friendly, 
personal touch that encour- 

ages quick progress and 
> makes for early 

       

  

efficiency. 

      

   
   CHOOSE 

YOUR CAREER 
Accountancy Exams. 
Aviation Engineering and 

   
Plumbing 
Quantity Surveying     All Commercial Subjects 

Commercial Art 
     

      

        

          
     

Wireless) Draughtsmanship, All Radio Service Engineering 

Book -keeping Branches Radio (Short Ware) 

Building, Architecture eee 0., En Secretarial Examinations 

Sheri of Works wks Te Fa Municipal ioe (Pitman’s) 
& urveying 

Senn eee” wean tics Teachers of Handicrafts 

Civil Engineering Matriculation Telecommunications 

Civil Service Mining. All Subjects City & Guilds 
Engineering, All Branches Novel Writing Television 

ubjects and Examina- Plastics Wireless Telegraphy and 

ons Police. Special Course Telephony 
      

if your requirements are not lieted above, write us for free advice 

Direct Mail to DEPT. 188 “ 

THE BENNETT COLLEGE LTD. 
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND 
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. ; os , ibe . Miss Pemberton’s 
ike READERS SAY CObituary : : ; ‘ ; 

a ae sy Clune in ene Unitea Stare, William Edmund Impressions Of CHARCOAL BOX IRONS DELUXE 
d To The Ed oT Ad ar , res * ne “t ‘the wna idual finan- Hopkins England e 

; xacns Ba ahiaor 2 oaer to belong to > The death of Father Hopki i sails ani 1s tend t oie giad THE CENTRAL EMPORIUM 

  

    

            

     

    

   
         indeed i read the a le in value of 

      

  

      
      

  

       

      

      

   

            

   

  

   

    

  

Sunda: ssue of Advocate particular class, ech of course Friday wast remove from We io be back home again, although : cs 

Si t Tornados.” might be slight! than if the isi nd from the West Indies j; was not easy to say goodbye to Corner of Broad and Tudor Streets r 
—— : ’ Tanhtemen hoats ‘re bought by fiduals. as a whole, a man of great parts n he ig people : I an sure i} Yachtsmen boats were bought by individua t o many, charming peopie. is Shampoo gives 
especially those interestéd in the The Club orders the entire C lass scund learning and a musician of During my stay I met hundred | Lustre Some ous three- 
One-design racing iil appreciate from a Yard and»probably gets a no mean order, re had gone w of Guide folk of several nati@n- your sie ae th a t t - specia ce b ats belons » John Hopkins’ Hospital, Bal- aiities who send you their greeét- 4 ay loveline the interest that the Press seem pecial price but the boats belons the p | iit ‘ ) g way 

to have taken in Yachting re- to and are used only by the mem- timore, n the interest of hi ings and best wishes ONLY ONE SOAP GIVES YOUR SKIN F rantly clean 

cently. Some of the suggestions bers who form the class health and the sudden news of his ihe International aspect o o Frag ith sheen 

are well worth considering . oa passing shocked the entire com- Guiding is much stressed in Eng- THIS EXCITING FRAGRANCE | e Glistening with s 

although I personally can _ sec Imagine ei eetee ce of & munity into a sense of great loss land and Scotland. At the Train- e Soft, easy to manage d hac ‘ » iting i = ‘ : Sash hoeha “s ‘ lett 5 | 
many * difficulties, indeed some Yacht Club each wanting his tur: ang deep bereavement. ing Centres and “Our Ark” one Your skin wili be cooler, sweeter... . * bi lather almost insurmountable to sail a at Tornados By ets meets Guiders from all parts oi! Lustre-Creme’s billowy a * . ; - m ir , 2 ar e a priest, his work in the the world who are anxio : : i dients Apart from Finance, which to ™y turn would come around once = As a prit 0 10 are anxious for cret ingre pays Sram oF » every two years and perhaps 1 West Indies began at Codrington their Guides to correspond witn| desirably dainty from head-to-toe is a blend of se      me is a bigger problem than s R : P : : 2 : . 

other i < seem to think, the Would be lucky if she still had a College where he was Theoiogical foreign Companies, The difficulty | plus gentle lanolin. 

q createst difficulty is to convince bottom in her when'I did get my Tutor. In this post, he will be ot language can be easily sur-| 

  

   * if you bathe with fragrant 

     
3. 3 ¥: é hance remembered by successive gen- mounted because there are man) / s the Barbados Yachting Public that ©" € eres > Ss 3 t 2 man) 

one-design racing is by far better The second point is the asser- erattfons of students who toreign Guides who speak kng- Cashmere Bouquet Beauty Soap. 

Yacht racing than mixed Handi- ton that “although the R.B.Y.C. ynder his guidance and learned lish quite well. - ° 

has done much for Yachting, it from him something of the mean- In all our training the religi-| ap racing gi Sed 7 We has become more a social club jng of Philosophy, Liturgies and US side of Guiding was given| 

  

le oA ze 

ea Alga PERFUMED BEAUTY SOAP 

  

  

  

            

   

nye It is a tradition in Barbados tian a Yacht Club.” /I would Theolegy, and were inspired with first place. The trainees were | eee that the easiest way to win aTac€ jere like to remind you that the a real reverence for learning and ™ade to feel the tremendous im-| ~~ = : PRES Te | ni is to have a bigger and more R.B.Y.C, is the only organisation gn appreciation of music. portance of regular and frequent 4 es : ee pows rful boat than yaur oppone ms which has ever done, and is stil! 4 s worship and the necessity for : 

oe rhe average Barbadian helmsman qoing anything for Yachting in He made himself a friend and strong body of Christian Youth } ot is perfectly satisfied to pound the jpi- “[gand. companion to his students and to combat the evils of Commun- 
; Ga life out of a Snipe with a Six- In my time, dating back now was very deeply interested jin ism. At the Training Centre ' = } Deg ii Metre and figure he has achieved over forty years, I can remember their several careers. The Rawie each day began and ended with a t——_> 

Fl something, but if he owned sn the “This Yacht Racing Associa- Institute as well came under his @ short religious service and: on 
the Austin Seven and anyone offered tion the “That. Y.R.A.” and “The influence, and by students of that Sunday morning the Guiders; of 

\ him a race som Bathsheba other Y.R.A.” all mushrooming fnstiiute he will be remembered ten walked several miles in cold 
0 against a Buick Straight “eight, | 34, prominence, staging a few with affeetion and esteen wet weather to attend the Eu a . 

ates he would be very indignant and reces and fizzling out and for- eharist. Each Sunday evening > | 
ceca suggest, quite justifiably, that eotten in. a short time.. No onc Whatever he undertook he did there was a Guiders’ Own tdken 
"1 he this would be unreasonable. even knows ‘what became of the “!@berateiy and his enaeavours in by one of the Trainers. 

on ve : : lies with Trophies presented to be raced the realm of music throughout Our Imperial Headquarters is } ‘ane The root of all this lies with tam thiy island have lett their mark sometning of which we can be| 
P the older generations who con- +0F- . and are indeed in themselves a truly proud. As soon as a Guide| AFTE righ sidered that there was only one The R.B.Y t stages a full goodly heritage. Few who heara enters there, she is made to feel at } see SRN y fonger Pye iated Seed ekia making it softer, whiter | 

hi factor in determining the size of series of Regattas every year iM Therm could easily forget nis carcis home a iis helped very _| gary for anyone to suffer from ugly, dis- | and velvety smooth. In just a day or two ‘ : ; neal hich everyone regardless of if A 7 fcree’ TUE os ve and is helped in every pos-| tiling and disfiguring skin Wedtishes | your mirror will teli you that here at last tn a boat and that was, overall bs peeet's “oC j Bu See at sung by choirs which ne conduct- sible way, such as Eczema, Pini ot. Rash, Ring- Ie the sclentifio treatmeps zou Bere, been | upro engi. These same people woud Class, Creed or Colour competes. oa and ‘trained, made up of a In spite’ of the uncertainty of | monn, fyogiaa, kee ieckntade Srauie | peeing to len yous selcims Westmiege | 
guar not argue that every motor car 0n¢ li ad eee . Ae eee ire great vaviety of talent —— taienc the English weathgr, Guides in-| take you feet inferior and cause you to| you win’ friends. Nixoderm has "brought 
Tay, has four wheels and consequer (ly for ta ot oon “the Re, Which only a man of his discern~ dulge in plenty of outdoor acti- | foe feur tends, Gent yous Sin ile ee | Carer peaiiiee dines feawanndy fun | men all should perform alike irresp: c- thas ant ? jemanins _ a Prizes, Ment would discover and his dili- Vities, such as camping, hiking, fake people think you are discased. terribly ‘iteiiing, burning, and smarting DUE TO Se uve of any other specificatio as ge as an INS pe ini sa, gence would procure. On_ th nature rambles and wide games ANew Discovery * ene fe ie eee it stopped the 
aetna Most Yachtsmen in Barbad , a Lithia Shai aoe Club mem- ©'8an, he had a reputation which Theiv hikes are all walking ex- Nixoderm is an ‘ointment, but different | !tching in 10 minutes. oe sear = INDIGESTION 
their to-day — will teh poe a} bea at a | ay ne cent to these Proved that for him, niusic was penistans. In cor , they work | trom APY, ointment ee have CyeT Seo ee uP latches aud scaly skin disap- | 
bedi et ees ses a euaetane: Bees ear other organi- #9 abundant joy and the outpour- a oe cheerfully in very cold grand but feels aimost like & powder when | peared in 10 days. My friends were amazed If you suffer from ame len a s § Ses s 3 . ing of a truly lovely soul, In this you apply it. It penetrates rapidly into the | 4 the improvement in my eppearance. STOMACH | RAINS 

‘e fs ac. > sether. sé n do anything like that for j 7 ~marics s tes ie of blem- Di feel.it’s fair to race them together. ition do anything t, connection, he would spare no Another remarkable feature is pores San Hehes She eevee s eee aes Satisfaction Guaranteed | 

  

  

       

    
    
      
        

  

  

    

    

  

> § shic rs? ¢ e shes. due to Indigestion try 
: D In fact I happen to know that the the sport which it sponsors’ . - of Bar- (he, number of married women) Js, qgne skin troubles in these 3 ways.| Nixoderm costs absolutely nothing un- aie 
~ first two of these boats were it fair to say that it is more Social eitont to give to the public of Bar with families and no domestic) 1, It fights aud kills the microbes or para- | less Petcare Zour skin to your complete MACLEAN BRAND pons ‘ : P to race with than Yachting bados the benefit of talent from hjelp, who can find time to be| sites often responsible for skin disorders, | satisfaction, Get Nixoderm from your STOMACH POWDER 
Says designed specially to race rth r without; and he spared no effort, a.,): , ime to be | ort stops itching, burning and smarting | chemist today. Look in the mirror in the sconpel Pain actaibadee 

several 22 foot boats of which This racing as I have said ' Lae a at anare Wukuett: Guilders during “Mothers’ and| in 7 to 10 minutes, and cools and soothes | morning and you will be amazed at $e a teense 4 
aa hat time was known to before } juced faw dozen ** indeed did not spare himself, papjes’ week” at the Training| the skin, 3, It helps nature heal the skin | improvement. Then just kee on usin fort are quickly relieve: 

Quest at that ti , efore has produced a few dozen i,’ seeking to make contacts that o Pe clear, soft and velvety smooth. Nixoderm for one week aud at the end o Le this selaneiical 
be the fastest. excellent Helmsmen and almost 2 = Pa “" Centres, the Guiders, who are r ’ that time it must nave made your skin y scie y 

i ; 1 few hundred excellent crew would bring men of real musical Mothers, bring their babies. Works Fast soft, clear, smooth and snagnetically at- | balanced formula. One 
When the boats were completed viusnetnneds “ges Aye, spelt ", ability to the island Although These are cared for by special | pacpuos, Nizederee i gclentifically com: eeeas eee 00 oe Oe Se ee aye dose will prove its value 

bd h . vie $ a = . 5 *, ¢ sit . Y " ie | 7 . i Th and in good trim they sailed jaye raced in Trinidad ana 1 bimself a profound musician, he people, while Mother does her | fester than anything you have seen in go, or you simply return the empty pack- for Stomach Pains, 
4rcles around the other twenty- ‘ si a . could be charmed by the endow- Guide training. The majority of | your life before. It stops the itching, burn- age and your money will be refunded in | Heartburn, Flatulence, burn circles aro - know that our fellows are better water a ree s pee ete and smarting in a few minutes, then [ull. Get Nixoderm from your Chemist coe d Acidi 

are @ twos, but it would have been ai pacing Skippers on the whole ™€nts and gifts of anyone who Guiders I met ran “open” com-| sthrta to Work iipmediately, clearing and today, The guarantee protects you. | Nausea and Acidity 
tanks insult to their supporters to have yan ‘any I have-seen there. had music in his soul The panies and were not Schoo! } * due ro Indigestion. 

Th is said they were bigger. Oh no! We Nave had team Yasea here twenty-fifth anniversary of Mr. teachers, | 
a \ they are the same length, on several occasions with His Gerald  Hudson’s being organist Guides ana Brownies take their > ALSO IN 

' ga ‘ ajesty’s Ships and the local boys in the Cathedral was to him a his- activities seriously and work a COLGATE OFFERS SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE THAT s TABLET 
Po, ee The truth is, no one, minds have always come ashore on top. toric occasion, and he threw him- great deal on their own to obtain | 

flotill giving away a few minutes handi- “7 (lite agree that there are a lot Self heart and soul into it in the Birst Class and Proficiency | BRUSHING TEETH RIGHT AFTER EATING WIT FORM 
Ruiki cap because if he doesn’t win he of Social activities in the R.B.Y.C, °rder to put on record the achieve- Badges. Guiding is taken into} 
= console himself by saying “Oh, and I for one greatly. appreciate ments of such conscientious and the home and becomes a great | 

we had to give too much time the No one wants to sail every cevoted service to music in this force for good, | 
i. Sir, if a Hurricane destroyed aide Hs . sople Island I hope soon to meet our own) 

‘ every Yacht in Barbados to- hour, of oye? day, most” people Guiders and Guides and to pass j . was | e 3 * aie jike their Tennis and Bridge in ; . some of the k led ana | BRAND 
morrow, it would be no easy task between-—— and why not? But Father Hopkins will be re- 0M some oO e nowledge anc 

to get all Yachtsmen to rebuild 3 membered for his personal charm, new joes givened at the. Train- | | Stomach Powder 
to a class and scrap ail handicaps, Your suggestion to the Tornado constant charity and his genius wae and in Camp in Eng-| 

the idea would not go down with Association to cut itself loose for friendship. In every walk of 144: . SOLE L. M. B. MYERS & CO., LTD., 
their way of thinking. from the R.B.Y.C. may or may life he made numerous friends Enrolments | AGENTS P.O. Box 171, Bridgetown. 

This is a great pity because it not be a good one. and today they bear witness to _ On Tuesday, 10th July the |—— creas Dee iit et a eID dis 

  

is my considered opinion that the I would however point out that his invincible optimism, unfailing Island Commissioner, accompan- 

best racing skippers in the West when the Association was formed kindness, humour and sound ied by Mrs. H. Farmer, visited | 
Indies, south of Havana, are right they asked the R.B.Y.C. if the judgment. In the Church as a St. ectays Girls’ School (16th j 
here in. Barbades. Throw the Club would sponsor the class and priest, he combined great learn- ane er Guide Camepeny. Cap- 

whole bunch together under equal they. got the unhesitating reply ing with the brilliance of a think- on lied Pee, hernton) and 
conditions.and.the racing would. “Certainly.” er and a sound knowledge of Enrol t me, hs After the 

be infinitely better. 2 Since thén the R.B.Y.C, I be- affafrs; he lent a flavour of reak oes ovis te th wa ar ae If a Tornado Association could lieve, and I think I am correct, scholarship to his sermons and ‘ ere ‘oO the weather, Ts. A i Williams talked to the Guides on bere - aco "oO. t a i » ses of lise "SEB ¢ ng . ‘ x achieve this it would be a great haf paid all the expense discourses and made one feel the Law and Promise. The Guides 

Exhaustive Research By Eminent 

Dental Authorities Proves How 

Using Colgate's Helps Step Tooth | 

Decay Before It Starts! 

2 years’ research at 5 great uni- 

  

   

     

      

  

    

   
   

      

  

    

  

  

     

      

   

   
   

  

     

   
   

  

feather in their cap laying out courses, and has that he spoke truth such as would the : ae ; Pert ‘ . ‘ There are two points in the rendered every apsisnancs neces- hold its own anywhere and and uk te a ae versities—case histories of hun- & av . } find t sary t ake the Tornado racing rays > Was © , i > ; waa Ss. | ae coe why Fae Spas te Pee eee cise he tae ag, Watmendas. 1th ly’ the bebo tsoitepeP etic. cu Q Y : i L SS. Y 3 8 ideas slan: . iss ay isite s 
Be The first is the mention that If they choose to cut loose it’s a {houghts in the language of sur- Beownie Tok tdemens Collanss Dental Cream right after eating ve Yacht Clubs jin U.K, and else- matter for them, and should they passing excellence and gracious- and enrolled a Brownie. The fF | where own classes of ‘boats which do so, I do have they ert, a n and this was by no means Brownies are Aiea sorry. their Help Your Children Avoid -—shows the Colgate way helps | 

' can be used by members for It is definitely a fine little Class artificia\ but merely the spon- iiveaces 1A 4 ae he ee an . 7 3 a d |. rown Owl, Miss Zell > ‘i r od Wit racing or cruising. Does, your end deserves all support. teneous expression of an inward \4}) foe . with wos hey oe Tooth Decay! prevent Dew carina, greatly " | oa ¢ correspondent know the condi- With thanks for space and charm and charity. The people time, as she is going to Wodiond ‘ay . ? duce tooth decay! | 
Aint tions under which these socalled apologies. for length. of Barbados mourn his loss deep- August to Célinge. Bey are Blac Insist that your children } 
eleata Club Classes are owned and I remain, ly and record with gratitude the josing their Tawny Owl, Miss always brush their teeth | There operated? I happen to have read bt Yours truly, stacy benefits which he has conferred Austen Clarke for she is going to sieht ateetinenla with Gok: ALWAYS USE 
aud 7 quite a lot about such classes in “TORNADO ENTHUSIAST.” on this community in the hope the University in Yamaics. The is 8 n Co} COLGATE’S TO CLEAN 

sage. y that the power of his life will be RO. Pack is however very for- gate Dental Cream. They'll YOUR BREATH WHILE | Sees an abiding influence and an in- tunate to have Miss Jean Best and love Colgate’s delicious YOU CLEAN YOUR 
TEETH— AND HELP 
STOP TOOTH DECAY!     

  

            

  

double-minty flavour, so into t ’ : Milli D TF sc  Sbiration to those who came close Miss Mary Brathwaite who will 
ing t B.G. Has A 1 1 10n oO ars to him carry on next term. 

   

    

nearly . i it’s easy to get them to use o 

way. ; : 7 . Colgate’s correctly. The vi / a Columbite Deposits rectly. | So beautifully eas 4 
Bong 1 12-mile road from the bank ot Appointed Asst. Colgate way is the most ry 4. Vs ie 
Cong: (From Our Own Correspondent) Columbite, a strategic mineral, the Mazaruni to the mining centro VE fi | 2 effective way yet known to i e ] 

the a) GEORGETOWN, July 11. first discovered in the Morabis will have to be contructed to P.H. 0, er help reduce deca 80 eas ly beautifu ous fl The Director of Geological Sur- area during the last war could not facilitate transportation. Dr. D. O. S. PAYNE has been es y- j 
veys has confirmed recent reports be exploited economically then Other deposits in the Mazaruni agpointed on a temporary basis because Brylfoam cleanses so thoroughly yet so gently, your 
that the colony's columbite deposit owning to the prices then being Essequibo districts are known to to the post of Assistant Port hair is infused with new radiance, new sparkle. Lee 

  

in the Morabisi section of the offered. It is used principally for exist and surveys are being car- Health Officer with effect from 
  

a mirror tell the story——the story of glowing, ious hair- 

j your hair; how economical it is, too, Remember the ly 
  

    

Mazaruni River district valued making jet engine parts which are, ried out. the Ist of August. es | And wonde y B 4 
at over 4 million dollars now has now in world-wide demand i ir— or ' F : egine creamy lather suits every of hair — dry or greasy, a chance of being fully explored Two companies have been / 5 

  

fair. Ask for Brylfoam and see how beautiful your hair can 
be! In tubes, the handy and the large economy size. 

| there’s more foam in 

BRYLFOAM 
THE ORIGINAL CREAM SHAMPOO IN A TUBE @ 

BFE 50/6 

| EEC. 

| IRONS _______ $8.82 
| TOASTERS ___....$15.78 

| HOT PLATES ....$12.50 

| “JUNIOR” ELECTRIC 

as there is to-day a ready world granted permission to explore for YOU WILL LIKE THE FLAVOUR 
market with attractive prices. the mineral, and if plans succeed 

of 

TAYLOR'S SPECIAL BLENDED RUM}, AYLOR'S SPECIAL | 
SSF SSS PDS EEE ES 

(With The Distinctive Flavour) 

    

    

   

   
     

       

  

   

} BoOoks- 
{ The Practical Carpenter and Joiner 

The Complete Handyman— 
General Workshop Practice— 
The Practical Electrical Reference Book 
These books are written in plain language by a 

carefully selected team of special authors. 
— Also — 

Practical Printing and Binding 

ROBERTS & CO. 

lt is real good and a favourite among 

    

. all users of Rum, 

SIP IT — TO ENJOY IT. | 

| 
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    Fly to Britain in Festival Year ! 
1 | BY B.O.A.C. CONSTELLATION 

“f i | IN CONJUNCTION WITH B.W.LA. 
Get There Sooner! Stay There Longer! 

    3301 
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d to, Fiying Time | Flights Retire Fare] 
| kly 
| 

Bermuda |14.45 hours. 2 649.80 

  

Lisbon |29.00 ” | 2 1,396.80 
London (34.00 ” | 2 1,504.80 one STs asic   

Also Connecting Services to the Whole World.   
ty 

i 

} GRILL and HoTeLaTe..... $7 2.00 

i} 

mins ovo aivar copes {Hl | CITY GARAGE TRADING Co., Ltd. , 

    
BRITISH WEST INDIAN AIRWAYS LIMITED | 

Building, — Bridgetown VICTORIA STREET—DIAL 4671 
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MICKEY MOUSE 

TS GO 
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S 6c [A A POOR 
A | ¢ PICTURE, JC GOOFY! 

tr. I THINK 

HE'S GOTA 
SURPRISE 
COMING! 
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HOW OLD 
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WERE YOu ANSWER ME, I 
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IT PAYS YOU TO DEAL HERE 

      

SPECIAL offers to all Cash and Credit customers for Monday to Wednesday only 

Usually NOW 

6.00 

Usually Now 

58 

2for 13 

24 

34 

Pkgs. Colibre Toilet Paper 2 for Tins Klim (5 lbs) 6.98 

: Pkgs. Quaker Oats 54 48 

Tins Classic Cleanser 21 

Bottles Guava Jelly 42 36 
Tins Heinz Tomato Soup 
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youRE ELECTED 
UNANIMOUSLY = 

T NEVER WANTED 
TO BELONG TO 
ANY CLUB THAT 5 

WOULD HAVE ME! |} ca x 
T WONDER IF ITS 
AS TOUGH TO 
RESIGN_FROM 
THIS CLUB - 

BELONG TO. yOUR || 
CLUB- SUCH FINE 

ARISTOCRAT 
GENTLEMEN 
WOULD BE QUITE 
ELEVATING ____ 
TO HIM =~! 

~ NE 

CN 
OHNNY 
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BY FRANK ROBBINS 
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UNFORTUNATE EPISODE T IM. .. .BUT 
HE MIGHT MAKE A BAD REPORT 

TO YOUR MOTHER... 

BM THERE THERE,CHILD... 
s ORY YOUR TEARS 

yo aS ¥ 

  

  

OH,DARLING, WITH Y SAVE YOUR 
YOu IN HERE WITH } BREATH. YOU'VE 
ME, (cul ewim | SLL or THe 

\_ MILES To Gof 

  

IT? THE FIRE@T WOMAN IN 
| HISTORY To lM 
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YOU PROM| +O 
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Take whatever you like with you, but leave that cough at home. If 

vou have been troubled for a long time with a cough that won't go away, 

Take FERROL COMPOUND now and cleat don’t let it spoil your holiday 

it up before you go 

The double action in FERROL COMPOUND is bound to work. It has 

wonderful tonic properties in Cod Liver Oil, Iron and Phosphorus, with a 

Vitamin A content of 1,500 International Units and Vitamin D 500 Units 

per dose. That will help your general health and assist Nature to throw 

off the cough, while its Creosote and Guiaicol act directly on the cough 

itself. 

Don’t hesitate another day. Free yourself of that lingering cough with 

FERROL COMPOUND, the Tonic Cough Mixture that Builds as it Heals 

FERROL COMPOUND is obtainable in large and small sizes at your 

favourite drug store 
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VALERIE 

HOBSON says: 
Make the 

Shampoo of 

the Stars 

“I'm thrilled with 
the silky-soft glamour 
Drene gives my hair.” 

FILM-STAR's hair must be 
glamorous to show up well 

on the screen,”’ says lovely Valerie 
Hobson, ‘It must throw light 

. back to the camera or it will look 
dull and terrible. That's why I’m 
so delighted with the way Drene 
brings my hair up silky-soft and 
shining, and so wonderfully easy 
to manage. i'm a devoted fan 
now. My hairdresser shampoos 
my hair as often as four times a 
week when I’m filming.” 

You'll be just as delighted as 
Valerie Hobson when you see the 
exciting ne 

your Shampoo 

inisist on 

When you see Valerie Hobson in her 

  

next film, make it a point 

her hair. Notice how every str. 4 

glows and dance th soft, shinin 
highlight This reen glamour 

real. The secret 1 here ¥ glamour Drene un- 
what Valerié har covers in your hair. Every strand 

Drene leaves m will come up silky-soft and shining 

and shinin like neve before —— right after 

your very first shampoo, too, 

for best we , Drene is easy to rinse; ie the per~ 
{ Za Rs fect shampoo before any perm and 

drent is absolutely safe-for all types of 

s | z i ae rene hair. So don't wait, get a bottle 

results id of Drene today. 
bie 
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SUNDAY, JULY 15, 1951 

B.B.C. Radio 
Programmes 

SUNDAY, JULY 15, 1951 
Programme Parade, 11 30 

  

   

  

11 15 
am D * Them Around, 12 00 noon 
The News, 1210 pm News Analysis 
‘iii pm — Ww m. 

415 pr Music Magazine, 4.30 p m 
Sunday Half Hour, 5 00 Pm Composer 
of the Week, 5 15 p m_ Listeners’ Choice, 
6 06 p m Strictly Instrumental, 6 15 p.m 
Ray's A Laugh, 645 pm. Programme 
Parade. 
70-1045 pm — 9 53 m., 31 32 m 

700 pm The News, 710 pm News 
Analysis, 715 pm _ Caribbean Voices, 
745 pm Science and the Christian Man, 
$00 pm. Radio Newsreel,'8 15 pm 
Sunday Service, 8 45 p m Interlude, 8 55 
Bm From The Editorials, 900 pm 
Serapbook for 1927, 10 00 p m The News, 
10 10 p.m_ Interlude, 1015 pm. Star 
Time, 10 30 p m_ London Forum 

BOSTON 
WRUL 15.29 Mc , WRUW 11.75 Mc, 

WRUX_17 75 Mc 
BBC RADIO PROGRAMME 
MONDAY, JULY 16, 1951 

1115 am _ Programme Parade, 11 25 
a.m. Listeners’ Chaice; 11.45 a.m. Com- 
monwealth Commentary, 12.00 noon The 
News, 12 10 pm News Analysis. 
415-645 pm — 19 76 m. 

  

415 pm BBC Symphony Orchestra, 
5 00 pm. Composer of the Week, 5 15 
pm The Storyteller, 530 pm. Jan 
Smeteriin, 600 pm. Tom Jones Trio, 
6.15 pm. From The Third Programme, 
635 pm Interlude, 645 pm Pro- 
gramme Parade, 6 55 p m. Today's Sport, 
700—10 45 PM 25 53M 31 32M 

700 pm _ The News; 710 pm News 
Analaysis; 715 pm. Flint of the Flying 
Squad; 745 pm Generally Speaking; 
#00 pm. Radio Newsreel; 815 pm 
Commonwealth Commentary; 8 30 p m 
Practice makes Perfect; 8 45 p m_ Inter~- 
lude; 855 pm. From the Editorials; 9.00 
p.m. Men of Steel; 10 00 p m._ The News 
10 10 p m Interlude; 10 15 p m. Regency 
Festival at Brighton; 10 45 p m. Science 
Review 

B.B.C. RADIO NOTES 
Jan Muzurus in “Rendezvous” 

Tuesday, 17th July 
It is not often that we have 

advance information of the Tues- 
day evening West Indies pro- 

gramme from London but as we 
have such news this week we'll 

make the most of it. The Tues- 

day programme is now “Rendez- 

vous” which has taken the place 
of “West Indian Guest Night.” 

In this new” series artists from 
all over the Commenwealth 
entertain and there is a regular 

‘Album of Commonwealth Music’ 

included in the half-hour broad- 

cast In next Tuesday's pro- 

gramme the artists will include 

Jan Muzurus, the Trinidadian 

baritone, who used to be such a 

feature in the Tuesday evening 
‘Calling the West Indies’ some 

years ago. With him in the pro- 

gramme will be June Wilson, the 

Australian soprano, and_ the 
pianists, Rawicz and Landauer. 

Broadcast begins at the regular 

time of all West indies pro- 

grammes from London, that is at 

7.15 p.m. 

Caribbean Voices 
Next Sunday’s. edition of 

‘Caribbean Voices’, the weekly 

programme of West Indian prose 

and poetry will present one of 
the few long poems to_be read in 
this series. It is “THe Shakers” 
by Daniel Williams of St, Vin- 
cent dealing with the _ religious 
cult of the ‘Shakers.’ It will be 
followed by ‘Obeah’ a short story 
by Seepersad Naipaul of Trini- 
dad. Broadcast begins at the 
regular time at 7.15 p.m. 

    

Detailed list to be advertised during 

Phone 4640 roth 

  

AUCTION SALE 
Furniture and Contents 

WEDNESDAY, 25th JULY, at 11 30 am. and FOLLOWING DAY 

at 11.30 am. if not completed 

WHITEHALL 
We are favoured with instructions from Mrs. F L Lynch to sell by 

Auction her extensive collection of valuable mahogany and other furniture, 
glassware, china ete, at “Whitehall,” Codrington Hill, St Michael 

John M. Bladon& Co. 
Auctioneer 

CHURCH SERVICES J JEL 

CHRISTIAN SC\ENOE 
First Charch of Crist. Scientist 

Bridgetown. Upper Bay Street 
Sundays 11 am. and 7 p.m 

Sunday, July 15, 10651 
Subject of Lé@sson-Sermon GOD 
Golden Text: I Samuel 2:2. There is 

none holy as the Lord: for there is none 
beside thee: n@ither is there any rock 
luke our God 

BAPTIST 
THE ST. JAMES NATIONAL BAPTIST 

7 p.m, Evensong and Sermon. Preacher 
Rev. J. B. Grant, L,Th 

THE SALVATION ARMY 
PRIDGETOWN CENTRAL—11 a.m 

Holiness Meeting, 3 p.m Company 
Meeting, 7 p.m Salvation Mceting 

Preacher: Major Smith 
WELLINGTON STREET—1i1 a.m. Holi- 

ness Meeting, 3 p.m. Company Meeting, 
7 pn. S@lvation Meeting Preacher: 
Sr. Major Gibbs. 
FOUR ROADS—11 a.m. Holiness Mett- 

ing. 3 p.m. Company Meeting, 7 p.m. 
Sslvetion Meeting, Preacher: Lieutenant 
Gunthorpe, 

SEA VIEW—11 a.m. Holiness Meeting 
3 pm Compahy Metting,- 7 p.m. 
Salvation Meeting. Preacher: Lieutenant 
Hinds. 

PIE CORNER—11 a.m. Holiness Meet- 
ing. 3 p.m. Company Meeting. 7 p.m. 
Salvation Meeting. Preacher: Sr. Major 
Hollingsworth 
OISTINS—11 a.m. Holiness Meeting. 

3 p.m, Company Meeting, 7 p.m. Salva- 
tion Meeting. Preacher: Lieutenant 
Gibbons. 
DIAMOND CORNER—11 a.m, Holiness 

Mceting, 3 p.m. Company Meeting, 
7 pm. Salvation Meeting Preacher: 
Major Rawlins (R). 

METHODIST 
JAMES STREET 11 am. Rev. J 

Boulton, 7 p.m. Rev. R. McCullough 
PAYNES BAY: 9.30 Rev. R. McCul- 

lough, 7 p.m. Mr. F, D, Roach 
WHI LL: 930 Mr G. Barker, 7 

pm. Mr. Perkins 
GILL MEMORIAL: 11 a.m. Rev. R. 

McCullough Holy Communion, 7 pm 
Mr, J, Layne. 
HOLETOWN: 8 30 a m. Mr. D Scott, 7 

p.m. Mrs, Phillips. 
BANK HALI,; 930 am. Mr. J. E 

Haynes, 7 pm. Rev J. Boulton 
SFEIGHTSTOWN,; 11 a.m, Mr. McClean, 

7 p.m. Mr. E. L. Bannister 
SELAH: 11 a.m. Mr. Grant, 3.30 p.m 

énnual M.M. Chairman Mr, O. Perkins 
Speaker: Rev. D. C. Moore of Moravian 
Church, 
BETHESDA: 9.30 Mr, Blackman 7 p.m. 

P.M. 
BETHEL: 11 am. Rev, M. A. E, 

Thomas, 7 p.m. Mr. A. L,. Mayers 

DALKEITH: 33. au, DMr. W.- Wy 
Alleyne; 7 p.m, Rev. M. A. E. Thomas, 

BELMONT: 11 a.m. Mr, G. Bascombe, 
7 pm. Mr. D. F. Griffith 
SOUTH DISTRICT: 9 a.m. Rev. M. A, 

E. Thomas, 3.30 p.m. Annual Missionary 
Meeting, 7 p.m. Mr. C. Brathwaite 

PROVIDENCE; 11 a.m. Mr. J. Clarke; 
7 p.m. Mr. C. Best 
VAUXHALL: 11 a.m. Mr. C. Jonts; 

7 p.m. Miss E. Bryan 

ANGLICAN 
ST. LEONARD'S CHURCH 

8 a.m. Choral Eucharist, 9 a.m, Choral 

Buchdrist and Address, 11 a.m, Matins 

and Sermon, 3 p.m. Sunday School, 7 

pm. Evensong and Sermon 

Tuesday, July 17th. 7.30 p.m, Annual 

Missionary Meeting. 

MORAVIAN 
ROEBUCK ST: 11 a.m. Morning Sér- 

vice; Preacher; Rey. E. E, New, 7 p.m. 
Evening Service, Preacher; Mr gE. C 

Hewitt 
GRACE HILL: 11 a.m, Morning Ser- 

vice, Preacher: Mr, I. Oxley. 7 p.m. 

Evening Service, Preacher: Rev. E E. 

New 
FULNECK: 11 a.m. Morning Service, 

7 p.m. Evening Service, Mr. W. St Hill. 

MONTGOMERY: 7 p.m, Evening Ser- 

vice, Preacher: Mr. C, Greene 
SHOP HILL: 7 p.m. Evening Service, 

Preacher: Mr. F. G. Smith 
DUNSCOMBE: 11 a.m. Morning Ser- 

yiee, Preacher: Mr. U. Reid. 7 p.m 

preine Servicer, Preacher: Mr. G, 
‘ancis. 

MAIL NOTICE 
Mails for St, Vincent, Martinique, 

Antigua, St, Kitts, St. Thomas, V.I., New 

York by the s.s. Fort Townshend will be 

closed at the General Post Office as 

under:— : 
Parcel Mail at 12 noon, Registered 

Mail at 2 p.m., Ordinary Mail at 2.30 

p.m. on the 17th July, 1951, 
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We invite your 

    

THE NEW AUSTIN 
A70 HEREFORD 4-DOOR SALOON 

RELIABLE — RESPONSIVE - 

improved member of the _ well-known 

of Austin Cars 

  

~ DOWDING ESTATES & TRADING €0.. LTD. 
“ECKSTEIN BROTHERS” 

        

PROP OSOPOSS. TP PROTSS 

DRINK .... 

NUTRICIA 

WHOLE 

New Stocks Received in - - - 
11 Tins $1.10; 214416 Tins $2.58; 516 Tins $4.95 

ON SALE EVERYWHERE 

SIMEON UUNTE 

PEEPS POSSESS 

An OLD Friend ina NEW Spot” 

JUST A FEW YARDS AWAY!! 

As the Ships Come in They Bring Us 

PAPER, SPECIAL 
LAUNDRY STARCH, SMALL THERMOS ICE JARS, 

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS 

AEROSOL FLY 

P.A. CLARKE—Cosmopolitan Pharmacy 
PRINCE Wm. HENRY 

ALLEL IOS 

  

WATERMAN’S 

  

    
FE BABY LOVES 
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& SON, LTD.—Agents 

POPES 

STREET. 
  

  

the comfort of Cuticura 
Taloum Powder, It is 
exquisitely perfumed, and 
keops baby's skin cool, 
soft and free from chafing.    

   

TALCUM , 
  

EDGE WATER 

HOTEL 
BATHSHEBA 

Reduced Rates ist May to 

3ist October for visits of 

one week or over. 

Telephone 95276 

  

  

  

SACROOL 
THE WONDERFUL 

REMEDY 

FOR PAIN 

KNIGHT'S DRUGSTORES 
44,6644, . 

wrrrrer SPELLED ¥ é x xX % 

66 SSO4- 4 POLE LLIL ELA AL LGA LE FELL FEES 

FOR YOUR LEATHER NOVELTIES 
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ADVOCATE 
  

SHOP AT 

BOOKER ’S ™ 
We ‘ave just reetived:— 

Leather Book Markers 
& Stocking Mending Sets . 
a Ladies Shopping Purses 

Tobaceo Pouches . . . ete. ete. . 
iso — 

Ladies Compacts, & Cigarette Cases 
with 

COLOURED VIEWS OF BARBADOS 
These make Ideal Gifts .. . 

REMEMBER IT’S ALWAYS BEST TO SHOP 
at. > 

BOOKER’S (B’dos) DRUG STORES LTD. 
Broad Street, and Hastings (ALPHA PHARMACY). 

PPLE EEE EEL LSS LLL 

  

WE HAVE CANADIAN B-H PAINTS! 

Bustamante and Adams hope for 

more Canadian dollars, but... 

There is no paint like Canada 
made Brandram-Henderson paint 

and a bird in the hand... 

@ A. BARNES & CO., LTD. 

  

           yt y%> 

  

WEETABIX Pkgs OX TONGUE 
SHREDDED WHEAT iy CHEESE 
CORN FLAKES ’ MANGO CHUTNEY 
Asstd. BISCUITS GOLDEN SHRED Asstd. BISCUITS Tins MARMALADE 
OLIVE OIL i OLIVES RABBIT ( CHERRIES VEAL, LOAF ‘ MANSION POLISH 

5 i MIN CREAM MUTTON & PEAS ; C.T, ONIONS MEAT BALLS . HONEY 
CHICKEN HADDIES GRAPES 
HAM (Cooked) MIXED FRUIT 

PERKINS & CO... LTD. 
Roebuck Street DIAL 2072 & 4503 

654,454, LPP PEAR PAPEL A ALLA LAMM SSS 

  

SELECT THE FOLLOWING BUILDING NEEDS !! 

CEMENT (Drums & Bags) 
BAR IRON (In all Sizes) 
EXPANDED METAL (In all Sizes) 
WALL BOARD 
PAINTS & ENAMELS (In all Brands) 

All ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES 

And Many Other Useful ITEMS Too Numerous to Mention 

Pay US a Visit before making your Selection 
Elsewhere, 

Barbados Hardware Co., Ltd. 
THE HOUSE FOR BARGAINS) 

No. 16 Swan Street ae 

    

  
  

    
   

aS 
POM AMAA, 

JOHN WHITE SHOES. u.....icsceseie ieiiinrerd YOM 3O73 

SPORT SHIRTS-—-over a dozen varieties ....from 

SION SOG ial isibescisdrespbtrainepersewils O- 2OP 

SILVER GREY FLANNEL .........64.0000 j 

FLANNEL SERGE-Supreme Quality ..... 

GENTS’ SHIRTS — Trubenised Collar ....,........... 

BIA RIUN scat Roe i aiyteaeedl ails aii is 

PTD. BEMBERG SHEER 

PLASTIC RAIN: COATS: . cciisicdesarsseissseemoncss 

PRED TICK —- 56” wide . 

CRETONNE 56” wide és 

BED SHENTS 107 GO cs isisscthisccsene 

OIL CLOTH 

THAN BROS. 
Pr. Wm. Henry St, 

4, Att ttt tte GPE PPP PLP ELLE PPP PPOLPE A LPT R = FPPPSPD 

  

PDEA PEASE LEASES CROSE PETES LOSSLESS. 
“ 

Phone 2109, 4406 or 3534 | 

OOTY 

  

PAGE THIRTEEN 
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Rs > 

1 YP MR CARPENTER % Vi : 
\ Ny - ne > 

: eR x 
Y mactei . & 

Yas} WE now have a Good 
ZI % 

\ 5, 

4 WS Assoriment of TOOLS 
J \ e 

8 Hand, Back, Compass or Sesh & 

\} Saws. tren Planes, Plane trons, Rules, Claw Haimuiners, % 
i} and Oil Stones. We can also supply : W. Pine, Spruce, ¢ 

Fir and P. Pine. 

N.B. HOWELL % 
Lumber and Hardware x 

¥ 
65656666 56366695 SOCSSCSCO 4 (64 O60 AMAL OO      

| 

Dial: 3306 ges Bay Street. 
| 

| 
| 

' 

WALL PLACKS 

  

Flying Ducks, per set Of 3 0... re $6.62 

Sea Gulls, per set of 2 $5.33 

Blue Birds, per set OF 3...........cccsseccerrereerere $427 

WALL VASES from $2.56 per pair up 

AT YOUR JEWELLERS 

Y. De LIMA & CO, LTD. 
20 Broad Street. 

    

RIDE A 

“HOPPER”   

  

* BICYCLE 
Tins 

Bots. 

Tins The BARBADOS FOUNDRY Lad. 
White Park Road, 

9
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; . You Should Check 

Up and Buy These 

NOW?! 

   

   

  

    

     

    

=
 

    SOUP PLATES 

CUPS and SAUCERS 

BISCUIT BARRELS 

TEA POTS 

MILK JUGS 

MEAT DISHES 
Plain White and White 

with Gold Band. 

  

Plantations Lid. 

    

| 
& DINNER PLATES | 

| 
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Off For 

A Good 

Swi m ! ! 

LADIES 
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3.98 IN THESE hot Summer days, nothing is more i 

500 refreshing, relaxing and rejuvenating than a swim i 

oT in the clear cool waters of this Island, and for your ! 
4.17 

3.12 greater comfort and feminine appeal, we suggest 

2.12 you see our SWIM WEAR in COTTON, SATIN, 

- and VELVET by MARTIN WHITE, also our delight- i 

1.39 ful range of bathing caps, beach bags, scarves, bath ! 

56 towels, suitcases and our usual delightful assort- 

479 31M} ment of Quality PRINTS and PERCALES for mak: if 

100 | ing Beach wear of all kinds 

\ 

N.E. WILSON & Co. 
N.B. For the Best, Shop always at:— | 

The Ultra Modern Store | 

) 

31 Swan St. oe Dial 3676. 
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SUNDAY ADVOCATE 

SN 

DODGING c i O81 | ARERR Goa tit MOUTT 
ice 9 } All Roads Lead to King George } Messts DESMOND COWARD & one ) ing i Park, St. Philip i S NEVILLE GRIFFITH $ 

eu ‘ } Ge > Ni oe lei 
nto- the : ver I t the Happy Time Store {tt 

in te ak '% DANCE 
i ‘mple!) THAT GRAND DANCE 4} & % 

The | } on } which will be given b % In Aid of Harrow's Touring tean | 
ne re Jiil 4 ict is OD-| . to St Vincent S i “ISS ANNA HOLDER ; 7 tains ised to esent) Everybody's Friend. Car P-116 1% At the MODERN HIGH SCHOOL a 

ained if the income of the whole} At K.G.V.M. PARK HALI i% visi t oem . 
population of the country had St. Philip 18 On SATU ae — July 2, 191 

) tervie | 2/- ADMISS! — %- > 
b entervie aoe Ce ee? 1§$ Music by,Mr. Hoppy Jordan's Ork 9! 

he procedure of getting the} sic bry Percy Green's Orchestra i% Dancing from 9 p.m 
information is preparing a ques- E Soltd Miss this Mision ) REFRESHMENTS ON SALE 

tionnaire in the light of local co era ere ee x 
oo The questionnaire would eee SSS OOOO PEP. 

(ver the earnin which went} ~~ 

  

IN THE World Middleweight Championship fight Robinson is seen covering up after Turpin has narrowly 
muissed with 
arm, =Tur 

a straight left. 
pin was 

  

Robinson's hair stands on end, his eyes blink and his arms claw at Turpin’s 
winner on points. 

  

Scouter Leaves for U°S.A. 
On Friday last the S.W. District, 

and indeed, Barbados Scouting as Scout’s Duty is to be useful and God and your fellow men.” 

      
   

a whole, lost one of its keenest 
er Mr. Stanleigh E. 

ght left the Island to reside in 
~US.A 

A member of the 3rd Barbados 
(Cathedral) Troop since 1935 
when only 11 years of age, Stan- 
leigh attained all the ranks from 
Patrol Second to Scoutmaster (in- 
elusive), relinquishing the last 
named on 30th June last. He was 
a First Class Scout and also holds 
the Wood Badge Part II (Practi- 
eal) Certificate. 

Always of a cheerful spirit and 
a determined disposition not to be 
beaten by what appeared to be 
difficult, he displayed the ideal 
‘Scout Spirit’ and was an inspira- 

    

tion to those with whom he 
worked. 

Ve wish him success in_ his 
future life, and may Ged’s bless- 
ing rest upon him 
‘Though distance close contact may sever 
Reai friendships won't perish, no, never; 
The spirit of brotherhood still lives on 
Aye, for ever and anon 

Camping Season 
With the long vacation just 

‘avound the corner’ it is antici- 
pated that most troops will by 
now be planning for their Annual 
Camps, There is a very limited 
stock of Camp Equipment and, in 

        

in attempt to avoid any disap- 
pointment and inconvenience, we 

are asking that Scouters, aft 
obtaining permission from . th 
District Commissioners, mak 
their applications for equipment 
ut least TWO WEEKS BEFORE it 

; wanted, mentioning the period 
which it is wanted. for 

  

   
Would all Scou s please re- 

read P.O.R., Rules 332—-340? 
NOTE: —Forms P.C. are obtain- 

able on application to Scout Head- 
quarters 

The Outlook 
Hae you ever read “The Out- 

look” by the Chief Scoyt, the Lord 
Rowallan, which appears in the 
“Scouter” every month? 

In The Outlook for 
Chief writes: 

June the 

  

“The third Law says: “A 

to help others, B.-P., in, those 
comments which he wrote on each 
of the Laws, goes on to say 

an . and he is to do his duty 
before anything else, even though 
he give up his own pleasure or 
comfort, or safety to doit... . 
and he must try his best to do 
at least one good turn to some- 
body every day.” Is the good 
turn—and once more let us call 
it a “good turn” and not a “good 
deed”—as common as it used to 
be, or as universal? Do we see 
as many knots in the neckerchief 
to remind us to do it? 

There are, I am afraid, many 
Groups where a good turn by the 
Group at Christmas is used to 
cover the whole of the rest of the 
year. But B.-P. says ‘every day,” 
and if you look through Scouting 
for Boys you will see how much 

stress he laid on its being not just 

a spasmodic affair, but the basis 
of our training for service leading 
us into the habit of thoughtfulness 
for others and not ourselves. 

Do your Scouts know the story 

of how Scouting was carried to 
the United States? Of that fogyzy 
evening when an unknown London 
Scout did his good turn to Mr. 
Wm. D. Boyce? Do they know 
that the Bronze Buffalo at Gilwell 
is an award to HIM? It’s not the 
spectacular things that have built 
the tradition and reputation of 
Scouting, it is rather the willing- 
ness and cheerfulness of Scouts in 
turning their hands to anything 

in the way of useful service. Now 
that we ask something in return 
during Bob-a-Job Week and 

      

Cost of Living Survey Planned : 

WHEN THE cost of living survey that is being planned 
is made here, it would be known which items would be 
more in demand if incomes were increased, Mr. K. H. Straw, 
Economist of the University College of the West Indies, 
told Civil Servants at Combermere yesterc:y. 

Mr. Straw was giving 
Surveys at the meeting of 

  

prepared yourself for Service to 
The 

better the training our Scouts re- 
ceive the greater the opportunity 
for service. A fellow with the 
best wiil in the world can’t save 
a man from bleeding to death if he 
doesn’t know his first-aid, nor 
save a fellow from drowning if he 
can’t swim, nor revive him if he 
doesn’t know artificial respiration. 
There are many cases where the 
brave man, who doesn’t know 
“how”, may do more damage by 
coing something silly than by 
standing and waiting for others. 

CUB GAME 
Relay for Inter-six 

Competition 
Equipment required: 
1; Twelve paper bags. 

can be used). 
2; An assortment of articles 

e.g., six of each of twelve diff 
ent articles or twelve of each of 
six different articles. 

3: A whistle. 
4: Twelve slips of paper 

must have his own pencil. 
Description of Game. Arrange 

(Caps 

  

Cub 

  

bag three feet apart in a str right 
line. In each bag place six 
different articles. Line up two 
sixes of Cubs facing the bags and 
twenty yards away from the bag 

Give each cub a slip of paper | 
which he must place at his feet. 

At the blast of the whistle each 
Cub must run up to the bags, pick 
up the bags and memorise the 
articles inside, After the first 
bag has been taken up, count to 
ten slowly, then blow the whistle 
again. The Cubs must put down 
the bags, run back to the original 

how splendidly the public respond position and write down the -the daily good turn without re- articles on the paper. He then 
ward is more essential than ever. runs back to the row of bags 

But don’t let us overlook the drops the paper in his ba and 
duty to be useful. In the message ‘takes it to the referee# _ oe 
which His Majesty has been The Six with the high t co 
graciously pleased to give to the rect aggregate, wins. 
King’s Scouts, he starts by say- Objects: Agility and observa- 
ing, “As a King’s Scout you have tion, : , i 

—_ Ee 

the rest of Jamaica, North and 
South America and London and 
the rest of the United Kingdom.” 

The amount of saving carried 
out by particular income groups 
was extremely important, Savi 
was regarded as that which w 

a lecture on Cost of Living 
the Civil Service Association. 

Mr, Straw will be carrying out a Cost of Living Survey 
here soon, 

  “If incomes did rise,” he said, 

the peopie the Caribbean 
manufacturing the items which 
the survey indicated would be 
more in demand, would speed up 

the production.” 

The way a survey is made, he 
Said, is only reasonably reliable, 
and it is generally considered 
that a new one for any country 
is needed every seven years. 

“The present basis of calculat- 
ing rises in cost of living here,” 
he said, “is still done from the 
survey of 1939 and so there is no 

true indication of the present 
situation.” 

Mr. Straw said that ‘rom a 
survey in Barbados a_ pattern 
would be obtained of the expen- 
diture ot the various income 

groups and this could form 

get an average, one in the crop 

season and one in October, 
“Whether such cost of living 

will be successful,” he said de- 
pends on the willingness of the 
numerators and the housc- 
holders.” 

Family Living Studies 
They worked from a_ basis of 

what was called family living 

studies, In the main, indices 
were calculated on the expendi- 
ture of incomes of families. In 
more recent times, increasing 

attention has been paid to prob- 

lems other than urban wages. 
There has been a tendency to 

widen the scope in order to cover 
the whole population. 

“Each section in each com- 
munity will have a different pat- 
tern of consumption,” he said. 
“There will be a_ difference in 

   not consumed, 
terial for 
cpment 
only 

Machinery, ma- 
houses, capital devel- 

and such things, could 
come from the saving of 

people and _ organization which 
did not immediately consume 
everything they were given. 

Surveys of family living stand- 
ard brought out changes in de 
mand for different items and that, | 
from a manufacturing point of 
view, Was important. The manu- 
facturer or agricultural worker 
liked to know how changes it 
demands would 

Collecting Data 
“There is a problem in colieci- 

gO 

    

ing the data,” he said. “Eact 
household has a_ different pat- 
tern of consumption, One fam- 
ily might buy cigarettes and th 
other might not. Another might 
have children and another none.’ 

The ideal situation would be 
one in which it would be possible 
to collect information from all 
the households in the area % 
social group in which one is in- 
terested. But such a survey is 
expensive ‘as it would need a 
large staff and travelling money. 

    

      

  

into a household and then try to 
get information on the expendi- 

ture of the household That 
would usually be taken from the 
previous week, but such things 

furniture and clothing would 
go over longer periods 

The questionnaire was grouped 
under rent, lighting, food, cloth- 

ing and miscellaneous items. 

“In Barbados,” he said, “out of 

the 48,000 householders, we have 

to get 600 in order to get a good 

Sample. We have to train numer- 

ators who will visit the household 
to try to get the answers. 

“Different classes in a commu- 
nify were affected very differently 
by an economical or social change 

and economists disliked politicians 

using the cost of living index to 

increase wages.” 

The Bridgetown 

Theatrical Group 

  

This newly formed Group, con- 
uisting of boys and girls who are 
interested in stage dancing, makes 
its bow to the public. It is hoped 

to provide entertainment for those 
persons who are interested in local 

dancing, having a background of 

West Indian settings. 

The founder Miss Judy Graham 
who was born in New York and 
came to Barbados at an early age, 
is sparing no pains to encourage 

the group in creating a West 

{indian culture of their own along 

similar iines adopted by Berle 
McBurnie in Trinidad, 

The personnel! of the Commit- 

tee are: Judy Graham, President; 

Eustace Holder, Vice-President; 

Roderick Fields, Secretary; Muriel 

Haynes, Asst. Secretary; and Wes- 
ley Lowe, Treasurer. This group 

is in no way associated with the 

Caribbean Social Club. 

  

The first show is staged for 

Thursday, August 2nd, 1951, at 

Queen’s Park Shed. Tickets are 

‘now on sale at Nelson Pharmacy, 

  

   
{Bay Street E. Wilson & Co., 

{Swan Stre wx Dial 5093, Judy 

| Graham’s residence, 
15.7.51.—I1n 

5.45 a.m. 
Sun Sets: 6.25 p.m. 
Moon (Full) July 18. 
Lighting: 7.00 p.m, 
High Water: 1.10 p.m. 

  

YESTERDAY: 
Rainfall (Codrington): Nil. 
Total for Month to Yesterday: 

1.48 ins. 
Temperature (Min.): 74.5 °F 
Wind Direction (9 am.) E, 

(il a.m.) E. 
Wind Velocity: 

hour 
Barometer (9 

(11 a.m.) 

8 miles per 

a.m.) 
30.009 

39.017 

    

  

OCRYPTOQUOTE No.          
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Last Cn rpt So many worlds, so 
much to do, so little done 
such things to be.—Tennyson. | SO | 

J. A. CORBIN & SONS. 
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| It is a question of Quick 

Service when Buying or 

your PROPERTY | Selling . | 

Consult : |   | CECIL JEMMOTT, 

Phone 4563 
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Hello Everybody, All Reads Leads 
to Brages Hill Casino! 

A GRAND DANCE 
Given by 

MR. RALPH FOWLER 
Well-known Shop-keeper of 
Mayer's Corner, St. Joseph 

t Y.M.U.C., BRAGGS HILL 
St. Joseph 

ent t the Mane 

NIGHT, 15th JUfy 

Admission 

GENTS %- ° LADIES 1/¢ 

Musie by Bertie Harewood’s Ork. 
Feiceshments on Sale — Please 

vite Your Friends 

Lorrics leave Palmetto Square at 
*.00° sharp, 15.7.51—1n 
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MOONLIGHT 
DANCE 

on the 

PARADE SQUARE 

CENTRAL POLICE 

STATION | 

MONDAY, 16th JULY 

Music by the } 

Police Dance Orchestra 

ADMISSION 2/- 

Tickets obtainable all 

  
at 

Police Stations or at door. 

In aid of 

  

  

    

y ‘n The ados - OC : NOTICE The ee re Clubs 

Band Recreation Room. | 
8.7.51—2n | 

I take this opportunity to 

for the electors of the *{'— oraite inform the e 0. 3! os rrr ng 

Parish of St. Michael and X % : 

the public in general,. that I x x CLOSING | 

will be offering myself as a Rie irda | 

eta oming 31% iF candidate for the coming % x WE beg to inform our Cus- 

slecti : se | ; election for the House of Dan tomers and the general public 

Assembly. I would also $| % z : $/% that our DRUG STORE will #| 
state through this medium Sis 

i : | % be closed from the 23rd of 
that I will serve in an inde- y & Saline ™ 

; j 1g July and will Re-open on the 
pendent capacity. % R es ; ‘ 

* % ith of August. 
. - 4 

CUTHBERT BARRINGTON $$ HUTSON’S 
HOLDER, bf % * : 

(Commonly known Barry) & % DRUG STORE. 
(Shopkeeper) %I : { 

Station Hill, 31% 22 Milk Market. | 
St. Michael. ¥ $ 15.7.51—3n. % 
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Over Knight’s 33 Broad St. 
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basis for the cost of living indices, the consumption of a farm work- For practical purposes, a sample x 

Two surveys would be made 
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| They'll Do It Every T 
and a teacher, Kingston 
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and survey was done.    

  

    

    

        

   
A WIDE DRIVEWAY ON 
ONE SIDE-“BUT THE COAL 
BIN IS ALWAYS WHERE 
YOU CAN'T GET ATT 
THANX To Gos CHASE, 
1500 65™ STREET 
NORTH BERGEN, A. S- 
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BUILDING SITES 
HIGHGATE 

Cool and Attractive Situation in well laid-out area. 

Water mains and electric mains have been installed 

and first class private roads completed. 

Sites from 10,000 sq. ft. upwards 

    

SALE 

St. Michael 
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For further information ‘phone 4230 

Wilkinson & Haynes Co., Ltd. 
Head Office, Prince Alfred Street 
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SUNDAY, JULY 15, 1951 
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MAKE SURE 

THAT YOUR 

NEXT SUIT 

BEARS THIS 

LABEL 

OF DISTINCTION 

s 
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HAVE YOU REALLY SEEN IT! | 

  

| BLANKETS 
FOR 

4 SLEEPING 

COMFORT 

  

DOUBLE 66” x 86” 

in Pink, Blue, 

,Beige.... $4.62 ea. 

Green 

  

10, 11, 12 & 13 BROAD STREET 

  

  

    

P.CS. MAFFEI & Co, Ltd. 
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THIS WONDERFUL DRESS MATERIAL 

Called — “CHECKED KABE CREPE" 
Truly a Material you'll be delighted with 

NEWLY DESIGNED 
and in 12 out-standing Shades at $1.49 yd. 

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY 

  

DIAL 3131 
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I1’S NEW AND IT’S NEWS! 
‘Zephyr Six’ leaps instantly into a special classification 
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Fhe power-packed, handsome 

this is. a 

‘Five-Star’ car! Like its sister-model, the ‘Consul’, the great ‘Zephyr 

Six’ combines a// the most-wanted features of modern design, con- 

struction and performance, at a new ‘low’ in cost. ‘Five-Star’ Motoring, 

once a sought-after ideal, has become a thrilling facr / 

‘STAR’ FEATURES OF THE ZEPHYR SIX INCLUDE: 

» Valve-in-head Engine (68 b.h.p.). 

%& Super-strong, safety-ensuring All-Steel Welded Integral Body 

Construction. 

* Centre-siung seating . . . restful, relaxing. 

* Coil-sprung Independent Front Wheel Suspension; built-in 
double-acting shock absorbers, 

%* Instant-action, smooth-stopping Hydraulic Brakes. 

° 

SEE THE “FIVE-STAR? ZEPHYR SIX AND CONSUL! 
MADE BY 

  

FORD OF DAGENHAM 

SINGLE 
54” x 75" 22 

In Pink, Blue, Green, Beige ws rs 

$3.20 ea. 

CAVE SHEPHERD & (0. LTD. | 

   

 


